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Executive Summary 

This report considers current issues, challenges and trends in relation to parking provision in the four main hubs 

of Bangor, Newtownards, Holywood and Comber, as well as within a number of other rural settlements 

throughout the Borough. 

Some car parks are operating at maximum capacity i.e. Mill Street Gas Works South, Newtownards and Castle / 

Bridge Street, Comber. Parking tariffs are not in place at these sites and therefore there is no control on parking 

occupancy or duration. 

Long stay parking is an issue throughout Bangor, Comber, Holywood and Newtownards and also at The Square, 

Portaferry. Sites with free parking lend themselves to higher proportions of long stay parkers due to a lack of 

control on parking duration. This results in low space turnover. 

Council parking facilities throughout the Borough generally lack signage and CCTV. Signage alerts and directs 

users to the nearest car park, whilst CCTV coverage increases user’s perceived felling of safety. Rural car parks 

typically lack lighting, white surface lining, conventional sized spaces and fencing. This does not meet user 

expectation not does it adhere to best practice. 

Footway parking is a significant issue in some areas of Comber such as High Street, and throughout the villages 

of Ballygowan and Greyabbey. Vehicles parked along footways may force pedestrians, particular those with 

limited mobility and sight to walk along the road which is unsafe. Furthermore footway parking is unsightly for 

local residents and tourists / visitors to an area. 

Due to the high proportion of informal and footway parking in Ballygowan and Greyabbey, AECOM have identified 

the need to provide formal off street parking provision in both villages. There is also a need to provide formal 

parking provision in the centre of Donaghadee, as current provision is located towards the periphery of the town. 

Some possible sites in Ballygowan, Greyabbey and Donaghadee have been identified although there are 

potential limitations to developing parking provision in each settlement e.g. protected routes. 

The five Park and Ride facilities in AND Borough are oversubscribed, however Translink propose to increase 

capacity at Carnalea to 20 spaces and note that a solution at Bangor Park and Ride is to reorient Abbey Street 

and integrate parking, bus and rail services. Three Masterplans and local village plans propose to increase Park 

and Ride provision at Holywood Station, Helen’s Bay and Bangor Park and Ride; however these are non-

statutory documents and therefore, not governed by planning law. 

Limitations to parking provision in AND Borough were reviewed and revealed eight Council sites are identified as 

potential development sites, which may lead to the loss of ~649 spaces. Other limitations were identified such as 

height restrictions, multiple entrances and car park design. 

The 22 charged Council car parks subsidise the free sites within the Borough. Sites with free or low tariffs lend 

themselves to high proportions of long stay parkers, resulting in low space turnover. In addition, research shows 

that parking location and safety are more important that parking price for people when selecting where to park.  

Tourists contributed £46m to AND Borough’s local economy in 2016 and signage is important to direct visitors to 

nearby car parks. Seasonal fluctuations in parking demand are associated with market days, public holidays and 

caravan and camp sites holiday markers. Also, vehicle counts are highest during the months of July and August. 

Parking impacts the environment and air quality as a result of congestion, traffic, pollutants and vehicle 

circulation. Currently air quality within AND Borough meets the health based air quality objectives, however 

congestion is an issue in some areas of the Borough such as along the A2 Old Holywood Road. 

Both local and global best practice examples and schemes were reviewed by AECOM to identify the common 

features and actions required for potentially improving Council parking facilities in the Borough. Car, motorhome, 

coach and cycle parking were each considered alongside accreditation schemes, payment methods, signage, 

enforcement strategies and technology. 
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1. Introduction 

AECOM have been appointed by Ards and North Down Borough Council (ANDB Council) to develop an off street 

car parking strategy which will apply throughout the Council area and specific consideration will be given to the 

following towns and villages in the Borough.  

A separate addendum report detailing the various consultations that have taken place during Stage 2 should also 

be referred to. 

 Bangor 

 Newtownards 

 Comber 

 Holywood 

 Donaghadee 

 Portaferry 

 Whiterock 

 Portavogie 

 Millisle 

 Groomsport 

 Kircubbin 

 Ballywalter 

 Ballyhalbert 

 Cloughey 

 Conlig 

 Ballygowan 

 Greyabbey 

 Cunningburn 

 

ANDB Council was formed on 1
st
 April 2015 as a result of Local Government Reform, and as part of this process 

the Department for Infrastructure (DfI, previously DRD) transferred all its off street car parks (excluding Park and 

Ride / Park and Share sites) to local Councils. Therefore ANDB Council is now responsible for the operation of 68 

car parks, comprising of 43 Legacy DfI and 25 Legacy Council car parks. 

It should be noted that Stage 1 of the parking strategy development considered parking provision within 11 rural 

settlements in the Borough and it was considered that additional parking provision is required in two of these rural 

villages, as there was no formal off street and on street provision i.e. Ballygowan and Greyabbey. 

1.1 Parking Strategy Stages 

The study is split into four stages: 

 

 Stage 1 – Baseline Review; 

 Stage 2 – Current issues, challenges and trends; 

 Stage 3 – Study of future developments; and 

 Stage 4 – Parking strategy and action plan. 

1.2 Report Structure 

This report is made up of the following chapters: 

 Chapter 2 – considers current issues, challenges and trends relating to parking provision within the 

Borough, future population growth, car park limitations and identification of potential car park sites; 

 Chapter 3 – considers management and operational strategies; 

 Chapter 4 – reviews tourism, seasonality and the environment; 

 Chapter 5 – outlines parking best practice using a range of local and global schemes; and 

 Chapter 6 – provides a summary of the main findings outlined within the report. 
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2. Current Issues, Challenges and Trends 

2.1 Introduction 

As a result of Local Government Reform; AND Borough are now responsible for the control of 43 former DfI car 

parks in addition to 25 Legacy Council parking facilities in the following towns and villages throughout the 

Borough: 

 Bangor – 18 car parks 

 Newtownards – 12 car parks 

 Holywood – 6 car parks 

 Comber – 5 car parks 

 Groomsport – 2 car parks 

 Ballyhalbert – 3 car parks 

 Ballywalter – 2 car parks 

 Cloughey – 2 car parks 

 Donaghadee – 5 car parks 

 Kircubbin – 2 car parks 

 Millisle – 4 car parks 

 Portaferry – 3 car parks 

 Portavogie – 1 car park 

 Cunningburn – 1 car park 

 Whiterock – 1 car park 

 Conlig – 1 car park 

 

The 68 Council owned car parks provide an estimated total of 5,082 spaces, comprising 1,428 charged and 

3,654 free spaces. Of these spaces, 121 are designated for disabled use, two are motorhome spaces and one is 

an EV charging space. In the towns of Bangor, Newtownards, Holywood, Comber and Donaghadee the Council 

provides 22 charged and 24 free car parks. 

Stage 1 of the parking strategy development also considered private parking facilities in Bangor and 

Newtownards, most of which are associated with retail offerings. However Stage 2 of the parking strategy 

focuses primarily upon the Council controlled car parks.  

2.2 NISRA Population Projections 

In order to better understand and fully appreciate the area under consideration, population data for Ards and 

North Down Borough and Northern Ireland as a whole have been extracted and compared. This will provide an 

understanding of how the Borough’s population is projected to change over the next couple of decades, which 

can have an impact on car ownership levels and parking demand. 

The Borough’s population is projected to increase from 159,397 in 2017 to a population of 161,809 in 2039 

(+1.5%). The population for Northern Ireland during the same period is projected to increase from a population of 

1,873, 502 in 2017 to 2,021,322 in 2039 (+7.9%).  
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2.3 DfI Accessibility Analysis 

AECOM has considered walking and public transport (timetabled bus and train service) accessibility maps 

provided by the Department for Infrastructure for the main settlements within the Council Borough in order to 

investigate how accessible each settlement is by foot and public transport. This is useful in determining whether 

these modes are feasible alternatives to the private car for accessing each of the towns. 

The analysis in each of the following sections firstly considers walk times from the surrounding area to a single 

location in the town centre at a typical walking pace (4.8ph), with the maps showing walk times in 5 minute 

interval bands up to 30 minutes. 

The analysis secondly considers the time it would take to walk to a public transport stop (bus or rail), wait for one 

minute to catch and then take a timetabled service, and then walk to a single location in the town centre.  

For the purposes of this report, only the public transport accessibility between 07:00-09:00 on a weekday has 

been presented. However the DfI have also carried out analyses of public transport accessibility between 16:00-

18:00 on a weekday and between 12:00-15:00 on a Saturday and Saturday, and this can be considered 

separately by the reader if required. 

2.4 Parking Provision – Bangor 

2.4.1 Off Street Provision 

There are a total of 2,650 spaces in Bangor across 25 sites, comprising 1,479 private (seven sites) and 1,171 

Council spaces (18 sites). Furthermore, the 25 Council and private sites provide a total of 1,392 charged and 

1,258 free spaces; the 18 Council sites also provide a total of 487 charged and 684 free spaces. 

In Bangor, two private car parks (ASDA Bangor and the Flagship Centre) provide a total of 37 parent and child 

spaces however there are currently no designated parent and child spaces in Council controlled car parks. Also, 

eight EV charging spaces are provided at four sites, ASDA Bangor provides three, Aurora Leisure Centre 

provides two, Bloomfield Shopping Centre provides two and one EV space is available on-street along Quay 

Street. However no Council sites provide EV charging spaces. 

Development Control Advice Note (DCAN) 11 ‘Access for All’ sets out specific design standards for the number of 

accessible bays to be provided in a car park based upon car park size. It also provides design guidance on the 

layout of accessible bays. In Bangor 25 car parks provide a total of 89 disabled parking bays, however DCAN 11 

disabled parking guidance suggests that up to 130 disabled spaces could be provided; this is a potential shortfall 

of 41 spaces. The greatest shortfall in disabled provision is noted at Queen’s Parade car park i.e. eight spaces 

and Bangor Castle staff car park also notes a shortfall of four disabled spaces.  The remainder of Council 

controlled car parks show a shortfall of between one and two spaces. 

Table 1 provides an overview of the current parking provision and occupancy in Bangor including both Council 

and privately owned car parks. This information was surveyed by AECOM throughout October 2017 and the table 

shows total spaces, morning occupancies, afternoon occupancies and weekend occupancies.  

Furthermore, the locations of both the Council and privately owned car parks in Bangor are illustrated in Figure 1 

and Figure 2 shows the weekday morning occupancies at all parking facilities in Bangor. It should be noted that 

only weekday morning occupancies are illustrated, as this was the busiest period in Bangor. 
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Table 1. Off Street Parking Provision, Bangor 

Car 

Park 

No. 

Car Park 
Total 

Spaces AM Occ % PM Occ % Weekend Occ% 

1 Abbey Street East 70 87 66 90 

2 Bingham Lane 57 85 73 97 

3 Castle Street 84 79 32 46 

4 Clifton Road 30 50 50 50 

5 Holborn Avenue 68 58 39 44 

6 Mills Road 74 66 49 24 

7 The Vennel 37 32 35 59 

8 Abbey Street West 38 55 55 39 

9 Central Avenue 29 10 10 10 

10 Newtownards Road/Church Street 32 97 78 53 

11 Eisenhower Pier 132 86 62 74 

12 Luke's Point, Seacliff Road 63 14 11 10 

13 Ward Arras Park, Gransha Road 81 67 44 40 

14 Banks Lane, Groomsport Road 66 23 21 21 

15 Connor Park 5 140 40 100 

16 Queen's Parade 203 91 85 91 

17 Bangor Castle Grounds 75 77 77 47 

18 Bangor Castle Staff 27 119 100 7 

19 Bangor Marina - private 118 33 35 18 

20 Bangor Marina - public 50 16 12 8 

21 Flagship Centre 600 6 5 4 

22 Queen's Parade Temporary 50 72 86 82 

23 Dufferin Avenue P&R 234 94 92 29 

24 Bangor P&R 122 98 94 10 

25 ASDA Bangor 305 52 45 74 

Total 2,650 55% 48%  40% 

Total * 1,171 72% 57%  56% 

Source: AECOM     *Council Car Parks only  

Overall in Bangor the 25 car parks are 55% full during the weekday morning, compared to 48% during the 

weekday afternoon and 40% at the weekend; therefore it is considered that there is spare parking capacity within 

Bangor town centre.  

Overall the Council owned parking facilities in Bangor are 72% full during the weekday morning, 57% full in the 

afternoon and 56% full at the weekend. 

Bangor Castle Staff car park is currently informal i.e. no white lining and provides parking for Council staff and 

Castle staff only; it is full during the weekday morning period. The car park currently provides free parking and 

there are no demarcated spaces, this can lend itself to excessive parking and there is no control on parking 

occupancy.  

Weekday morning occupancies exceed 80% at three Council sites, all of which are located in close proximity to 

Bangor Rail Station i.e. Castle Street, Newtownards Road / Church Street and Abbey Street East. It is considered 

that these sites are located in desirable locations i.e. within walking distance of the station. Also, Newtownards 

Road / Church Street Car Park is conveniently located nearby to numerous local businesses situated along 

Abbey Street with free parking provision provided. 

Queen’s Parade, Queen’s Parade Temporary and Eisenhower Pier are well utilised by users throughout the 

weekday and weekend periods, typically 89%, 82% and 74% full respectively. Each of these sites are favourably 

situated adjacent to Bangor Marina and are relatively close to the centre of the town. The high occupancies at the 

sites may be a reflection of the free provision. 
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Weekday and weekend occupancies at Bingham Lane are typically 85% full; despite the site charging a high tariff 

of £0.60 per hour therefore the high occupancies reflect the car park’s desirable location close to the centre of 

town. 

Central Avenue had the lowest weekday and weekend occupancies in Bangor; the site is 10% full. The car park 

appears to be underutilised despite being situated relatively close to the centre of town with a comparatively low 

tariff of £0.30 per hour. Similarly, Clifton Road is only 50% full during the weekday and weekend periods despite 

the sites location i.e. approximately a seven minute walk from the centre of town and a low tariff of £0.40 per 

hour.  

Bingham Lane and Abbey Street East operate at + 90% capacity during the weekend period; despite the car 

parks charging £0.60 and £0.50 per hour respectively. Therefore it is considered that tariff does not dictate 

desirability and location is a key consideration Similarly, Queen’s Parade and Queen’s Parade Temporary are 

situated adjacent to the centre of town in close proximity to the goods and services on offer and to Bangor 

Marina. Both sites provide free parking and parking occupancies were 91% and 82% respectively at both sites 

during the weekend. 

Figure 1. Council and Private Car Parks, Bangor 

Source: AECOM 
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Figure 2. Bangor Council and Private Car Parks – AM Occupancy (%) 

 

Source: AECOM 

2.4.2 Off Street Durations 

Parking durations were recorded at the 18 Council owned parking facilities in Bangor town centre during the 

weekday periods in order to determine those parking all day, the results of which are set out in Table 2 and 

illustrated in Figure 3 below. 
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Table 2. Off Street Parking Provision, Bangor 

Car 

Park 

No. 

Car Park 
Tariff 

Total 

Spaces 
Sample Long 

Stay Parkers 

Average Long 

Stay % 

1 Abbey Street East £0.50 70 19 36 

2 Bingham Lane £0.60 57 10 22 

3 Castle Street £0.40 84 9 23 

4 Clifton Road £0.40 30 2 13 

5 Holborn Avenue £0.50 68 6 17 

6 Mills Road £0.40 74 10 24 

7 The Vennel £0.60 37 1 8 

8 Abbey Street West £0.30 38 11 52 

9 Central Avenue £0.30 29 1 33 

10 Newtownards Road/Church Street Free 32 18 65 

11 Eisenhower Pier Free 132 42 38 

12 Luke's Point, Seacliff Road Free 63 0 0 

13 Ward Arras Park, Gransha Road Free 81 10 23 

14 Banks Lane, Groomsport Road Free 66 2 14 

15 Connor Park Free 5 0 0 

16 Queen's Parade Free 203 95 53 

17 Bangor Castle Grounds Free 75 19 33 

18 Bangor Castle Staff Free 27 25 85 

Total 1,389 280 38% 

Source: AECOM 

It is estimated that a total of 280 vehicles are long stay parkers in Bangor Council car parks, this equates to 

almost two in five vehicles parking all day. However the proportion of long stay parkers varies significantly 

between sites in Bangor. 

The highest proportion of long stay parkers was recorded at Bangor Castle Staff Car Park i.e. 85%. The car park 

provides parking provision for Council staff and staff at the castle only therefore it is not considered that the car 

park’s location influences the proportion of long stay vehicles.  

A high proportion of long stay vehicles were observed at Newtownards Road / Church Street i.e. 65% which 

provides free parking provision and Abbey Street West (52%) which charges a low tariff of £0.30 per hour 

suggesting low space turnover. The car parks are located in close proximity to Abbey Street on which a series of 

local businesses are located, providing local employment and Bangor Rail Station is also located nearby 

Therefore, car park location may lend itself to a high proportion of long stay parkers at both sites. 

Queen’s Parade also has a high proportion of long stay vehicles (53%) resulting in low space turnover. The site is 

conveniently located adjacent to the centre of town and provides free parking provision. Therefore, the car park 

may be used by workers who work in the town centre and who park all day for employment purposes. 

With the exception of Abbey Street East, car parks in Bangor with the higher tariff (£0.50 - £0.60 per hour) have 

the lowest proportion of long stay vehicles i.e. Bingham Lane, Holborn Avenue and The Vennel showing that 

space turnover is high in these desirable locations close to the centre of Bangor.  
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Figure 3. Bangor Council Car Parks – Average Long Stay Parkers (%) 

Source: AECOM 

2.4.3 Car Park Features 

Parking audits were conducted throughout October 2017 to identify the parking features at 25 off street car parks 

in Bangor. The audit assessed 16 features as shown in Table 3 and highlighted some aspects of the current off 

street parking facilities in Bangor which do not follow best practice guidelines: 
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Table 3. Car Park Features, Bangor 

Car Park Features 
Council Sites Private Sites 

Yes No Yes No 

Lighting present? 12 6 6 1 

Good surface? 18 0 6 1 

White lining? 13 5 5 2 

Conventional Design? 16 2 6 1 

Good circulating layout? 16 2 6 1 

Signage? 15 3 6 1 

Parking space size conventional? 14 4 6 1 

Perimeter fencing? 10 8 4 3 

Restricted views? 7 11 3 4 

CCTV? 0 18 6 1 

Isolated feel? 6 12 3 4 

EV charging? 0 18 1 6 

Gated access? 3 15 2 5 

Staffed? 0 18 2 5 

Flat Surface? 18 0 6 1 

Flat Approach roads / footways? 17 1 5 2 

Source: AECOM 

 In Bangor 12 out of 18 Council sites and six out of seven private sites have lighting provision; lighting 

provision improves the safety of parking users and deters crime as it enables full illumination of the car park  

during non – daylight hours; 

 A good parking surface was observed at all Council car parks and the majority of private sites, with the 

exception of Queen’s Parade Temporary where surfacing was considered poor. Good parking surfaces 

increase the quality of the car park for pedestrians and vehicles; they also help to reduce trips and falls, 

thus increasing the safety of parking users; 

 No surface lining was observed at four Council car parks i.e. Connor Park, Luke’s Point, Bangor Castle Staff 

and Banks Lane and one private car park i.e. Queen’s Parade Temporary. White lining enables parking 

users to easily park within the parking bay; ensuring all spaces within a facility can be fully utilised. 

Furthermore, at three Council sites (Bangor Marina Private, Bangor Marina Public and Queen’s Parade) and 

one private site (Bangor Marina – public) coloured bricks were utilised to demarcate spaces to aid users 

when parking in a space; 

 Luke’s Point and Connor Park are Council sites which are considered as unconventional in design; and one 

private site i.e. Queen’s Parade Temporary. Conventional car park designs improve user confidence when 

circulating around a car park in their vehicle; 

 The circulating layout is considered poor at two Council sites (Luke’s Point, Connor Park) and one private 

site (Queen’s Parade Temporary).  The irregular layouts at both sites make it difficult to circulate around the 

car parks. Good circulating layouts enable vehicles to safely manoeuvre around a facility and may result in 

reduced incident rates as vehicle users have sufficient space to manoeuvre their vehicle safely; 

 No signage was observed on the approach roads to three Council car parks in Bangor including Ward Arras 

Park, Luke’s Point and Connor Park. Also no signage was observed for Queen’s Parade Temporary Car 

Park which is privately owned. Parking signage alerts and directs users to the nearest parking facility and 

also reduces vehicle circulating time in the local area. Also, signage helps to reduce driver frustration and 

wasted time; 

 Restricted views were observed at seven Council sites. For example numerous tall buildings restricted 

views at both Bingham Lane and Central Avenue. Also the presence of dense vegetation restricts views 

user’s views at Bangor Castle Grounds and Bangor Castle Staff car parks. Restricted views were observed 

at four out of seven private car parks e.g. Dufferin Avenue Park and Ride where buildings restrict user’s 

views; 
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 No Council car parks had CCTV provision in Bangor. By comparison six out of seven private sites had 

CCTV; no CCTV provision was recorded at Queen’s Parade Temporary. CCTV deters crime and increases 

a user’s perceived feeling of safety when using a site, a lack of CCTV provision to monitor activity may deter 

users from using a car park in the future; 

 In total six Council and three private parking facilities felt isolated e.g. Central Avenue which is surrounded 

by tall buildings. Users may feel unsafe when using car parks which feel isolated, particularly during non-

daylight hours or when alone; 

 No Council sites provide EV charging provision in the town, by comparison one private site provides EV 

provision i.e. ASDA Bangor. This is despite an increasing number of EV vehicles on the roads and EV 

charging points increases the number of parking features provided at a site; 

 No Council car parks are currently staffed in Bangor, by comparison two private sites are staffed i.e. the 

Flagship Centre and ASDA Bangor. Staffed parking facilities increases user’s safety as there is a permanent 

point of contact onsite during its operational hours, also staffing may act as a deterrent against crime; and 

 All 18 Council sites had flat car park surfaces, however the approach road / footway to The Vennel was 

sloped. Six out of seven private sites had flat parking surfaces and five out of seven private sites had flat 

approach roads / footways. Flat approach roads and footways facilities enable ease of access into and out 

of a car park and also enable ease of access for pedestrians, particularly those with limited mobility. 

2.4.4 On Street Provision 

Formal on street parking provision is provided in the core retail area of Bangor on the following streets; parking is 

limited to a maximum stay duration of one hour in any two hour period from Monday to Saturday: 

 Main Street – 28 spaces; 

 Queen’s Parade – 37 spaces; 

 Quay Street – 34 spaces; 

 Bridge Street – 5 spaces; and 

 High Street – 62 spaces. 

 

On street parking provision was surveyed during the weekday and weekend periods in Bangor (Table 4). 

Table 4. On Street Parking, Bangor 

Street Spaces 

Weekday Saturday 

AM Count % PM Count % Count % 

Main Street 28 28 100 28 100 28 100 

Queen's Parade 37 37 100 37 100 35 95 

Quay Street 34 32 94 33 97 33 97 

Bridge Street 5 5 100 5 100 5 100 

High Street 62 57 92 52 84 57 92 

Total 166 159 96% 155 93% 158 95% 

Source: AECOM 

The data in Table 4 shows that on street parking in Bangor is well utilised as it typically operates at around 95% 

capacity on both a weekday and at the weekend. As users may be struggling to locate an available on street 

parking bay, vehicles will circulate and associated congestion may increase in the local area. 

2.4.5 Accessibility Mapping 

Figure 4 suggests that all of the Council car parks in Bangor are situated within 5-10 minutes walking distance to 

the centre of town, with the exception of Luke’s Point and Bangor Castle Grounds car parks.  
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In terms of public transport, AECOM reviewed weekday morning peak transport accessibility (07:00 – 09:00) for 

each of the main settlements within the Council Borough. Figure 5 shows that Bangor is extremely accessible by 

public transport as the settlements of Donaghadee, Holywood, Newtownards and even Belfast can be reached 

within 30 minutes. 

Therefore, it is considered that Bangor is highly accessible both on foot from the car parks and by public transport 

as an alternative means of accessing the town. 

Figure 4. Walking Accessibility, Bangor 

Source: DfI 
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Figure 5. Public Transport Accessibility, Bangor 

 Source: DfI 

2.5 Parking Provision – Newtownards 

2.5.1 Off Street Provision 

An overview of existing off street parking provision in Newtownards is provided in Table 5 in terms of total spaces, 

morning and afternoon weekday occupancies and weekend occupancies. Furthermore, the locations of the 13 

car parks in Newtownards and their weekend occupancies are illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. 

There are 13 car parks in Newtownards comprising of 843 Council controlled spaces at 12 sites and 1,118 

spaces at one private site. Furthermore, the 13 car parks provide 713 charged and 1,248 free spaces; by 

comparison the 12 Council car parks provide 713 charged and 130 free spaces. Ards Shopping Centre which is  

private car park is the only site in Newtownards which provides parent and child provision i.e. 22 spaces, Council 

car parks do not currently provide parent and child provision. No EV charging provision is provided at the 13 car 

parks in Newtownards,  

In total 63 disabled bays are provided at 13 car parks, DCAN 11 recommends that 89 disabled bays are provided 

in Newtownards therefore there is a shortfall of 26 spaces.  

Across the 12 Council car parks a total of 33 disabled parking spaces are provided; DCAN 11 guidance suggests 

42 disabled spaces are provided therefore there is a shortfall of nine bays. A shortfall of between one and three 

spaces was observed at seven Council sites: Ann Street, Mill Street, Mill Street Gas Works, Old Cross Street 

East, West Street, Mill Street Gas Works South and Talbot Street. 
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Table 5. Off Street Parking Provision - Newtownards 

Car 

Park 

No. 

Car Park 
Total 

Spaces AM Occ % PM Occ % Weekend Occ% 

32 Ann Street 76 42 49 100 

33 Kennel Lane 106 65 60 100 

34 Mill Street 64 63 64 100 

35 Mill Street Gas Works 75 68 48 100 

36 Old Cross Street East 18 78 50 94 

37 Old Cross Street West 80 74 74 100 

38 South Street/Court Street 161 76 59 96 

39 4 South Street (7 Court Street) 42 57 29 95 

40 West Street 60 85 53 85 

41 Upper Court Street 31 48 23 55 

42 Mill St Gas Works South 93 102 83 104 

43 Talbot Street 37 16 22 54 

44 Ards Shopping Centre 1,118 48 56 68 

Total 843 57% 56%          80% 

Total * 1,961 69% 57%          95% 

Source: AECOM     *Excluding Ards Shopping Centre 

A total of 13 off street parking facilities in Newtownards operate at 56% - 57% capacity during the weekday and 

80% during the weekend. By comparison, the 12 Council sites are 57% - 69% full during the weekday and 95% 

full during the weekend indicating that Council car parks are typically full in Newtownards during the weekend 

and that users are struggling to locate an available parking space. 

The highest occupancies during the weekday and weekend periods are noted at Mill Street Gas Works South. 

The site is full during the weekday morning and weekend indicating that space turnover is low; the site is one of 

only two free Council car parks in Newtownards. Mill Street Gas Works South car park is located in a desirable 

location close to the centre of town, local amenities and employment; furthermore, parking is free all day which 

can lend itself to high occupancy and long stay parking. 

The lowest weekday and weekend occupancies were recorded at Talbot Street, 16% - 22% full and 54% full 

respectively. The site is situated on the periphery of Newtownards Town Centre and users have further to travel 

for goods, services and employment which may make the site a less desirable location to park. 

Weekend occupancies at 10 out of the 12 Council car parks are 85% or above; all Council car parks in 

Newtownards are located close to the town centre with the exception of Talbot Street and therefore are within a 

short walking distance for parking users. 
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Figure 6. Newtownards Council and Private Car Parks 

Source: AECOM 

Figure 7. Newtownards Council and Private Car Parks – Weekend Occupancy (%) 

Source: AECOM 
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2.5.2 Off Street Durations 

Parking durations were recorded during the weekday morning and afternoon periods at the 12 Council car parks 

in Newtownards, the results of which are outlined in Table 6 and illustrated in Figure 8. 

Table 6. Parking Durations, Newtownards 

Car 

Park 

No. 

Car Park 
Tariff 

Total 

Spaces 
Sample Long 

Stay Parkers 

Average Long 

Stay % 

32 Ann Street £0.40 76 11 32 

33 Kennel Lane £0.40 106 21 32 

34 Mill Street £0.40 64 12 30 

35 Mill Street Gas Works £0.40 75 29 69 

36 Old Cross Street East £0.40 18 5 46 

37 Old Cross Street West £0.40 80 20 34 

38 South Street/Court Street £0.60 161 29 27 

39 4 South Street (7 Court Street) £0.40 42 4 25 

40 West Street £0.40 60 16 41 

41 Upper Court Street £0.40 31 3 31 

42 Mill St Gas Works South Free 93 60 71 

43 Talbot Street Free 37 2 29 

Total 843 212 41% 

Source: AECOM 

It is estimated that in Council parking facilities in Newtownards, long stay parkers accounted for 41% of parking 

occupancy (212 vehicles) i.e. approximately two in five vehicles are therefore considered as long stay. 

Long stay parking durations are relatively high throughout Newtownards (25% - 71%). South Street / Court Street 

have a relatively low proportion of all day parkers i.e. 27%. The car park is located in a highly desirable central 

location and charges the highest tariff (£0.60). The high tariff controls and limits the proportion of long stay 

vehicles, thus encouraging a higher space turnover. 

The lowest proportion of long stay vehicles is noted at 4 South Street (7 Court Street) i.e. 25%. The car park is 

situated towards the periphery of the town centre and is therefore is further from local services and employment 

in Newtownards. 

Mill Street Gas Works South has the highest proportion of long stay vehicles i.e. 71%. The site is free and 

therefore there is no control on parking occupancy or duration. Mill Street Gas Works also has a high proportion 

of long stay vehicles (69%); despite tariffs in place therefore space turnover is low. Both sites are located in 

desirable locations close to the centre of town with a short walk for users.  
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Figure 8. Newtownards Council Car Parks – Average Long Stay Parkers (%) 

Source: AECOM 

2.5.3 Car Park Features 

Car park audit results recorded at 12 Council and one private car park in Newtownards are shown in Table 7.  

Table 7. Car Park Features, Newtownards 

Car Park Features 
Council Sites Private Sites 

Yes No Yes No 

Lighting present? 11 1 1 0 

Good surface? 12 0 1 0 

White lining? 12 0 1 0 

Conventional Design? 12 0 0 1 

Good circulating layout? 12 0 1 0 

Signage? 12 0 1 0 

Parking space size conventional? 11 1 1 0 

Perimeter fencing? 11 1 1 0 

Restricted views? 0 12 0 1 

CCTV? 1 11 1 0 

Isolated feel? 1 11 0 1 

EV charging? 0 12 0 1 

Gated access? 0 12 1 0 

Staffed? 0 12 0 1 

Flat Surface? 11 1 1 0 

Flat Approach roads / footways? 9 3 1 0 

Source: AECOM 
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Parking audits revealed the following issues at parking facilities in Newtownards. 

 In Newtownards 11 out of the 12 Council and one private car park have lighting provision, however no 

lighting was observed at Talbot Street. Lighting provision improves the safety of parking users and also 

deters crime as it enables full illumination of the site, particularly during non – daylight hours; 

 All Council and private car parks are considered to have good surfacing which increases the quality of the 

site for users and also helps to reduce accidents in terms of trips and falls; 

 White surface lining is considered as heavily faded at two Council sites i.e. Upper Court Street and Mill 

Street Gas Works. White surface lining enables users to easily park within the bay; ensuing that all spaces 

are fully utilised; 

 In Newtownards, all Council sites have conventional designs which improve user confidence when 

circulating around the site. However a conventional design was not observed at Ards Shopping Centre 

(private site) as the site is split by Brooklands Road; 

 The circulating layout is good at all 13 sites, which enables vehicles to safely manoeuvre in a car park. 

Furthermore, additional measures were recorded at Ards Shopping Centre to aid vehicle circulation and 

safe circulation i.e. arrows to direct traffic flow and a speed limit of 10mph; 

 In Newtownards all sites have parking signage to directs users to the nearest car park which helps to 

reduce vehicle circulation and congestion in the area; 

 Approximately 16 spaces at Mill Street Gas Works South are considered to be smaller than conventional 

size, with the remaining 11 Council and one private sites considered conventional in size. Conventional 

sized bays ensures consistency for users when using a car park; 

 West Street (Council owned) and Ards Shopping Centre (privately owned) were the only two car parks in 

Newtownards to have CCTV provision. CCTV acts as a deterrent to crime and increases user’s perceived 

feeling of safety when using a parking facility, particularly when alone or during non-daylight hours; 

 Talbot Street is considered to have an isolated feel due to the presence of dense trees and shrubbery 

surrounding the site, with the remaining sites not considered as isolated. Therefore users may feel unsafe 

when using the site, particularly during non-daylight hours and may result in users not using the facility in 

the future; 

 None of the Council car parks provide EV charging provision, however EV vehicles are increasing on the 

roads and providing EV charging points in a car park will add parking features to the site; 

 In Newtownards none of the Council car parks are staffed, staffed car parks increase user safety as there is 

a permanent point of contact onsite and it acts as a deterrent to crime;  

 None of the Council car parks have gated access. Gated access ensures that only authorised personnel 

and vehicles can enter a car park which reduces crime and protects parking revenue; 

 Ann Street has sloped parking surfaces / footways and Talbot Street, Ann Street and 4 South Street (7 Court 

Street) have sloped approach roads / footways. Flat approach roads and footways enables ease of access 

in and out of a car park and it also enables ease of access for pedestrians at the site. 

2.5.4 On Street Provision 

On street parking provision is formalised along several streets in Newtownards within the core retail area. Parking 

within this area is restricted to one hour stay duration in any two hour period and this applies from 08:00 to 18:30 

Monday to Saturday: 

 Frances Street – 52 spaces; 

 Conway Square – 16 spaces; 

 Regent Street – 41 spaces; and 

 High Street – 41 spaces. 
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On street parking provision was surveyed in Newtownards during the weekday and weekend survey periods and 

the results are outlined in Table 8 below. 

Table 8. On Street Parking Occupancy, Newtownards 

Street 
 

Spaces 

Weekday Saturday 

AM Count % PM Count % Count % 

Frances Street 52 51 98 48 92 52 100 

Conway Square 16 16 100 16 100 16 100 

Regent Street 41 40 98 37 90 41 100 

High Street 41 41 100 35 85 41 100 

Total 150 148 99% 136 91% 150 100% 

Source: AECOM 

Table 8 shows that on street parking in Newtownards is well utilised and typically full during the weekday morning 

and weekend periods, suggesting that users may struggle to locate an empty on street parking bay, which in turn 

may contribute to congestion and increased vehicle times in the local area. 

2.5.5 Accessibility Mapping 

As presented in Figure 9, in Newtownards all of the Council car parks are situated within 5-10 minutes walking 

distance to the centre of town.  

In terms of public transport accessibility (i.e. timetabled bus and train services shown in Figure 10), Belfast, 

Bangor, Dundonald, Comber, Donaghadee and Kircubbin can be reached within 30 minutes by public transport 

from Newtownards.  

Therefore, it is considered that Newtownards is highly accessible both on foot from the car parks and by public 

transport as an alternative means of accessing the town. 

Figure 9. Walking Accessibility, Newtownards 

Source: DfI 
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Figure 10. Public Transport Accessibility, Newtownards 

 Source: DfI 

2.6 Parking Provision – Holywood 

2.6.1 Off Street Provision 

Six Council parking facilities in Holywood provide a total of 378 spaces, comprising of 228 charged and 150 free 

spaces. No private car parks were surveyed in Holywood. No EV charging or parent and child provision is 

provided in Council controlled parking facilities.  

The six Council car parks provide 15 designated disabled parking spaces and DCAN 11 disabled parking 

guidance recommends that a total of 21 disabled bays should be provided therefore there is a shortfall of six 

spaces. The greatest shortfall was observed at Hibernia Street North (six spaces) and a shortfall of one space 

was recorded at both Spafield and Ballymenoch Park. 

An overview of parking provision at the six Council own parking facilities in Holywood is set out in Table 9 in 

terms of total spaces, weekday occupancies and weekend occupancies. Also, the locations of the six car parks 

and their associated weekday morning occupancies are displayed in Figures 11 and 12 below. 
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Table 9. Off Street parking Provision, Holywood 

Car 
Park 
No. 

Car park 
Total 

Spaces 
AM Occ % PM Occ % 

Weekend 

Occ% 

26 Church Road 81 88 80 94 

27 Hibernia Street North 120 90 81 38 

28 Hibernia Street South 27 100 81 78 

29 Spafield 109 104 103 72 

30 Ballymenoch Park 5 20 100 40 

31 Seapark 36 31 42 22 

Total 378 88% 84% 61% 

Source: AECOM 

Weekday occupancies at the six Council sites in Holywood are between 84% - 88% full, and 61% full during the 

weekend. 

Spafield car park is full during both the weekday morning and afternoon periods (103% - 104%). The car park is 

situated on the periphery of Holywood town centre and provides free parking provision and operates overcapacity 

with vehicles parked in contravention. There are also several local schools situated in close proximity to Spafield, 

therefore the car park may be utilised by parents who drop off and collect their children from school daily. 

Church Road, Hibernia Street North and Hibernia Street South show morning occupancies between 88% and 

100% and afternoon occupancies of around81%; which indicates that these sites well utilised due to their 

desirable and accessible locations in the centre of Holywood.  

Ballymenoch Park also operates at full capacity during the weekday afternoon; however it should be noted that 

provision at this site is only 5 spaces.  

Weekday and weekend occupancies are lowest at Seapark i.e. 22% - 42%. The site is located on the periphery 

of Holywood and is considered as a seasonal site due to its close proximity to Belfast Lough. The car park would 

typically be utilised by walkers and users of the beach and therefore demand at the site is likely to be seasonal 

i.e. during public holidays, local events and summer holidays. 

Church Road shows the highest weekend occupancies i.e. 94%, despite the site charging the higher tariff of 

£0.60 per hour. The car park is situated in a highly desirable central location to the centre of town, close to 

employment and amenities on offer in the town. 
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Figure 11. Holywood Council Car Parks 

 

Source: AECOM 

Figure 12. Holywood Council Car Parks – AM Occupancy (%) 

 

Source: AECOM 
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2.6.2 Parking Durations 

Parking durations were recorded on a typical weekday at the six Council car parks in Holywood, the results of 

which are set out in Table 10 and Figure 13. 

Table 10. Parking Durations, Holywood 

Car 

Park 

No. 

Car Park 
Tariff 

Total 

Spaces 
Sample Long 

Stay Parkers 

Average Long 

Stay % 

26 Church Road £0.60 81 19 28 

27 Hibernia Street North £0.40 120 61 60 

28 Hibernia Street South £0.50 27 12 49 

29 Spafield Free 109 93 83 

30 Ballymenoch Park Free 5 0 0 

31 Seapark Free 36 0 0 

Total 378 185 57% 

Source: AECOM 

In Holywood a total of 185 vehicles were recorded parking for long durations at the six Council sites, therefore 

approximately three in five vehicles in Council controlled car parks are considered as long stay. 

The highest proportion of long stay vehicles was observed at Spafield i.e. 83%. This indicates that space turnover 

is low. The site is currently free of charge and located on the periphery of the town centre. The high proportion of 

long stay vehicles may suggest that workers park at the site and walk into town for employment purposes. Also 

Sullivan Upper and the Priory Integrated College are situated nearby, therefore the site may be utilised by 

students and visitors to the schools who park for long durations of stay. 

Hibernia Street North charges the lowest tariff in Holywood (£0.30 per hour) and is located in a desirable central 

location in close proximity to the centre of town. The car park has the highest proportion of long stay parkers i.e. 

60%, therefore three in five vehicles are considered as long stay which would indicate that space turnover is low.   

Long stay vehicles account for 28% of demand at Church Road car park which is lower in comparison to the 

other charged car parks in Holywood. The site is located in a desirable central location; however the higher tariff 

of £0.60 per hour appears to limit the proportion of long stay vehicles.  
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Figure 13. Parking Durations, Holywood 

Source: AECOM 

2.6.3 Car Park Features 

Audits of all the Council controlled car parks in Holywood were completed throughout October 2017. The findings 

from the audits are shown in Table 11. 

Table 11. Car Park Features, Holywood 

Car Park Features 
Council Sites 

Yes No 

Lighting present? 4 2 

Good surface? 6 0 

White lining? 5 1 

Conventional Design? 5 1 

Good circulating layout? 6 0 

Signage? 4 2 

Parking space size conventional? 5 1 

Perimeter fencing? 3 3 

Restricted views? 2 4 

CCTV? 0 6 

Isolated feel? 2 4 

EV charging? 0 6 

Gated access? 0 6 

Staffed? 0 6 

Flat Surface? 4 2 

Flat Approach roads / footways? 5 1 

Source: AECOM 

Car park audits revealed the following issues in parking facilities in Holywood. 
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 No lighting provision is provided at two Council car parks in Holywood i.e. Ballymenoch Park and Seapark. 

Lighting provision improves safety for parking users and acts as a deterrent to crime as it results in full 

illumination of the car park, particularly during non – daylight hours; 

 Ballymenoch Park is the only Council controlled car park without white lining i.e. no demarcated spaces. 

presence of white surface lining enables users to easily park within the bay; ensuing that all spaces are fully 

utilised; 

 Hibernia Street North is considered to have an unconventional parking design as the site is split in two by 

Hibernia Street. Conventional designed car parks improve user confidence when circulating in the site and 

may help to reduce vehicle incidents; 

 All six Council sites have good circulating layouts, also arrows to direct vehicle flow are in place at Church 

Road car park enabling vehicles to safely manoeuvre in the car park; 

 No parking signage is in place on the approach roads to Seapark or Ballymenoch Park. Signage directs 

users to the nearest car park which helps to reduce vehicle circulation, travel distance and congestion in the 

local area; 

 It is considered that all Council car parks have conventional sized parking spaces with the exception of 

Ballymenoch Park where no spaces were demarcated. The provision of conventional sized bays ensures 

consistency for users when using a site; 

 Three Council car parks do not have perimeter fencing i.e. Seapark, Spafield or Ballymenoch Park in 

Holywood. The provision of perimeter fencing reduces the number of access points in and out of a site; this 

acts as a deterrent against crime; 

 CCTV is not present at any of the six Council parking facilities in Holywood. CCTV provision increases 

user’s perceived feeling of safety and acts as a deterrent to crime in a car park, particularly during non-

daylight hours; 

 Hibernia Street South is considered to have an isolated feel due to the tall buildings and walls surrounding 

the site, also there was a lack of activity in the car park. Therefore, users may feel unsafe when using the 

site, particularly during non-daylight hours or when alone and may result in users not using the facility in the 

future; 

 None of the Council car parks provide EV charging provision. EV vehicles are increasing on the roads and 

by providing EV charging points a car park will have more features; 

 None of the Council car parks are staffed. Staffed car parks increase user safety as there is a permanent 

point of contact onsite and acts as a deterrent to crime. It also ensures that if users are experiencing 

problems onsite e.g. payment machine not working, the problem can be rectified immediately;  

 None of the Council car parks in Holywood have gated access. Gated access ensures only authorised 

personnel and vehicles can enter a site, this helps to reduce crime and protect revenue; and 

 The car park surfaces are not flat at Hibernia Street South or Ballymenoch Park and the approach roads / 

footways are not flat at Ballymenoch Park. Flat approach roads and footways will enable ease of access in 

and out of a site for vehicles and pedestrians. 

2.6.4 On Street Provision 

In Holywood formal on street parking provision is provided in the core retail area with duration of stay limited to 

one hour in any two hour period, this is applicable Monday to Saturday.  

The following streets provide on street parking provision in Holywood: 

 High Street – 82 spaces; 

 Shore Road – 20 spaces; and 

 Church Road – 19 spaces. 
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On street parking provision was surveyed during the weekday and weekend survey periods in Holywood and the 

results are outlined in Table 12. 

Table 12. On Street Parking, Holywood 

Street Spaces 

Weekday Saturday 

AM Count % PM Count % Count % 

High Street 82 82 100 82 100 82 100 

Shore Road 20 20 100 20 100 20 100 

Church Road 19 19 100 19 100 19 100 

Total 121 121 100 121 100 121 100 

Source: AECOM 

Table 12 shows that on street parking facilities in Holywood are well utilised during a typical weekday and 

weekend; indicating that  users may struggle to locate an available parking space on street and therefore 

potentially increasing vehicle circulation, journey times and congestion in the town. 

2.6.5 Accessibility Mapping 

In Holywood three out of five Council car parks are located within 10 minutes walking distance to the centre of 

town, whereas Seapark and Ballymenoch car parks are within a 20 minute walk (Figure 14).  

In terms of public transport accessibility (i.e. timetabled bus and train services shown in Figure 15), Holywood is 

highly accessible to the settlements of Belfast and Bangor by public transport as both settlements can be 

reached within 20 minutes.   

Therefore, it is considered that Holywood is accessible both on foot and by public transport. 

Figure 14. Walking Accessibility, Newtownards 

Source: DfI 
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Figure 15. Public Transport Accessibility, Newtownards 

Source: DfI 

2.7 Parking Provision – Comber 

2.7.1 Off Street Provision 

A total of 377 parking spaces are provided at five Council parking facilities in Comber, it should be noted that 

there is currently no designated parent and child or EV charging provision provided.  

Five Council car parks provide a total of 15 designated disabled spaces in Comber; however DCAN 11 disabled 

parking guidance suggests that 20 disabled bays should be provided therefore there is a shortfall of five spaces. 

The highest shortfall is noted at Castle / Bridge Street i.e. four spaces and a shortfall of one space is noted at 

Killinchy Street.   

An overview of parking provision at the five Council controlled car parks in Comber is shown in Table 13 detailing 

total spaces, weekday and weekend occupancies. Furthermore, the locations of the sites and their associated 

weekday morning occupancies are displayed in Figures 16 and 17 respectively. 
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Table 13. Off Street Parking Occupancies, Comber 

Car 
Park 
No. 

Car park 
Total 

Spaces 
AM Occ % PM Occ % 

Weekend 

Occ % 

52 Castle / Bridge Street 235 100 81 77 

53 Glen Link 19 53 47 42 

54 Killinchy Street 29 86 79 79 

55 Newtownards Road (Comber Road) 49 22 24 10 

56 Island Hill 45 2 9 31 

Total 377 75% 63% 62% 

Source: AECOM 

Council car parks in Comber are considered as well utilised both on a typical weekday and at the weekend as 

occupancies range between 63% - 75% full and 62% full respectively. 

Castle / Bridge Street car park has the highest weekday morning occupancy i.e. operating at full capacity. The 

car park is free of charge and located in a central location adjacent to the leisure centre, main shopping area and 

health centre; therefore it is considered that space turnover is low.  

Weekday and weekend occupancies are also high at Killinchy Street i.e. 82% full as the car park provides free 

parking provision and is located adjacent to a bus stop which serves Belfast and Newtownards. Furthermore, the 

site is situated close to the town centre and is a short distance from employment and services. 

The lowest weekday and weekend occupancies are noted at Island Hill. The site is located on the periphery of 

Comber town on the shores of Strangford Lough and as such changes in demand at the site are likely to be 

associated with seasonal fluctuations.  

Weekday occupancies at Newtownards Road (Comber Road) are around 23% full and 10% at the weekend. The 

site is located on the periphery of Comber Town Centre and therefore users have to travel a greater distance to 

reach the town centre. 

Figure 16. Comber Council Car Parks 

Source: AECOM 
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Figure 17. Comber Council Car Park – AM Occupancy (%) 

 

Source: AECOM 

2.7.2 Comber Historical Parking Data 

AECOM surveyed off street parking demand and supply at Castle / Bridge Street and Killinchy Street in Comber 

during February 2016 as part of a previous Transport Study for the town. The results of this are outlined in Table 

14. 

Table 14. Historical Comber Surveys 

Car park 

Feb 
2016 
AM 

Count 

AM Occ 
% 

Feb 
2016 
PM 

Count 

PM Occ 
% 

Oct 
2017 
AM 

Count 

AM Occ 
% 

Oct 
2017 
PM 

Count 

PM Occ 
% 

Castle / Bridge Street 226 96% 182 77% 236 100% 190 81% 

Killinchy Street 19 67% 23 79% 25 86% 23 79% 

Total 245 93% 205 78% 261 99% 213 81% 

Source: AECOM 

Table 15. Observed Percentage Change in Parking Demand, Comber 

Car park AM % Increase PM % Increase 

Castle / Bridge Street 4% 4% 

Killinchy Street 32% 0% 

Total 6% 3% 

Source: AECOM 

Tables 14 and 15 show that parking demand has changed from 2016, with increases noted at both car parks in 

Comber. Morning demand at both sites has increased by 6% and afternoon demand has increased by 3% 

overall.  

Weekday morning occupancy at Castle / Bridge Street increased from 96% in 2016 to 100% in 2017 and in the 

afternoon from 77% to 81%.  
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A greater increase in demand was observed at Killinchy Street, with usage increasing from 67% in 2016 to 86% 

in 2017 during the weekday morning period i.e. an increase in demand of 32%. By comparison weekday 

afternoon occupancy remained constant.  

2.7.3 Off Street Durations 

Weekday durations were surveyed at the five Council controlled car parks in Comber and the results are 

presented in Table 16 and Figure 18. 

Table 16. Parking Durations, Comber 

Car 

Park 

No. 

Car Park 
Tariff 

Total 

Spaces 
Sample Long 

Stay Parkers 

Average Long 

Stay % 

52 Castle / Bridge Street Free 235 104 49 

53 Glen Link Free 19 6 63 

54 Killinchy Street Free 29 15 63 

55 Newtownards Road (Comber Road) Free 49 10 87 

56 Island Hill Free 45 0 0 

Total 377 135 52% 

Source: AECOM 

The five Council controlled car parks in Comber provide 377 spaces, of which 135 are used by long stay parkers 

i.e. approximately one in two vehicles in Comber are considered as long stay (52%). 

The highest proportion of long stay vehicles is noted at Newtownards Road (Comber Road) car park i.e. 87%. 

The site is currently free of charge and due to the high proportion of all day parking space turnover is low. The car 

park is situated adjacent to two local bus stops which connect Comber to Belfast and Newtownards indicating 

that the site may be utilised by workers who are employed outside of Comber Town. 

Similarly a high proportion of long stay parkers are noted at both Glen Link and Killinchy Street i.e. 63% with both 

sites provide free parking provision. The Glen Link is situated adjacent to the A22 which connects Comber to 

Dundonald, Belfast and Newtownards therefore this site may be used as a park and share site for some workers 

who commute. Furthermore, Killinchy Street is situated adjacent to a local bus stop which connects Comber to 

Belfast and Newtownards. 

Figure 18. Parking Durations, Comber 

 

Source: AECOM 
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2.7.4 Car Park Features 

Audits of all the Council controlled car parks in Comber were completed throughout October 2017. The findings 

from the audits are shown in Table 17.  

Table 17. Car Park Features, Comber 

Car Park Features 
Council Sites 

Yes No 

Lighting present? 3 2 

Good surface? 5 0 

White lining? 4 1 

Conventional Design? 3 2 

Good circulating layout? 5 0 

Signage? 5 0 

Parking space size conventional? 4 1 

Perimeter fencing? 3 2 

Restricted views? 1 4 

CCTV? 0 5 

Isolated feel? 0 5 

EV charging? 0 5 

Gated access? 0 5 

Staffed? 0 5 

Flat Surface? 3 2 

Flat Approach roads / footways? 3 2 

Source: AECOM 

The car park audits show that Council controlled car parks in Comber have the following issues and features: 

 Three out of five car parks in Comber provide lighting, however no lighting provision is provided at Island 

Hill and Glen Link car parks. Lighting provision improves the safety of parking users and acts as a deterrent 

against crime as it provides full illumination of the parking facility, this is particularly important during non – 

daylight hours; 

 Surface lining is considered good in four of the five Council car parks with the exception of Island Hill which 

currently has no demarcated spaces. White surface lining would enable users of the site to park easily 

within a bay; 

 Castle / Bridge Street and Killinchy Street are not considered as conventional car parking design as Castle / 

Bridge Street is split by Bridge Street Link and Killinchy Street is L shaped. Conventional car parks improve 

user confidence when circulating around a car park and may also help to reduce vehicle incidents as 

vehicles have sufficient space to manoeuvre; 

 One Council in Comber did not have conventional sized parking spaces i.e. Island Hill, as no spaces are 

demarcated and therefore parking bay size could not be assessed. It should be noted that conventional 

sized parking spaces ensures consistency for users when using a parking facility; 

 Three Council car parks in Comber i.e. Castle / Bridge Street, Killinchy Street and Newtownards Road have 

perimeter fencing. Perimeter fencing decreases the number of access points in and out of a site which acts 

as a deterrent against crime; 

 No CCTV is provided at the five Council car parks in Comber. CCTV to monitor parking activity increases a 

user’s perceived feeling of safety, particularly during non-daylight hours and acts as a deterrent against 

crime; 

 None of the Council car parks in Comber provide EV charging, despite EV vehicle numbers increasing on 

roads and a site providing EV charging points provides more features for users; 

 In Comber none of the Council car parks are staffed. Car parks which are staffed act as a deterrent to crime 

and also increase user safety as there is a permanent point of contact onsite. It also ensures that if users 

are experiencing problems onsite that the issue can be efficiently rectified;  
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 None of the Council car parks had gated access. Gated access ensures that only authorised personnel and 

vehicles enter a site, this helps to reduce crime and protects revenue from parking acts; and 

 Island Hill and Glen Link did not have flat parking surfaces / footways and approach roads / footways. Flat 

approach roads and footways enables ease of access into and out of a site and also enables ease of 

access for pedestrians using the car park. 

2.7.5 On Street Provision 

In Comber formal on street parking provision is provided in the core retail area of the town and parking is limited 

to a maximum duration of stay of one hour in any two hour period, Monday to Saturday between the hours of 

08:00 and 18:30.  

The following streets in Comber provide on street parking provision: 

 The Square – 21 spaces; 

 Castle Street – 4 spaces; 

 Bridge Street Link – 8 spaces; 

 Bridge Street – 2 spaces; and 

 Killinchy Street – 10 spaces. 

 

On street parking provision was surveyed in Comber during the weekday and weekend, the results of which are 

outlined in Table 18. 

Table 18. On Street Parking Comber 

Street Spaces 
Weekday Saturday 

AM Count % PM Count % Count % 

The Square 21 21 100 21 100 21 100 

Castle Street 4 4 100 4 100 4 100 

Bridge Street Link 8 8 100 6 75 8 100 

Bridge Street 2 2 100 2 100 2 100 

Killinchy Street 10 10 100 10 100 10 100 

Total 45 45 100% 43 96% 45 100% 

Source: AECOM 

Table 18 shows that on street parking in Comber is well utilised typically operating at full capacity throughout the 

weekday and weekend periods; indicating that users may struggling to locate an available on street parking 

space. 

2.7.6 Footway Parking 

Footway parking is an issue along the extent of High Street in Comber as shown in Figure 19. The lack of yellow 

line markings to restrict footway parking facilitates footway parking along the street; results in a lack of space for 

pedestrians and other footway users to safely use the footway in order to access and explore the town. 

Footway parking makes it more difficult for pedestrians to walk safely along the footway, particularly those with 

physical or visual impairments and may also force pedestrians to walk along the road which can be dangerous 

and unsafe. Vehicles parked along footways are also unsightly for local residents and people / tourists visiting the 

area.  

The large proportion of vehicles parked along the footway may suggest to visitors that it is difficult to find an 

available parking bay in Comber. 

Footway parking was also observed to contribute to traffic congestion in the village throughout all survey periods, 

as large vehicles i.e. HGVs struggled to safely manoeuvre in and out of the town which may lead to increased 

vehicle incident rates in the town. 
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Figure 19. Footway Parking Comber 

 
Source: AECOM 

2.7.7 Accessibility Mapping 

In Comber, all Council car parks are within 10 minutes walking distance to the centre of town, with the exception 

of Newtownards Road (Comber Road) car park which is within 20 minutes walking distance (Figure 20).  

As set out in Figure 21, by using public transport the settlements of Belfast, Saintfield, Newtownards, Killinchy 

and Ballygowan are within 30 minutes journey time from Comber town centre.  

Therefore, it is considered that Comber is accessible both on foot from the car parks and by public transport as 

an alternative means of accessing the town. 
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Figure 20. Walking Accessibility, Comber 

Source: DfI 

Figure 21. Public Transport Accessibility, Comber 

Source: DfI 
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2.8 Parking Provision – Donaghadee 

2.8.1 Off Street Provision and Durations 

A total of 463 spaces are provided at five Council car parks in Donaghadee, it should also be noted that there is 

currently no designated EV or parent and child parking facilities provided in the town. Furthermore, two 

motorhome spaces are provided at The Commons East car park in the town.  

In Donaghadee the five sites provide a total of six disabled bays; however DCAN 11 advisory disabled parking 

guidance suggests that a total of 23 bays should be provided. This is a shortfall of 17 spaces. The greatest 

shortfall was observed at The Commons i.e. 11 spaces. 

A summary of parking provision and durations at the five Council controlled car parks in Donaghadee are shown 

in Table 19 detailing total spaces, weekday, occupancies, number of long stay vehicles and average proportion of 

long stay vehicles. In addition, the locations of the sites are displayed in Figure 22. 

Table 19. Off Street Parking Provision, Donaghadee 

Car 
Park 
No. 

Car park 
Total 

Spaces 
AM 

Occ % 
PM Occ 

% 

No. 
Long 
Stay 

Average 
Long Stay 

59 Railway Street 34 29 26 7 74 

60 Templepatrick car park  99* 0 2 0 0 

61 The Commons 230* 4 3 3 38 

62 The Commons East 64* 5 5 0 0 

63 Donaghadee Community Centre 36 6 19 0 0 

Total 463* 5% 6% 10 39% 

Source: AECOM 

*Estimated total number of spaces 

Council car parks in Donaghadee are considered to be underutilised during a typical weekday period, as overall 

occupancies are 5% full and 6% full during the weekday morning and afternoon respectively. 

Railway Street car park has the highest weekday occupancies as the site is typically 26% - 29% full. The site 

provides free parking provision and is located close to centre of town. 

Lower occupancies were recorded at the remaining parking facilities in Donaghadee, however it is considered 

that demand at The Commons East and The Commons is seasonal and associated with holiday periods and 

weekend demand etc. 

Approximately two fifths of parkers in Donaghadee are considered to be long stay parkers i.e. parking for longer 

than four hours. The highest proportion of long stay parkers was observed at Railway Street i.e. 74%. The site 

provides free parking provision and therefore there is no control on parking durations. Also the site is located in a 

desirable location close to the centre of Donaghadee. Therefore, the high proportion of long stay vehicles likely 

reflects that parking provision is free and that the site is located in a desirable location. 
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Figure 22. Council Car Parks, Donaghadee 

 

Source: AECOM 

2.8.2 Car Park Features 

A review of car park features at the five car parks in Donaghadee was undertaken during Stage 1 of the parking 

strategy development, the results of which are presented in Table 20 and a discussion of the issues identified 

during the review are also provided. 
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Table 20. Car Park Features, Donaghadee 

Car Park Features 
Council Sites 

Yes No 

Lightning present? 2 3 

Good surface? 5 0 

White lining? 2 3 

Conventional Design? 4 1 

Good circulating layout? 2 3 

Signage? 5 0 

Parking space size conventional? 2 3 

Perimeter fencing? 4 1 

Restricted views? 0 5 

CCTV? 0 5 

Isolated feel? 0 5 

EV charging? 0 5 

Gated access? 0 5 

Staffed? 0 5 

Flat Surface? 5 0 

Flat Approach roads / footways? 5 0 

Source: AECOM 

 Lighting was provided at two out of the five car parks and no lighting was observed at Templepatrick, The 

Commons and The Commons East sites. Lighting provision improves the safety of parking users and deters 

crime as it enables full illumination of the car park, particularly during non – daylight hours or when alone; 

 Three car parks did not have white lining i.e. Templepatrick, The Commons and The Commons East. The 

presence of white surface lining enables parking users to easily park within the bay; ensuing all spaces 

within a facility are fully utilised; 

 One site was considered not to have a conventional car park design i.e. The Commons which is an 

irregularly shaped site. It should be noted that conventional car park designs improve user confidence when 

circulating around the site; 

 Three out of five car parks were considered to have poor circulating layouts; good circulating layouts enable 

vehicles to safely manoeuvre around a site and may result in reduced incident rates as vehicle users have 

sufficient space to safely manoeuvre their vehicle; 

 In total three car parks were considered to have unconventional sized parking spaces, as no spaces were 

demarcated at Templepatrick, The Commons and The Commons East car parks. Conventional sized 

parking bays ensures consistency for users when using a car park; 

 Perimeter fencing was not observed at The Commons East car park; 

 No EV spaces were provided at the five Council sites in Donaghadee. EV vehicles are increasing on the 

roads; some provision should be made for EV vehicles and providing EV charging points increases parking 

features at a parking facility; 

 Gated access was not provided at any of the five sites. Gated access ensures that only authorised vehicles 

and personnel can enter and exit a car park, this protects the safety of parking users and their vehicles; 

 No Council car parks were staffed, however staffed parking facilities increases user’s safety as there is a 

permanent point of contact onsite. It also ensures that any issues onsite are dealt with immediately; and 

 All Council sites were considered to have flat parking surfaces and flat approach roads / footways. 

2.8.3 Accessibility Mapping 

As shown in Figure 23, all Council car parks in Donaghadee are located within 10 minutes walking distance to the 

centre of town, with the exception of the Commons East car park which is within 15/20 minutes walking distance 

to the amenities on offer in Donaghadee.  
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As set out in Figure 24, the settlements of Bangor, Groomsport and Millisle are within 10 minutes of Donaghadee 

using public transport. Also within 30 minutes of Donaghadee are the settlements of Newtownards and 

Ballywalter. 

Therefore, it is considered that Donaghadee is accessible both on foot from the car parks and by public transport 

as an alternative means of accessing the town. 

Figure 23. Walking Accessibility, Donaghadee 

 

Source: DfI 
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Figure 24. Public Transport Accessibility, Donaghadee 

 Source: DfI 

2.9 Parking Provision – Rural Villages 

The Council owns and manages 22 car parks within 11 rural settlements throughout the Borough and these are a 

mixture of car parks with and without white lining i.e. 10 car parks have white lining on site with the remaining 12 

unlined. Currently the 10 formalised car parks provide 797 spaces and AECOM estimates that the remaining 12 

unlined sites could potentially provide around 1,053 spaces. Therefore, the 22 Council sites could provide 

approximately 1,850 spaces in rural settlements throughout the Borough. 

The rural car parks do not provide designated parent and child parking provision and one EV charging space is 

provided at The Rope Walk, Portaferry.  

In total 25 disabled bays are provided across the 22 rural car parks, DCAN 11 suggests that 87 disabled bays 

should be provided and therefore there is a shortfall of 62 spaces. Ballywhiskin, Millisle has the highest shortfall 

of 11 spaces. Furthermore, both Millisle Beach Park and Main Road Cloughey are considered to have a shortfall 

of eight spaces and six spaces respectively. 

2.9.1 Off Street Parking Provision and Durations 

The current parking provision provided in the 11 rural study areas throughout the Borough are outlined in Table 

21 in terms of morning and afternoon weekday occupancies and average long stay parkers derived from the 

surveys conducted throughout November 2017.
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Table 21. Rural Parking Provision 

Car 
Park 
No. 

Car park Town 
Total 

Spaces 
AM 

Occ % 
PM 

Occ % 

No. 
Long 
Stay 

Average 
Long Stay 

50 Springwell Drive Groomsport 39 10 8 3 88 

51 Groomsport Harbour Groomsport 73 5 5 - - 

52 Harbour Road Ballyhalbert 116* 0 2 0 0 

53 Portavogie Road Ballyhalbert 10* 0 0 0 0 

54 Ballyhalbert Harbour Ballyhalbert 63* 0 0 0 0 

55 Springvale Road Ballywalter 60* 12 8 2 34 

56 Ballywalter Amenity Site Ballywalter 54* 20 22 7 61 

57 Cloughey Picnic Area Cloughey 24 4 0 0 0 

58 Main Road Cloughey 190* 3 3 1 18 

64 Shore Road Kircubbin 61* 13 13 7 88 

65 The Green  Kircubbin 45 29 58 8 46 

66 Ballywalter Road Millisle 98* 0 1 0 0 

67 Ballywhiskin  Millisle 321 2 1 1 21 

68 Moss Road Millisle 66 0 0 0 0 

69 Millisle Beach Park Millisle 225* 2 3 2 42 

70 Meeting House Street Portaferry 31 3 3 1 100 

71 The Square Portaferry 21 100 67 6 36 

72 The Rope Walk Portaferry 103 8 16 6 56 

73 Portavogie Amenity Site Portavogie 86* 3 1 0 0 

74 Cunningburn Amenity Site Cunningburn 40* 3 8 0 0 

75 Whiterock Killinchy 50* 10 0 0 0 

76 Lead Mines Conlig 74 3 1 0 0 

Total 1,850* 6% 6% 44 40% 

Source: AECOM 

*Estimated total number of spaces 

Overall across the 22 rural car parks weekday morning and afternoon occupancy is around 6% full, although this 

probably reflects the non-peak season period when the surveys were undertaken. In total 44 vehicles are 

considered as long stay and accounted for 40% of overall weekday parking usage. Therefore, two in five 

recorded vehicles could be considered as long stay. 

The highest occupancy is shown at The Square, Portaferry, as the site is full in the morning and 67% full in the 

afternoon.  The car park is situated in the centre of Portaferry village in close proximity to amenities and parking 

provision is free.  

The Green, Kircubbin was 29% full during the weekday morning and 58% full during the afternoon. Parking 

provision at the site is currently free and is situated close to the centre of town and amenities.  

At The Square car park, Portaferry approximately one third of vehicles are long stay. Parking provision at the site 

is currently free and therefore there is no control on parking occupancy or duration. More than 50% of parking 

users at The Rope Walk, Portaferry are considered as long stay parkers; at this site parking provision is free and 

it is believed that current usage is associated with users of Exploris Aquarium in Portaferry.   

Ballywalter Amenity Site shows high proportions of long stay parkers i.e. 61%. The site provides free parking and 

is situated in close proximity to the main street and the village harbour. Therefore, the site may be utilised by 

harbour and village workers who are able to park all day for free due to the lack of control on parking duration. 
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2.9.2 Car Park Features 

A review of car park features at the 22 rural car parks was undertaken during Stage 1 of the parking strategy 

development, the results of which are presented in Table 22 and a discussion of the issues identified during the 

review are also provided. 

Table 22. Rural Villages Car Park Features 

Car Park Features 
Council Sites 

Yes No 

Lightning present? 7 15 

Good surface? 15 7 

White lining? 6 16 

Conventional Design? 14 8 

Good circulating layout? 17 5 

Signage? 10 12 

Parking space size conventional? 10 12 

Perimeter fencing? 8 14 

Restricted views? 1 21 

CCTV? 1 21 

Isolated feel? 3 19 

EV charging? 1 21 

Gated access? 0 22 

Staffed? 0 22 

Flat Surface? 17 5 

Flat Approach roads / footways? 14 8 

Source: AECOM 

 Lighting is provided at seven out of the 22 rural car parks. Lighting provision improves the safety of parking 

users and deters crime as it enables full illumination of the car park, particularly during non – daylight hours 

or when alone; 

 Seven car parks have poor parking surfaces due to pot holes, gravel and uneven parking surfaces. Good 

parking surfaces increase the quality of a site for both pedestrians and vehicles. It also helps to reduce trips 

and falls, thus increasing the safety of parking users; 

 In total 16 car parks do not have white surface lining, however two sites were noted to have coloured paving 

bricks / stones and two sites have faded white surface lining. The presence of white surface lining enables 

parking users to easily park within the bay; ensuing all spaces within a facility are fully utilised; 

 Within the 22 rural car parks nine sites do not have conventional car park designs e.g. Harbour Road, 

Ballyhalbert is a layby and L shaped designs were observed at Meeting House Street, Portaferry and 

Groomsport Harbour, Groomsport. It should be noted that conventional car park designs improve user 

confidence when circulating around the site; 

 A total of five car parks are considered to have poor circulating layouts; good circulating layouts enable 

vehicles to safely manoeuvre around a site and may result in reduced incident rates as vehicle users have 

sufficient space to safely manoeuvre their vehicle; 

 Signage is not provided on the approach roads to 12 rural car parks. Parking signage alerts and directs 

users to the nearest parking facility and also reduces vehicle circulating time in the local area. Furthermore, 

signage helps to reduce driver frustration and wasted time; 

 In total 12 car parks are considered to have unconventional sized parking spaces as no spaces were 

demarcated. Conventional sized parking bays ensures consistency for users when using a car park; 

 Perimeter fencing is provided at eight out of 22 rural car parks; however 15 sites do not provide fencing. For 

example Harbour Road, Ballywalter and The Green, Kircubbin do not provide fencing; 
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 One car park has restricted views, Cunningburn Amenity Site where tall vegetation obstructed views. 

Restricted views may decrease a user’s perceived feeling of safety when the site and as a result users may 

be unwilling to use the car park in the future, particularly when alone or during non-daylight hours;  

 With the exception of The Rope Walk, Portaferry no rural Council car parks have CCTV on site, despite 

CCTV acting as a deterrent against crime and aiding user’s perceived feeling of safety when using a site, 

particularly during non-daylight hours; 

 Lead Mines, Conlig is considered to have an isolated feel as the car park is surrounded by trees and shrubs 

and Portavogie Road, Ballyhalbert and Meeting House Street, Portaferry are also considered as isolated 

due to a lack of activity at both sites. Users may feel unsafe when using car parks which feel isolated, 

particularly during non-daylight hours or when alone. This may result in users not returning to the site; 

 One EV charging space is provided at one car rural car park; this space was recorded at The Rope Walk, 

Portaferry. EV vehicles are increasing on the roads; some provision should be made for EV vehicles and 

providing EV charging points increases parking features at a parking facility; 

 Gated access is not provided at any of the 22 rural sites. Gated access ensures that only authorised 

vehicles and personnel can enter and exit a car park, this protects the safety of parking users and their 

vehicles; 

 No rural Council car parks are staffed, however staffed parking facilities increases user’s safety as there is a 

permanent point of contact onsite. It also ensures that any issues onsite are dealt with immediately; and 

 In total five car parks do not have a flat parking surface or footway and eight car parks do not have flat 

approach roads / footways. Flat parking surfaces and approach roads / footways enable ease of access into 

and out of the site and also ease of access for pedestrians and footway users. 

2.9.3 Ballygowan 

Council parking provision in Ballygowan is limited, as only one Council car park is provided i.e. at the village hall. 

Footway parking is an issue throughout Ballygowan Village and was observed during both survey periods along 

the Comber Road i.e. 16 vehicles during the morning and 13 in the afternoon. Vehicles parked along the footway 

contribute to traffic congestion in the village, particularly during the afternoon.  

Vehicles parked along footways result in pedestrians having limited space to safely use the footway and may 

force pedestrians and other footway users to walk along the road which is unsafe and dangerous. Furthermore, 

footway users with limited sight, limited mobility, elderly people and disabled users are at greater risk of being 

affected by vehicles parked along a footway.  

2.9.4 Greyabbey 

Informal on street parking occurs throughout Greyabbey during both weekday survey periods i.e. 5 vehicles on 

Main Street in the morning and 10 during the afternoon; highlighting that as there is no formal on street provision 

in Greyabbey this results in parking users park informally along the main thoroughfare in the village centre i.e. 

Main Street. 

It should be noted that there are no off street Council parking facilities within Greyabbey and there is a small 

privately owned car park at the local primary school which is located in the centre of the village and provides ~17 

spaces.  

It is considered that footway parking is a significant issue in Greyabbey as throughout the weekday morning and 

afternoon survey periods around 36 vehicles were noted along Main Street, Greyabbey.  

Footway parking causes an obstruction to the safe manoeuvring of vehicles and the flow of traffic into and out of 

Greyabbey which may lead to increased vehicle incident rates and traffic congestion. Furthermore, vehicles 

parked along footways are visually unsightly for local residents and people visiting the village i.e. tourists.  
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2.9.5 Portaferry 

In Portaferry, The Square Car Park is a key desirable site in the village centre and it is full on a typical weekday 

morning and 67% full in the afternoon. Also, greater than one third of vehicles are considered to be long stay i.e. 

36%. By comparison Meeting House Street Car Park is also located close to the village centre however it is 

underutilised i.e.  3% full on a typical weekday morning and afternoon. 

One option may be to introduce parking charges at The Square in order to reduce the proportion of long stay 

parkers and that free provision is maintained at Meeting House Street with possible upgrades to the site in order 

to encourage greater use of the site. 

A second option may be to utilise land to the rear of Exploris Aquarium, the site currently experiences surges in 

demand at peak times resulting in the existing Rope Walk car park operating at maximum capacity. 

2.10 Car Park Site Assessment 

AECOM consider that there is a need to provide off street parking provision in the villages of Ballygowan and 

Greyabbey. Several possible sites have been identified within both villages and a review of these potential sites 

has been undertaken in terms of potential obstacles. AECOM also consider there to be a need to provide formal 

off street parking provision in the centre of Donaghadee, as current provision is concentrated towards the 

periphery of the town centre. 

As part of the Off Street Parking (Amendment) Order (Northern Ireland 2015), Councils have received various 

powers in relation to off street parking, including converting new sites into parking facilities. Therefore in order to 

progress with the development of potential sites, ANDB Council must consider the following: 

 

 Legalities – Land ownership, access arrangements, potential charging and enforcement, planning 

permission, surrounding landowner consultations, off street parking orders; and 

 Infrastructure Requirements – site access to standard, drainage, lighting, parking space requirements, 

surfacing, signage etc. 

2.10.1 Ballygowan 

Both the A23 Moneyreagh Road and the A21 Comber Road in Ballygowan village are protected routes. Planning 

Policy Statement 3 (PPS 3) Access, Movement and Parking states that protected routes within settlement limits 

will only be granted planning permission for a development proposal involving direct access, or the intensification 

of the use of an existing access: 

 Where access cannot reasonably be taken from an adjacent minor road; or 

 In the case of proposals involving residential development, it is demonstrated to the Department’s 

satisfaction that the nature and level of access onto the Protected Route will significantly assist in the 

creation of a quality environment without compromising standards of road safety or resulting in an 

unacceptable proliferation of access points. 

Therefore developments with direct access off a protected route will be considered on a site by site basis. 

Five potential car park sites have been identified within Ballygowan as outlined below in Figure 25. 

1. Ballygowan Bus Depot 

- Site is owned by Translink; therefore the Council must consult with Translink regarding potential future 

changes to the site. 

- The Ballygowan Village Development Plan 2013-17 proposes to develop an informal park and ride/park 

and share site at the bus depot. However recent operational changes in the area indicate that the bus 

depot is now of more strategic importance to Translink’s operations. 

2. Dickson Park 

- Site is currently utilised as a playing field. 
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- Designated in Ards and Down Area Plan 2015 as an Existing Amenity Open Space and Recreation, 

which means that planning permission is unlikely to be granted for an alternative use. 

- Located in close proximity to the Ballygowan River. Local Landscape Policy CON 2 in the Area Plan 

states planning permission will not be granted to proposals which would adversely affect the 

environmental quality, integrity or character of these areas.  

- However the site is unfeasible as it would lead to a reduction of green space in the area. 

3. Village Hall 

- Site is owned by the Council. 

- Parking provision is currently for users of the village hall. The car park could be repurposed and used 

as an off street car park for the village, although space is limited. 

4. Green Site  

- Green site is situated adjacent to the village hall. 

- Designated in Ards and Down Area Plan 2015 as an Existing Amenity Open Space and Recreation, 

which means that planning permission is unlikely to be granted for an alternative use. 

- However the site is unfeasible as it would lead to a loss of green space in Ballygowan. 

5. Presbyterian Church Car Park 

- Site is owned by the Presbyterian Church; therefore the Council must consult with the church regarding 

a potential partnership arrangement where parking is made available for general use. 

Therefore AECOM consider that the preferred option in Ballygowan is the site identified at the Presbyterian 

Church. 

Figure 25. Potential Car Park Sites, Ballygowan 

Source: Spatial NI 
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2.10.2 Greyabbey 

Greyabbey’s main street and thoroughfare is designated in the Ards and Down Ara Plan 2015 as an Area of 

Townscape Character and an Area of Archaeological Potential. The village also lies within an Area of Outstanding 

Natural Beauty. 

Three car park sites have been identified within Greyabbey as outlined below in Figure 26. 

1. Portaferry Road National Trust Site  

- Site owned by National Trust and provides ~12 un-marked spaces. 

- Underutilised – empty during weekday morning and two vehicles surveyed during the afternoon. 

- Is used by adjacent restaurant/wedding venue for overspill parking. 

- Situated within an area of archaeological potential. 

- Site would require upgrading i.e. surface, lighting etc. 

- ANDB Council would need to consult with the National Trust in order to utilise this site. 

- Therefore this is a secondary site which could be formalised and utilised in the future. 

2. Main Street (potential site) – note site across the road at the Presbyterian Church is not considered viable 

- Site is identified as an area of Townscape Character within the Area Plan. 

- Site is located within an area of archaeological potential. 

- The site is located in a central location within the village and is on flat land. 

- Site would require repurposing and upgrading i.e. surface, lighting etc. 

3. St Saviour’s Church Hall 

─ Site is owned by St Saviour’s Church. 

─ Site would require upgrading i.e. surface, lighting etc. 

─ ANDB Council would need to consult with the church in order to utilise this site. 

 

Therefore AECOM consider that the preferred option for Greyabbey is the site identified at Main Street. 
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Figure 26. Potential Car Park Sites, Greyabbey 

 

Source: Spatial NI
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2.10.3 Donaghadee 

Currently there are five Council car parks located within the town of Donaghadee at the following sites: 

 Railway Street; 

 Templepatrick; 

 The Commons; 

 The Commons East; and 

 Donaghadee Community Centre. 

 

It should also be noted that the Council are responsible for the operation of a small car park (nine spaces) 

situated off Moat Street. This site is considered to be located towards the outskirts of the town centre, however 

there is the potential to improve and upgrade this site going forward. 

Railway Street, Donaghadee Community Centre and The Commons car parks are within 10 minutes walking 

distance to the centre of Donaghadee town which is assumed to be in the vicinity of the post office along High 

Street / New Street. The Council car parks within Donaghadee are generally located outside of the town centre, 

with the exception of Railway Street which is within reasonable walking distance to the centre of town i.e. 

approximately 300m.  

AECOM have identified and reviewed several potential sites in Donaghadee where parking provision could 

potentially be provided, as outlined in Figure 27 below. 

1. New Street (potential site) 

- Site is privately owned. 

- The Council would need to consult with the owner(s) in order to utilise this site. 

- Site is protected under Policy OS1 of Planning Policy Statement 8 (Open Space, Sport and Outdoor 

Recreation) as it is defined as ‘outdoor sport facilities’. However development of the site may be 

permitted where the Council can demonstrate that the loss of open space will have no significant 

detrimental impact upon the amenity, character or biodiversity of the area and where alternative 

provision is made by the developer which is at least as accessible to current users and at least 

equivalent in terms of size, usefulness, attractiveness, safety and quality. 

- The site requires a separate in and out system. 

- An alternative lane way access / egress onto Bow Street or Manor Court may need to be considered. 

2. Crommelin Park 

- The site is currently owned and managed by the Council. 

- However there is one lane access in and out of the site. 

- The lane access for vehicles is narrow. 

3. Old Community Centre 

- The site is located to the rear of Pier 36 and is current owned by the Council. 

- Site would require upgrading i.e. surface, lighting etc. 

 

Therefore a preferred option is not immediately apparent in Donaghadee and further discussions should be held 

regarding parking provision in the town. 
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Figure 27. Potential Car Park Sites, Donaghadee 

Source: AECOM 

2.11 Park and Ride Provision 

Currently there are five Park and Ride / Park and Share facilities within AND Borough and as illustrated below in 

Figure 28, all five sites are currently oversubscribed and operating at full capacity. 
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Figure 28. Translink Historical Park and Ride Data 

Source: AECOM 

Analysis of historical Park and Ride usage data shows that all five sites within AND Borough are operating at full 

capacity. 

It is recommended that future monitoring at all Park and Ride / Park and Share facilities in the Borough is 

regularly undertaken to identify future changes in parking usage, and if applicable implement solutions. 

The Ards and Down Area Plan 2015 is a statutory document which states that land on the former Scrabo High 

School site must be retained for the potential future provision of Park and Ride facilities. The facility would serve 

as an intermodal transfer site between car and bus services and potentially EWAY vehicles as part of the BRT. 

Full planning permission was granted in February 2017 for the development of 85 dwellings on the site and as 

part of this plan land was set aside for a possible Park and Ride site, although this was not part of the planning 

application (LA06/2015/0891/F). Consultation with Translink revealed there may be potential in the future to 

resubmit plans for the site if demand required however currently there are no plans to provide Park and Ride 

provision in Newtownards. 

Alterations to Park and Ride facilities in the Borough have been proposed as part of Masterplans and village 

plans; however it should be noted that these are non-statutory documents and therefore it denotes the intention 

to alter provision but the proposals are not binding. 

The following proposed change to provision at three Park and Ride sites have been set out in Masterplans and 

village plans: 

 The Bangor Town Centre Masterplan 2011 proposes to develop ac decked Park and Ride site at Bangor 

Park and Ride, however Translink believe that a better solution is to reorient Abbey Street and develop 

integrated parking, bus and rail provision; 

 Holywood Town Centre Masterplan 2014 proposes to enlarge and reposition Holywood Station Park and 

Ride; and 

 Helen’s Bay and Crawfordsburn Integrated Village Plan 2013 proposes to develop a Park and Ride sit at 

Helen’s Bay south of the station on land partially owned by the Clandeboye Estate. 
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Furthermore, land at Ballygowan Bus Depot has been designated within the Area Plan and identified within the 

Ballygowan Village Development Plan 2013 for informal Park and Ride provision in the village. If developed the 

site may potentially provide 20 – 50 spaces. 

Translink also stated that there are plans to double capacity at Carnalea Station to 20 spaces; this may address 

the over parking recorded at the site. 

Currently there are no proposed or planned changes to parking provision at Dufferin Avenue Park and Ride 

despite the site operating at maximum capacity. Therefore the site will continue to operate at full capacity. 

2.12 Site Limitations 

Table 23 sets out the identified limitations at Council parking facilities within the Borough in terms of threats to 

provision and limitations in terms of car park features, which may require future action changes to height 

restrictions and car park design. If threats to provision have been identified for a car park, the associated 

planning document which details the proposed alteration to parking provision has also been listed.  

Table 23. Car Park Limitations 

Car Park Limitation(s) 
Relevant Planning 

Document 

Spaces 
Potentially 

Lost to 
Development 

Hibernia Street North, 
Holywood 

- Full planning permission granted for 

retail and office development.  Planning Application - 

Queen’s Parade, Bangor - Proposed multi-use development Planning Application 203 

Abbey Street West, Bangor - Multiple vehicle entrances - - 

Holborn Avenue, Bangor - Multiple vehicle entrances - - 

Luke’s Point, Bangor - Multiple vehicle entrances - - 

The Vennel, Bangor - Proposed multi-use development 
Planning application 

and Masterplan 
37 

Kennel Lane, Newtownards 
- Proposed mixed use/commercial 

development 
Newtownards 

Masterplan 
~39 

South Street / Court Street, 
Newtownards 

- Proposed mixed 
use/retail/commercial development 

Newtownards 
Masterplan 

161 

Old Cross Street West, 
Newtownards 

- Proposed mixed 
use/retail/commercial development 

Newtownards 
Masterplan 

80 

Mill Street 
- Proposed mixed 

use/retail/commercial development 
Newtownards 

Masterplan 
~12 

Castle / Bridge Street, 
Comber 

- Proposed commercial / residential 
site 

Comber Masterplan ~117 

Harbour Road, Ballyhalbert - Layby - - 

Ballywalter Amenity Site, 
Ballywalter 

- Multiple vehicle entrances - - 

Ballywalter Road, 
Ballywalter 

- Height restriction - - 

Moss Road, Millisle - Height restriction - - 

The Commons, 
Donaghadee 

- Multiple vehicle entrances - - 

Shore Road, Kircubbin - Multiple vehicle entrances - - 

Total Spaces Potentially Lost to Future Developments ~649 

Source: AECOM 

Developments proposed on the site of off street car parks may result in a loss of parking provision at the site 

unless parking provision is provided as part of the proposed development, either onsite or in another area of the 

settlement e.g. The Vennel, Bangor and Kennel Lane, Newtownards. 
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Car parks with multiple entrances may require redesign if pay on foot was introduced in the future as a payment 

system. It should be noted that redesign may result in a loss of parking provision at the site e.g. Ballywalter 

Amenity Site, Ballywalter and Holborn Avenue, Bangor.  

Table 21 shows that in total ~649 spaces at Council owned parking facilities within the Borough could potentially 

be lost to future developments. It should be noted that the potential impact of these proposals will be examined in 

more detail in Stage 3 of the parking strategy development. 

Hibernia Street North, Holywood – planning permission was granted for the development of 20,000sqft retail and 

office space, 8,400sqft commercial retail space and 8,000sqft office space (Figure 29). It should be noted that 

phase 1 of the development is currently under construction. Hibernia Street North car park currently provides 120 

spaces and overall the new development will provide 140 spaces. This is an increase of 20 spaces. However it 

should be noted that the site will attract new vehicle trips, once completed and this may generate increased 

parking demand. 

Furthermore, discussions regarding phase 2 of the Hibernia Street North development are ongoing. 

Parking within Holywood should seek to support the local amenities, employment and activities on offer within the 

settlement, however parking within the centre of Holywood should not necessarily facilitate the parking of all day 

parkers associated with park and ride users. 

Queen’s Parade, Bangor – a planning application for the development of a mixed use development at Queen’s 

Parade and The Vennel was withdrawn in October 2017 by ANDB Council; however the Council will enter into 

discussions with the next bidder in November 2017. Therefore it is expected that the proposed development will 

be granted planning permission in the near future. 
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Figure 29. Hibernia Street North, Holywood Planning Application 

Source: Planning NI 

2.13 Summary 

Parent and child and EV charging provision are limited in Newtownards, Holywood, Comber and Donaghadee as 

well as within the 11 rural settlements. 

Castle / Bridge Street, Comber, Spafield, Holywood and Mill Street Gas Works South, Newtownards provide free 

parking provision and typically operate overcapacity; free parking sites lend themselves to higher usage due to a 

lack of control on occupancies and durations. 

In Bangor and Newtownards ~40% of parkers are considered as long stay, ~60%of parkers are considered as 

long stay in Holywood and a half of parkers in Comber are long stay. Free parking provision lends itself to high 

proportions of long stay parkers due to a lack of control on parking duration, this also leads to low space turnover 

as observed at Spafield, Holywood, Newtownards Road (Comber Road), Comber and Mill Street Gas Works 

South, Newtownards. 

Parking audit results revealed there is a lack of signage at Council sites in Bangor and throughout the rural study 

areas, this may lead to increased driver frustration and increased vehicle circulation rates as users struggle to 

locate a nearby car park. Also, generally there is a lack of CCTV to monitor car park activity throughout the 

Borough; this may result in users feeling unsafe when using a site. Rural Council sites generally lacked lighting, 
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white surface lining, conventional sized spaces and fencing which does not follow best practice guidelines and 

therefore it is considered that there is a lack of parking features at these sites for users. 

On street parking provision is typically full in each of the four main towns in AND Borough; indicating that on 

street parking is well utilised and therefore users may struggle to locate an available on street parking space. 

Footway parking is an issue in Comber along High Street which makes it more difficult for pedestrians to access 

the footway, particularly those with visual or physical impairments. This may force pedestrians to walk along the 

road which is dangerous and may impact their safety. 

AECOM identified the need to provide formal off street parking provision in Ballygowan and Greyabbey due to the 

high proportion of footway parkers and informal parking throughout both villages which is unsightly and may 

contribute to congestion. Several potential car park sites were identified in Ballygowan and in Greyabbey, 

however it should be noted that various limitations exist at each site e.g. ownership and policy designations. The 

Presbyterian Church car park in Ballygowan and the Main Street site in Greyabbey are the preferred options for 

formal parking provision in both villages. Furthermore a preferred option for formal parking provision in 

Donaghadee is not immediately apparent and therefore requires further discussions and consideration. 

Analysis revealed all five Park and Ride sites in AND Borough are currently oversubscribed and operating at full 

capacity. Three local Masterplans and village plans propose to increase provision at Bangor P&R, Holywood 

Station and Helen’s Bay Station, however these are non-statutory documents and thus the proposals are non-

binding. Translink propose to increase capacity at Carnalea to 20 spaces to address over parking at the site and 

suggest reorienting Abbey Street and integrating parking, rail and bus services at Bangor Station; however no 

further solutions are proposed. 

The review of Council car parks has highlighted some limitations in terms of threats to provision, site design and 

layout, multiple vehicle entrances and height restrictions. Eight Council car parks in the Borough are identified as 

potential development sites in local Masterplans and planning applications, which may lead to the loss of ~649 

spaces if replacement provision is not provided as part of any future development.
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3. Current Management and Operational Strategies 

3.1 Introduction 

As part of Stage 2 of the parking strategy development, an assessment of the current management and 

operational strategies for charged Council controlled off street parking facilities provides insight into individual car 

park performance in terms of revenue, occupancy, duration of stay etc. 

3.2 Current Management and Operation of Council Car Parks 

ANDB Council entered into an agency agreement with DfI Roads for the management of 43 parking facilities. In 

turn DfI Roads employ, through a contract, NSL to carry out the majority of the management, monitoring and 

enforcement functions associated with the off street parking regime. It should be noted that all charged car parks 

within the Borough operate using a Pay and Display method of payment and a tariff of £1.00 for five hours 

duration of stay was inherited by ANDB Council from DfI Roads, resulting in an effective tariff of £0.20 per hour. 

Parking tariffs are charged at 22 Council owned car parks within AND Borough, and these tariffs are outlined 

below in Table 24. 

Table 24. Council Car Park Tariffs 

No. Car Park Town Ownership Tariff  

1 Abbey Street East Bangor Legacy DfI £0.50 

2 Bingham Lane Bangor Legacy DfI £0.60 

3 Castle Street Bangor Legacy DfI £0.40 

4 Clifton Road Bangor Legacy DfI £0.40 

5 Holborn Avenue Bangor Legacy DfI £0.50 

6 Mills Road Bangor Legacy DfI £0.40 

7 The Vennel Bangor Legacy DfI £0.60 

8 Abbey Street West Bangor Legacy DfI £0.30 

9 Central Avenue Bangor Legacy DfI £0.30 

26 Church Road Holywood Legacy DfI £0.60 

27 Hibernia Street North Holywood Legacy DfI £0.40 

28 Hibernia Street South Holywood Legacy DfI £0.50 

32 Ann Street Newtownards Legacy DfI £0.40 

33 Kennel Lane Newtownards Legacy DfI £0.40 

34 Mill Street Newtownards Legacy DfI £0.40 

35 Mill Street Gas Works Newtownards Legacy DfI £0.40 

36 Old Cross St East Newtownards Legacy DfI £0.40 

37 Old Cross Street West Newtownards Legacy DfI £0.40 

38 South St/Court Street Newtownards Legacy DfI £0.60 

39 4 South Street  Newtownards Legacy DfI £0.40 

40 West Street Newtownards Legacy DfI £0.40 

41 Upper Court Street Newtownards Legacy DfI £0.40 

Source: AECOM 

There are nine charged car parks in Bangor operating on various tariffs including £0.60 per hour at The Vennel 

and Bingham Lane and £0.50 per hour is charged at Abbey Street East. Three sites charge £0.40 per hour and a 

tariff of £0.30 per hour is charged at Central Avenue and Abbey Street West. 

In Holywood there are three charged sites i.e. at Church Road a tariff of £0.60 per hour is charged, £0.50 per 

hour at Hibernia Street South and £0.40 at Hibernia Street North. 
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In Newtownards there are ten charged car parks with South Street / Court Street charging £0.60 per hour and the 

remaining nine sites charging £0.40 per hour. 

3.3 Current Financial Performance 

3.3.1 Car Park Revenue 

Individual car park revenue has been calculated for each of the 22 Council charged parking facilities in AND 

Borough, the results of which are outlined in Table 25. 

Table 25. Individual Car Park Revenue 

Town Car Park Revenue Spaces Tariff* Rev/Space/Hr 

Bangor 
 

Abbey Street East £57,026 70 £0.50 £0.27 

Bingham Lane £53,286 57 £0.60 £0.30 

Castle Street £46,803 84 £0.40 £0.18 

Clifton Road £20,741 30 £0.40 £0.23 

Holborn Avenue £42,982 68 £0.50 £0.21 

Mills Road £30,796 74 £0.40 £0.14 

The Vennel £28,790 37 £0.60 £0.25 

Abbey Street West £13,343 38 £0.30 £0.11 

Central Avenue £2,753 29 £0.30 £0.03 

Holywood 

Church Road £54,443 81 £0.60 £0.22 

Hibernia Street North £50,674 120 £0.40 £0.14 

Hibernia Street South £18,310 27 £0.50 £0.22 

Newtownards 

Ann Street £41,217 76 £0.40 £0.18 

Kennel Lane £59,342 106 £0.40 £0.18 

Mill Street £49,112 64 £0.40 £0.25 

Mill Street Gas Works £30,720 75 £0.40 £0.13 

Old Cross St East £10,212 18 £0.40 £0.18 

Old Cross Street West £55,757 80 £0.40 £0.23 

South St/Court Street £116,380 161 £0.60 £0.24 

4 South Street (7 Court 
Street) 

£19,752 42 £0.40 £0.15 

West Street £26,220 60 £0.40 £0.14 

Upper Court Street £10,488 31 £0.40 £0.11 

Total £839,148 1,428  £0.13** 

* Revenue per space, per charged day, per hour  

** Weighted average across all spaces 

The 22 charged car parks within AND Borough generated total revenue of £839,148 and overall generated £0.13 

per space per hour per day during FY16/17. 

Bingham Lane, Bangor generates the highest revenue per space per hour per day i.e. £0.30. The site is typically 

85% full and is located in a desirable location near to the centre of Bangor. The car park also has a relatively low 

proportion of long stay parkers of 22% and charges a high tariff of £0.60 per hour. Similarly Abbey Street East, 

Bangor is typically 80% full and charges a high tariff of £0.50 per hour. The car park is located relatively close to 

the centre of town and is within a short walking distance to Bangor Rail and bus Station. Therefore, this 

encourages a high space turnover and helps to generate higher parking revenue at both sites. 
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Central Avenue, Bangor yields the lowest revenue per space per hour per day, £0.03. The facility is 10% full 

during the weekday and weekend and has a high proportion of long stay parkers i.e.33% thus reducing space 

turnover and limiting revenue generated from parking acts. Furthermore, the site is underutilised despite being 

located relatively close to the centre of Bangor. 

Mill Street, Newtownards generates relatively high revenue per space per hour per day (£0.25) and is ~64% full 

during the weekday and 100% full during the weekend. Similarly South Street / Court Street, Newtownards yields 

a high revenue of £0.24 per space per hour per day and has occupancies of ~70% and 100% during the 

weekday and weekend respectively. South Street / Court Street charges a high tariff of £0.60 per hour and Mill 

Street charges £0.40 per hour. Both car parks are situated in desirable locations close to the centre of town and 

to the amenities on offer. The proportion of long stay parkers at both sites is also relatively low in comparison to 

other Council parking facilities in Newtownards (27% - 30%). Therefore, space turnover is relatively high and this 

generates high revenue per space. 

Church Road, Holywood generates £0.22 per space per hour per day and occupancies at the site are typically 

88% full. The car park is situated in a desirable central location in close proximity to the goods, services and 

employment provided in Holywood. A high tariff of £0.60 per hour is charged and the site has a relatively low 

proportion of all day parkers i.e.28%; this encourages a high space turnover and higher revenue. 

Hibernia Street North, Holywood yields £0.14 per space per hour per day and is typically 85% full during the 

weekday and 38% full during the weekend. The site is located close to the town centre and charges a lower tariff 

in comparison to Church Road and Hibernia Street South i.e. £0.40 per hour. Also, Hibernia Street North has the 

highest proportion of long stay parkers, of 60%. Therefore, the low tariff and high proportion of long stay parkers 

results in a low space turnover which limits revenue generated from parking acts. 

Each charged Council car park was reviewed individually in order to understand if the car park was performing 

well financially in terms of long stay parkers, occupancy and revenue. It is considered that for a parking facility to 

be performing well the percentage of long stay parkers should be less than 30%, weekday and weekend 

occupancies less than 80% and revenue yielded per space per hour per day should be good. The results are 

summarised in Table 24 below. 
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Table 26. Individual Overall Car Park Performance 

Car Park Town 
Low % of all 

Day Parkers 
Less than 
80% full 

Good 
Revenue 

Performing 
well Overall 

Abbey Street East Bangor x x  x 

Bingham Lane Bangor  x  x 

Castle Street Bangor   x x 

Clifton Road Bangor     

Holborn Avenue Bangor     

Mills Road Bangor   x x 

The Vennel Bangor     

Abbey Street West Bangor x  x x 

Central Avenue Bangor x  x x 

Church Road Holywood  x  x 

Hibernia Street North Holywood x x x x 

Hibernia Street South Holywood x x  x 

Ann Street Newtownards x x x x 

Kennel Lane Newtownards x x x x 

Mill Street Newtownards x x  x 

Mill Street Gas Works Newtownards x x x x 

Old Cross St East Newtownards x x  x 

Old Cross Street West Newtownards x x  x 

South St/Court Street Newtownards  x x x 

4 South Street  Newtownards  x x x 

West Street Newtownards x  x x 

Upper Court Street Newtownards x  x x 

Total 9 9 10 3 

Source: AECOM 

Three Council car parks meet all three of the performance indicators, Clifton Road, Holborn Avenue and The 

Vennel, and are therefore considered to be performing well.  

Two car parks meet two out of three of the parking performance indicators. Also, 11 car parks meet one out of 

three of the performance indicators. 

Finally, four of the car parks are considered to not meet any of the three parking performance indicators. These 

are Hibernia Street North in Holywood, and Ann Street, Kennel Lane and Mill Street Gas Works in Newtownards. 

3.3.2 Traffic Attendant (TA) Deployment 

At the nine charged Council car parks in Bangor and the three charged parking facilities in Holywood, one TA is 

deployed three times daily. Also, in Newtownards one TA is deployed twice daily at ten charged car parks (Table 

27). 
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Table 27. TA Deployment 

Town Car Park TA Daily Deployment  

Bangor 
 

Abbey Street East 3 

Bingham Lane 3 

Castle Street 3 

Clifton Road 3 

Holborn Avenue 3 

Mills Road 3 

The Vennel 3 

Abbey Street West 3 

Central Avenue 3 

Holywood 

Church Road 3 

Hibernia Street North 3 

Hibernia Street South 3 

Newtownards 

Ann Street 2 

Kennel Lane 2 

Mill Street 2 

Mill Street Gas Works 2 

Old Cross St East 2 

Old Cross Street West 2 

South St/Court Street 2 

4 South Street (7 Court Street) 2 

West Street 2 

Upper Court Street 2 

Source: DfI Technical Specification 

It is recommended that short durations of stay are encouraged at parking facilities located close to the centre of 

town in order to ensure a high space turnover and long durations of stay encouraged at parking facilities situated 

on the periphery of a town centre where space turnover is lower.  

Therefore, an increase in the frequency of the TA patrols should be considered at parking facilities where the 

Council want to encourage short stay parking and lower patrol frequency where long stay parking is to be 

encouraged. 

3.3.3 Parking Order  

The Off Street Parking Order (Northern Ireland) 2000 was developed by the Department for Regional 

Development (DRD) and sets out the statutory rules enforced in publically owned off street parking facilities in 

Northern Ireland. The Order contains four primary sections including use of parking places, season tickets and 

restriction on use of vehicles and parking places. 

The Off Street Parking Order (Northern Ireland) 2000 states that vehicles using public off street parking facilities 

must: 

 Park in specified areas of land in accordance with vehicle type and during specified hours and days; 

 Park in a space for that particular vehicle type; 

 Only authorised vehicles / drivers of authorised vehicles are permitted to park in disabled bays. However, 

the Order does state that a disabled bay must be indicated by appropriate signage otherwise this Order rule 

cannot be enforced; 
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 Wholly be parked within a designated bay; and 

 Not park in a demarcated space for longer than the maximum period appropriate to that parking facility. 

 

In relation to parking tariffs and tickets, the Parking Order states: 

 A vehicle driver must pay the appropriate tariff in accordance with the car park; 

 Parking tickets are paid and tariffs are collected through pay and display machines. However there are other 

methods of payment which the Order does not cover such as Park Mobile and other cashless payment 

options; 

 Drivers may extend the period of a valid parking ticket by purchasing and displaying a ticket for a further 

period, this is also referred to as ‘meter feeding’ and may result in low space turnover as vehicles are able 

to park for long durations of stay; 

 Tickets must be clearly displayed on the windscreen or dashboard of a vehicle, no reference is made to 

displaying a ticket on the driver/passenger’s window; and 

 The Department may issue a vehicle with a season ticket upon successful application and the Order states 

the ticket must be clearly displayed on the vehicle. The ticket outlines the period in which it is valid, the 

vehicle registration to which the ticket applies and the parking place names for which the ticket is valid. 

 

The Order outlines that in public off street parking facilities : 

 Trading is prohibited. This includes both in the parking space and near to the space and also relates to the 

selling or hiring of skills and services; 

 Ball games in parking places are not allowed; 

 Parking places or vehicles parked in a parking place are prohibited from being used for camping, sleeping, 

eating, cooking, vehicle servicing and washing. However, the Order does not directly refer to overnight 

parking stays; 

 Parking places or vehicles in parking places cannot be used for the consumption of intoxicating liquor. It 

must be noted that the Order makes no reference to the usage of illegal substances in parking places; 

 Vehicle engines must be eased once the vehicle is parked within a designated bay; 

 Drivers are prohibited from sounding a vehicle’s horn or other similar instrument except when changing the 

position of the vehicle or when departing from the bay. The Order does not elaborate on what a similar 

instrument may be; 

 Persons are only permitted to drive vehicles in parking places for the sole purpose of parking or departing 

from a parking bay, with the exception of authorised people on behalf of the Department: there is no 

explanation in what circumstances this would be applicable; 

 Parking places are not permitted for use of travel between one road and another; 

 Vehicles must use entrances and exits as indicated by entrance and exit signs, if they are displayed and 

vehicles must proceed in the direction indicated within a parking place, again if displayed. Vehicle flow 

direction can be indicated by either surface markings such as arrows or appropriate signage; 

 Structures such as tents, stands and buildings are not permitted to be built in parking places without 

Department consent. Also people are not permitted to light or cause to be lit any fire; 

 Parking bays cannot be reserved in any parking place; and 

 Supermarket trolleys are not allowed to enter or be left in any parking place, if so an authorised person can 

remove the trolley. 

 

Northern Ireland parking legislation refers to both on street and off street provision, and off street parking 

legislation sets out seven instances where vehicles would be parked in contravention of off street parking 

legislation.  
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This includes the following contraventions: 

 Parking in an electric vehicle's charging place during operating hours without charging; 

 Parking for longer than the maximum period permitted; 

 Parking after the after the expiry of time paid for in a pay and display car park; 

 Parking in a pay and display car park without clearly displaying a valid pay and display ticket or having a 

valid cashless parking event;  

 Not parked wholly within the markings of the space; 

 Parking in a disabled persons parking space without clearly displaying a valid disabled persons badge; and 

 Parking in an area not designated for that class of vehicle. 

 

There are six off street parking rules which are set out within the Northern Ireland parking legislation and  the Off 

Street Parking Order (Northern Ireland) 2000: 

 Vehicles are not permitted to park for longer than the maximum permitted period; 

 Vehicles are not permitted to park after the pay and display time period; 

 A ticket must be clearly displayed on a vehicle; 

 Vehicles must be parked wholly within a designated bay; 

 Only valid users are permitted to park in disabled bays; and  

 Vehicles must only park in an area designated for that vehicle class. 

It should be noted that there is future potential for the Council to further develop and alter the Off Street Parking 

Order relevant to the needs of the Borough through the local Northern Ireland Executive. This requires further 

investigatory work; and could be particularly important for the development of parking for overnight stays e.g. 

motorhomes. 

3.4 Parking Price 

Sites with no control on parking duration allow people to park for as long as they want. Whilst this may be 

acceptable in locations where there is ample parking, it is not the case in most towns or indeed most of the key 

locations in the Borough where space is constrained and is at a premium. 

Having no restrictions effectively limits the number of people who can park in a given place per day. This means 

businesses can see lower footfall, and limited parking supply will mean visitors find it hard to park. Rather than 

providing more parking, the solution in constrained areas is to increase space turnover so that spaces become 

available more often. It is also worth noting that research
1
 in other areas has shown that shopkeepers 

consistently overestimate the share of their customers coming by car. In some cases
2
, this is by a factor of as 

much as 400%.  

There is also a balance that needs to be struck between providing sufficient space for all day parkers (typically 

local workers) and short stay parkers who are often the customers of the same businesses or visitors to the area. 

In towns, there is not one type of user and therefore the parking restrictions need to be cognisant of this by 

providing a range of tariffs. In other areas such as at tourist attractions, a set time period is reasonable to allow 

visitors to see the attraction and then depart, freeing up space for other users. 

There is always a cost to parking acts. If parking is provided free to the end user, the car park provider has to 

bear the construction, ongoing maintenance and enforcement costs of the car park (even free sites require some 

enforcement). Related to this, if the car parks are publicly owned, local residents who do not need to park in the 

car parks can effectively be subsidising visitors who do need to park. However with car park charges in place, 

this subsidy burden is removed from local residents. 

                                                                                                                     
1
 http://chrisabruns.blogspot.co.uk/2009/10/shoppers-and-how-they-travel.html  

2
 ‘The relevance of parking in the success of urban centres’ - A review for London Councils, October 2012 
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There are also costs to people who are unable to find a parking space. They either have to keep circulating until 

they find their space or they even may not make the trip again. Costs are also experienced in terms of 

environmental damage from the congestion associated with circulating vehicles and there are associated impacts 

on personal health and the visual amenity of individual towns. 

The following information outlines those who bear the cost associated with parking acts: 

 The user – the price of goods includes the cost of parking 

 The non-user – should people pay for something that they do not use? 

 The provider – people pay to provide the service i.e. rate-payers? 

 The opportunity – if people use a parking space, another person cannot utilise that space 

 The duration – long stay parking reduces opportunities 

 The environment, traffic – congestion, displaced parking, health problems, public realm etc. 

It should be highlighted that parking price is not generally a big consideration for retail customers. Numerous 

research publications
3
 have come to this conclusion, and they note that location/convenience and personal safety 

rank above parking price. Furthermore, recent research
4
 into parking conducted by the Welsh Assembly 

Government noted the following: 

“Car park charging should not be viewed in isolation from other factors (availability of parking, signage, traffic 

flow) which affect willingness to drive in town centres” 

“there is very little published evidence which links changes in car park charges to changes in town centre footfall.” 

“General availability of spaces is felt by visitors to be more important than cost in their overall decision about 

visiting. Traffic flow and parking signage are felt by visitors to have the same, if not greater, effect on their 

decision to visit the town centre, how long they spend there, and how much money they spend.” 

Wales is similar in many ways to Northern Ireland, and this research reinforces the point that the introduction of 

parking charges/controls does not in isolation have a detrimental impact on how town centres perform. The key 

factor is availability and in locations where space is at premium, the proven way to ensure availability is through 

parking pricing. Therefore, if people cannot locate a space or feel unsafe when parking, those are regarded as 

more important reasons for not returning than the actual cost of parking itself. 

Therefore research continually shows that parking price is not a big consideration for retail trips, and that other 

factors have an impact such as: 

 Variety of retail and service provision; 

 Parking location and availability; and 

 Localised issues. 

 

The Association of Town Centre Managers
3
 asked customers to rank the top reasons why they park at a 

particular car park and the results are outlined in Table 28 below. The results show that parking location, personal 

safety and a safe car park are the most important factors to people when selecting where to park and that parking 

price is not as important i.e. ranked fourth. 

 

                                                                                                                     
3
 Key Success Factors, ‘In-Town Parking: What Works?’ Association of Town Centre Managers 

4
 ‘Impact of Car Parking Charges’, Welsh Government, 2015 
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Table 28. Reasons for selecting a car park 

 

Source: Association of Town Centre Managers 

It should also be noted that the AECOM online survey completed as part of the ANDBC study asked respondents 

a similar question. Over 350 local respondents completed the survey and one of the questions asked people why 

they chose to park where they parked. This was a multiple choice question and the responses are shown in 

Figure 30, showing that the answer with the highest number of responses was that the parking space was the 

closest to where people wanted to go to. The cost of the parking was only the fourth most popular answer. 

Figure 30. ANDBC Online Parking Survey – Why people park where they park  

 

Source: AECOM 

3.5 Blue Badge Occupancies 

IMTAC is a committee of disabled people and older people who advise the Government and others in Northern 

Ireland on issues which affect the mobility of older people and disabled people. IMTAC published a report 

concerning on street Blue Badge usage in February 2013.  

IMTAC completed surveys in Bangor regarding Blue Badge usage and concluded the following: 

 Overall badge use - 42 (average number of vehicles displaying a Blue Badge parked per survey). The total 

number of parking bays available was 250. Therefore 17% of bays were used by blue badge users; 
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 Percentage use of on street parking vehicles displaying a Blue Badge – 12%; and 

 Use of yellow line concession by Blue Badge holders –14% (average number of vehicles displaying a Blue 

Badge parked on yellow lines per survey). 

The results highlight that Blue Badge usage is higher in areas where people have to pay for on street parking and 

on yellow line concession locations where people must to pay to park. 

3.6 Summary 

ANDB Council is responsible for the management of 22 charged car parks within the Borough and tariffs range 

between £0.30 and £0.60 per hour. Also, an inherited tariff of £1.00 for up to five hours duration is enforced at 

Council car parks were higher tariffs are charged. 

Parking charges and location likely impact where users choose to park for example Bingham Lane, Bangor 

generates relatively high revenue per space (£0.30) and has high occupancies. The high occupancies likely 

reflect that the site charges a relatively high tariff of £0.60 per hour and is located in a desirable central location. 

AECOM reviewed all 22 charged Council car parks in terms of percentage of all day parkers, occupancies and 

revenue as this provides an indication as to whether a car park is performing well overall. It is considered that 

three parking facilities in AND Borough are performing well i.e. The Vennel, Clifton Road and Holborn Avenue, all 

of which are located in Bangor.  

Numerous research publications reveal that parking location and safety are the most important factors influencing 

where people choose to park and that parking tariffs are less of a consideration. Furthermore, as part of this 

study AECOM conducted an online parking user survey and asked why people parked where they park. Results 

from the survey also showed that car park location is the most important factor in determining where users 

choose to park, and that parking price was only the fourth most popular response.  

IMTAC Blue Badge surveys denoted Blue Badge usage in Bangor is low in comparison with other towns/ cities in 

Northern Ireland i.e. Belfast, Ballymena and Lisburn. Also, areas where people must pay to park i.e. on street 

parking and yellow line concessions, have higher proportions of Blue Badge use, which may suggest misuse. 
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4. Tourism, Seasonality and the Environment 

4.1 Introduction 

AECOM reviewed how tourism and seasonality impacts upon parking provision in the Borough and also the 

impact parking has on the environment in terms of congestion, air quality and traffic.  

4.2 Tourism 

The British Parking Association’s Position Paper 13 published in August 2006 states that tourists are unfamiliar to 

an area and it is estimated that visitors are typically willing to spend on average £28 per visit and therefore 

contribute significantly to the local economy. Also average car occupancy by tourists is 3.5 people per vehicle and 

tourists typically park for either medium or long stay durations. Therefore, parking quality is an important 

consideration as it helps to determine where the tourist visit will take place and will also impact upon their overall 

opinion of the area which is important for the future promotion of an area or attraction. 

However there are several issues associated with tourist parking: 

 Arriving to the destination, location of available parking spaces and paying for parking; and 

 Parking capacity and the visual impact of the parking facility itself - which may detract from the local area. 

 

It should be noted that tourists unlike shoppers or commuters are not impacted by work or another necessity. If 

tourists cannot locate a parking space or consider parking tariffs too high they have the option of parking 

elsewhere. 

Private vehicle transport is used by 73% of tourists and therefore, clear, concise information is crucial to ensure 

tourists are informed about local parking provision such as maps, attraction information, parking signage and 

online information. Therefore, the central aim of tourist signage is to indicate where the car parks are, if it is 

meant for tourist parking and where the local attraction(s) are (Figure 31). Furthermore in terms of price, tourists 

are as previously mentioned medium to long stay parkers and therefore pricing should reflect this. 

Figure 31. Parking Tourist Signage 

Source: British Parking Association 
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The Northern Ireland Statistics and Research Agency provides an overview of key tourism statistics during 2016 

in AND Borough (Figure 32). 

Figure 32. NISRA – Ards and North Down Borough Council Overnight Tourism Statistics 2016 

Source: NISRA 

 The top three visitor attractions in the Borough are; Pickie Funpark, Mount Stewart House and Gardens 

and the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum; 

 1.1 million overnight stays were made in the Borough during 2016; 

 In terms of expenditure, tourists spent a total of £46 million in the Borough during 2016; 

 In Northern Ireland as a whole 4,725,242 overnight trips were made, of which ~300,000 trips were made 

in ANDB; 

 The top two reasons for visiting the Borough were visiting friends / relatives (46%) and holiday / 

pleasure / leisure (42%); 

 The main visitors to the Borough were from Northern Ireland (49%) and Great Britain (29%); and 

 Of hotel rooms in the Borough 61% were occupied and 27% of other commercial accommodation was 

occupied throughout 2016 such as B&B’s and self - catering accommodation. 

This reveals that visitors to the Borough are primarily from the UK; therefore potential exists to attract a greater 

proportion of visitors from outside of the UK. Furthermore, statistics reveal that there is potential to increase the 

percentage of occupied accommodation within the Borough, by encouraging a greater number of overnight trips. 

4.3 Seasonality 

Vehicle counters were installed at 12 sites throughout AND Borough by the Council during May 2014 and Figure 

33 illustrates vehicle count results from May 2014 to January 2017. It should be noted that a counter at 
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Greyabbey was installed on July 3
rd

 2014. Furthermore, Figure 34 shows total annual changes in the number of 

vehicles recorded at 12 sites throughout the Borough and Table 29 outlines changes in parking demand at 12 

count sites from 2015 to 2016. 

Figure 33. Ards Vehicle Counts 

Source: ANDBC 2017 
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Figure 34. Total Vehicle Counts 2014 - 2016 

 

Source: ANDBC 2017 

*Excludes Greyabbey in May and June 2014 

Table 29. Changes in Parking Demand – 2015 - 2016 

 2015 Count 2016 Count % increase 

Ballyhalbert 21,949 22,018 0% 

Ballywalter 59,651 66,279 11% 

Cloughey 1 41,962 47,518 13% 

Cloughey 2 37,187 42,227 14% 

Cunningburn 31,929 33,262 4% 

F'Gates 48,355 49,270 2% 

Greyabbey 20,833 21,654 4% 

Island Hill 67,703 70,853 5% 

Millisle 38,381 37,968 -1% 

Portaferry 35,288 63,940 81% 

Portavogie 29,846 33,926 14% 

Whiterock 26,613 28,507 7% 

Total 459,697 517,422 13% 

Source: ANDBC 2017 

Seasonal fluctuations in parking demand occur throughout AND Borough primarily as a result of market days, 

public holidays such as Christmas and Easter etc., summer holidays and also the opening of camping and 

motorhome sites across the Borough. It is evident from Figures 20 and 21 that total vehicle counts peak during 

either July or August i.e. during the summer holidays. The highest vehicle count was observed during August 

2016, 68,391 vehicles. 
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It is also evident that total vehicle counts each month are increasing each year, with the exception of November 

and December. Also, demand remains high from March to October each year and this may reflect the seasonal 

fluctuations associated with caravan and camp site holiday markers to the Borough. 

Town / village markets occur for short periods of time and therefore it is considered that any associated increase 

in parking demand can be accommodated within each settlement as on street and off street parking facilities 

typically have spare operating capacity. 

Table 25 denotes that during 2015 a total of 459,697 vehicles were recorded at the 12 count sites, increasing by 

13% in 2016 to 517,422 vehicles. The greatest increase in demand was observed at Portaferry i.e. 81% increase 

from 35,288 in 2015 to 63,940 vehicles in 2016. Also an increase of either 13% or 14% in vehicles was recorded 

at four count sites between 2015 and 2016: Ballywalter, Cloughey 1, Cloughey 2 and Portavogie. 

Therefore, it is considered that the parking facilities in each settlement, with the exception of Ballygowan and 

Greyabbey already accommodate the current level of visitors. However it should be noted that if tourism 

increases existing spare car park capacity will be reduced. 

4.4 Environmental Issues 

Increased growth and heavy reliance on private vehicle transport can impact upon road safety and environmental 

issues through: 

 Traffic congestion; 

 Traffic volumes; 

 Vehicle speeds; 

 Pollution; and 

 Vehicles circulating for an available parking bay. 

It should be noted that each of these issues will affect all who live, work and visit the impacted areas. The 

externalities of vehicle use manifest themselves on the environment in terms of pollutants including NO, NO2, 

CO, Ozone and PM 2.5 and PM 10 particulate matter.  

The Ards and North Down Borough Council 2017 Air Quality Progress Report states that the air quality within 

ANDB Council is generally good overall due to the ventilation from the sea breeze. However, there are some 

industrial processes in the Borough which negatively impact upon air quality and also solid fuel is widely used a 

secondary fuel. There are several trunk roads and four primary arterial routes within the Borough which are 

heavily used, particularly by commuter traffic which results in a combined daily traffic flow of ~66,500 vehicles. 

The busiest route is the A2 Bangor to Belfast road, which has an average daily traffic flow of 44,000 vehicles per 

day at Holywood. 

The Air Quality Strategy established a framework for air quality management within the United Kingdom and 

under the Environment Act 1995 local government authorities must regularly review and assess air quality within 

their area. In Northern Ireland air quality objectives applicable to Local Air Quality Management are set out within 

the Air Quality Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2003. This also sets out the maximum permitted air pollutant 

concentrations yearly. 

In relation to Air Quality, the A2 is the main area of concern in terms of Nitrogen Dioxide and PM 10 within the 

Borough, however it should be noted that presently ANDB Council has not declared any Air Quality Management 

Areas (AQMAs) within the Borough as health based air quality objectives are currently being met. 

Vehicle circulation due to users searching for an available space / car park impacts upon the area and its 

environment and results in the following impacts: 

 Increased traffic volumes; 

 Increased vehicle times; 

 Congestion;  

 Traffic flow issues; 
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 Increased vehicle waiting times increase traffic fumes and pollutants; 

 Oversubscribed sites may result in vehicles backing up onto the surrounding roads, contributing to traffic 

flow times, volumes and congestion; and 

 Lack of signage / information causes vehicles to travel further. 

Dispersion is an important factor which impacts upon air quality and relates to how traffic speed impacts upon air 

and pollutant dispersion and in turn air quality. Slow or stationary traffic results in a lack of dispersion as there is 

no movement to disperse air pollutants. By comparison moving traffic disperses air pollutants in an area. It should 

also be noted that breezes and open areas with a lack of tall buildings aid air and pollutant dispersion, as tall 

buildings funnel pollutants making it difficult to disperse. 

4.4.1 Traffic 

In order to assess current congestion, levels in the Council Borough, AECOM interrogated Google Traffic during 

the peak hours in both the morning and evening on a typical weekday. It should be noted that congestion and 

high traffic flow volumes may impact upon car parks in terms of parking demand.  

As outlined in Section 4.4, vehicle circulation as a result of drivers searching for an available parking bay can 

impact upon traffic congestion.  

In Holywood, traffic congestion was noted at 09:00 between the junction at High Street / Church Road and the 

junction at High Street / My Lady’s Mile. Some car parks are located adjacent to these highlighted areas (Figure 

35). 

Figure 35. Holywood Google Traffic Imagery 

 

Source: Google Traffic 
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In Bangor at 09:00, traffic congestion was noted in the vicinity of Castle Park Road and between the junction at 

Abbey Street and Belfast Road to the junction of Abbey Street and Castle Street. It should be noted that several 

car parks are located nearby (Figure 36). 

Figure 36. Bangor Google Traffic Imagery 

 

Source: Google Traffic 

4.5 Summary 

Tourists heavily contribute to the local economy i.e. average spend per visit of £28 per person and around 73% of 

visitors use private vehicle transport. Tourists are generally unfamiliar to an area and therefore clear parking 

signage is important to inform and direct parkers to nearby car parks. 

In AND Council Borough, tourists in 2016 spent £46m and made 0.3m trips to the Borough, with the top two 

reasons for visiting the Borough being visiting friends / family and holiday / leisure / pleasure. Furthermore, the 

top three visitor attractions in AND Borough are noted as Pickie Fun park, Mount Stewart House and Gardens 

and the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum.  

Seasonal fluctuations in parking demand occur throughout AND Borough and are primarily the result of public 

holidays and caravan and camp site holiday markers. Total demand has increased annually (based upon 2014 – 

2016 data) and the highest vehicle counts are recorded during the summer months of July and August. 

Heavy usage and reliance on private vehicles can negatively impact upon road safety and the environment 

through pollution, traffic volumes, congestion and circulating for an available parking space. However in terms of 

air quality, AND Borough generally has good air quality due to the ventilation provided by the sea breeze and as 

a result health based air quality objectives in the Borough are currently being met. Also, there are no declared Air 

Quality Management Areas (AQMAs). 

Furthermore, parking can negatively impact upon environmental quality as a result of congestion, traffic flow 

issues, increased traffic volumes and lack of signage causing vehicles to travel further and longer. Analysis of 

Google traffic data at peak times revealed congestion and high traffic volumes in the vicinity of seven car parks in 

the Borough which may negatively impact upon parking demand and traffic flow at the sites such as Spafield, 

Holywood and Newtownards Road / Church Road, Bangor.
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5. Best Practice 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter sets out best practice guidelines for the improvement and design of both surface and multi storey 

parking facilities. As part of the Stage 1 baseline review of parking facilities within AND Borough, AECOM 

identified that through successful scheme examples and best practice, the common features and actions required 

for improving car parks and which has the potential to be implemented at various car parks throughout the 

Borough. 

5.2 Best Practice Guidelines 

The documents listed below have been taken into consideration in identifying common actions required for both 

surface and multi-storey car parking facilities: 

 CIHT Parking Strategies and Management; 

 Manual for Streets 1 and 2; 

 Parking Standards (DoE); 

 Creating Places; 

 DCAN 11 – Designing for an accessible environment; 

 Car Park Designers Hand Book; and 

 Park Mark Safer Parking – New Build Car Park Guidelines for car park designers, operators and owners. 

 

From interrogation of the aforementioned documents there is some overlap in terms of best practice regarding 

surface and multi-storey car parking. 

5.3 Approaches to Providing Car Parking 

5.3.1 Park Mark Safer Parking Scheme 

The Park Mark Safer Parking Scheme was launched by the Police Crime Prevention 

Initiative. It aims to reduce crime and the fear of crime in parking facilities. The Park 

Mark is a national UK parking standard awarded to car parks which meet the 

challenging requirements: low crime rates and safety measures to ensure the safety of 

the parking facilities vehicles and users. Over 5,000 car parks throughout the United 

Kingdom hold the award. Accredited car parks are located at a variety of locations such 

as retail centres, town centres, train stations and leisure facilities.  

The Park Mark Standard demonstrates the Police have vetted the facility and 

appropriate measures are in place to create a safe environment for users: 

 Quality Management; 

 Appropriate lighting facilities; 

 Clean Environment. 

5.3.2 Disabled Parking Accreditation 

The Disabled Parking Accreditation (DPA) is owned by Disabled Motoring UK and managed by the British 

Parking Association.  
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The DPA aims to improve parking provision for disabled users and reduce the abuse of disabled spaces. Parking 

operators are required to adopt an active management strategy to ensure abuse of disabled bays is minimal, that 

facilities are suitable for disabled users and recognition of the extra time taken by disabled users in the form of a 

parking concession. 

The DPA has the following purposes: 

 Ensure accessible bays meet Building Regulation requirements; 

 Reduce disabled bay abuse; 

 Ensure disabled users are not penalised for requiring extra time when using parking facilities; 

 Enables disabled users to easily locate suitable car parks; 

 Provide guidance to parking owners, operators and developers on the recommended number of accessible 

bays to be provided; and 

 Raise awareness of the car park and highlight guidance has been considered and where appropriate, action 

has been taken to implement suitable parking facilities for disabled users. 

5.3.3 Disabled Parking Provision 

Blue Badges enable holders to park closer to their destination either if they are the passenger or driver of a 

vehicle. In Northern Ireland Blue Badge holders are entitled to free parking provision in the following instances: 

 On street disabled bays – Blue Badge holders may park for free and without a time limit unless indicated by 

signage; 

 On street controlled parking zones (pay and display) – holders may park for free and without a time limit at 

on street pay and display parking bays unless otherwise stated on signage that a specific time limit in 

enforced; and 

 Yellow lines – holders may park for up to three hours on single or double yellow lines, permitting it is safe to 

do so and not within 15 meters of a junction or where loading / unloading restrictions are in place. 

Blue Badge holders are permitted to park in disabled parking bays in council owned off street charged car parks, 

however Blue Badge holders are not entitled to free parking provision at these sites. In private off street car parks 

such as hospitals and shopping centres the off street parking operator decides whether to provide free parking 

provision for Blue Badge holders. 

5.4 Car Park Design & Layout 

5.4.1 Speed Control 

As car parks involve different modes using the same space it is vital that minimising conflict points is 

implemented to avoid serious injury. Restricted speed limits can reduce risk with the standard 5mph implemented 

across the majority of car parks. Physical speed control in the form of speed cushions, increased signage 

detailing speed limits, barriers, posts, height restrictions and road narrowing can also be implemented if 

appropriate. 

5.4.2 EV charging points 

Although electric vehicles (EVs) are more expensive to buy, they have significantly lower running costs when 

compared to petrol or diesel equivalents. The number of EVs registered within Northern Ireland is increasing 

annually with approximately 600 vehicles registered to date
5
. The e-car network is owned and operated by the 

ESB Group through its ESB cars business. It consists of 160 double-headed 22kW fast charge points and 16 

rapid charge points located through Northern Ireland.  

                                                                                                                     
5
 https://www.infrastructure-ni.gov.uk/system/files/publications/infrastructure/Northern-Ireland-transport-statistics-2015-16.pdf  

https://www.infrastructure-ni.gov.uk/system/files/publications/infrastructure/Northern-Ireland-transport-statistics-2015-16.pdf
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Due to increased demand for electric vehicles, car parks could be improved by adding charging points to sites 

within the study area to encourage owners of such vehicles to charge their vehicle in an off street, safe 

environment. 

5.4.3 Signage 

Any signage should be clearly visible and located effectively to control, warn and instruct car park users and 

especially first time users. This helps to avoid congestion and delay in finding a vacant space. Consideration 

should be given to variable message signage linked to exit and entry in order to show current available space 

locations. 

Standard signage can be enhanced by including images or colour coding to depict levels and areas. Signage 

should highlight operating hours, tariffs, location of key amenities including pay stations, exits, levels / zones, 

help points etc. Emergency exits should be clearly signed and easily identified. 

5.4.4 Security 

Where natural surveillance cannot be achieved, CCTV and other security measures such as use of mirrors to 

counteract blind spots, manned facilities, security offices, help points, emergency phones and frequent patrols 

can prove effective in creating a safe atmosphere. Through design features, areas of concealment can be 

restricted.  

CCTV should be capable of providing the following: 

 Images from which a person can be clearly identified; 

 Vehicle registration information; and 

 View all vehicle and pedestrian access points. 

5.4.5 Vehicular Access 

Access arrangements and sight lines should take cognisance of relevant standards. One exit and one entry 

should be located in close proximity i.e. separate but adjacent lanes in order to maximise management and allow 

controlled entrances including barrier and ticket systems to be monitored. Unauthorised access must be 

prohibited and can be controlled by barrier systems and/or roller shutters. Vehicle reservoirs should be provided 

at vehicle entrance and exit points to prevent queueing on public roads. 

5.4.6 Pedestrian Access  

Entrance and exit routes should be kept to a minimum and pedestrian / vehicle conflict points should be avoided 

possibly with segregated pedestrian walkways. Payment stations should be located in a safe area for 

pedestrians. Signs should direct pedestrians to the safest route on return to their car or to exit the car park. The 

location of pedestrian access and exit routes should be designed so that unauthorised access is avoided. 

Pedestrian accesses should be well lit and provide a safe environment. If lifts and stairs are accessed via the car 

park they must be maintained to a high standard and safety rails and control barriers must be in place. 

5.4.7 Mobility Impaired 

Disabled spaces should be clearly marked close to the entrance of the destination. Monitoring of illegal usage of 

disabled spaces should be undertaken. High quality ramps, lifts, guard rails and footways should be in place to 

allow ease and flow of movement. Tactile paving close to crossing / conflict points within the car park should also 

be considered. 
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5.5 Surface Car Parks 

5.5.1 Boundaries and Perimeters 

All car parks should have a defined boundary which identifies it as a private area. A defined boundary also 

prohibits easy access to or removal of vehicles without the owner’s permission. Boundaries should act as a 

deterrent to unauthorised access and minimise risks to car park users and can include hedges, fences, grass 

verges, railings, barriers, bollards etc. 

5.5.2 Lighting 

Surface car parking requires strategically placed street lighting not only to provide a well-lit safe area for users 

but also so that lighting columns do not act as climbing aids for unauthorised access. Key areas within the car 

park i.e. pay stations, walkways and accesses / egresses should be well illuminated. 

Adaptive lighting allows lighting provision to be varied. This enables energy demand to be linked to pedestrian 

activity and vehicle traffic levels. When a vehicle enters a car park adaptive lighting is illuminated. When no 

movement is detected the lighting is dimmed. Smart electronic components can be retrofitted into existing lighting 

systems or new lighting systems may be installed.  

Adaptive lighting improves the safety of a car park and may reduce crime rates, as any movement will result in 

illumination. The system reduces energy usage as lighting only illuminates an area of a car park when activity by 

vehicles and / or pedestrians is detected. 

5.5.3 Landscaping 

The car park operator should ensure that any landscaping associated with adjacent buildings should not restrict 

surveillance or provide areas of concealment. Landscaping can be used to reinforce boundaries within surface 

car parking. Maintenance of all landscaping is important including that on pedestrian access routes so as hedges 

and bushes do not exceed one metre and trees should be pruned of all branches below 2.5 metres. Sightlines 

should never be obscured. 

5.5.4 Surface Marking 

Parking bays should be clearly marked and upkeep is essential to provide clear boundaries between vehicles. 

Parking spaces should be arranged, where possible, in straight rows to aid surveillance and avoid blind spots. 

5.6 Car Park Management 

5.6.1 Pay on Exit 

Pay on exit is typically utilised for multi storey car parks, although pay on exit may be installed in appropriate 

surface car parks. Pay on exit requires the user to take a ticket at the entrance barrier. On exiting the parking 

facility the ticket is inserted at the exit barrier and the user pays for their parking duration of stay.  

Staff must be present during the facility’s operational hours. However the majority of car parks with attendants in 

booths taking payment have been re-equipped for pay on foot or with ticket machines. Pay by machine on exit is 

only effective where there are adequate exit lanes as a customer without change can block a lane whilst they 

seek assistance. 

5.6.2 Pay on Entry  

Pay on entry car parks typically have a fixed tariff rate. They are often utilised for sporting events, concerts and 

temporary parking solutions. The user arrives at the car park barrier and pays in advance for their parking 

duration of stay. The parking ticket is stamped with a time clock number and is displayed on the vehicle. The 

ticket displays the time at which the users parking duration of stay expires. 
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5.6.3 Pay and Display 

For small surface car parks pay and display will usually be the most appropriate method which involves the 

motorist purchasing a ticket once the car has been parked and displaying the ticket inside the windscreen. The 

ticket states the tariff paid and the precise time when a user’s parking ticket expires. Furthermore online parking 

applications are now available in Northern Ireland allowing drivers to complete this process remotely using an 

internet enabled phone through an app using relevant location numbers specified on the ticket machines. 

5.6.4 Pay on Foot 

Pay on foot (POF) involves the inclusion of a barrier and ticket system. On entry the user stops at the entrance 

barrier and is issued with a ticket. At the end of the parking period the user inserts their ticket into an automatic 

pay station which calculates their parking tariff. The user pays for their parking duration using an applicable 

payment method such as cash or credit / debit card. This validates the ticket. The same ticket is then used to exit 

the car park via the barrier system.  

Some systems allow configurable parking limits to be implemented. This controls the number of vehicles entering 

the car park. 

In relation to town centre car parks in particular, pay on foot has a number of advantages including that users are 

free to determine their length of stay, users do not have to locate a ticket machine and return to their vehicle to 

display a ticket, users are free to spend more time in the town without time restriction, users can pay when they 

leave which is more convenient if using cash payment and card payment is made more convenient. As a result 

Pay on Foot is often an ideal parking solution for shopping centres, retail parks and large car parks in general. 

However, POF barrier systems cannot differentiate between standard parking users and Blue Badge holders. 

Therefore if Blue Badge holders are provided with free off street parking, in POF operated car parks without an 

appropriate system, holders would be required to pay for parking in order to exit the parking facility. 

5.6.5 Pay Later 

ANPR cameras are located at the car park entrance(s) and exit(s) to record vehicle registration plates as users 

enter and exit the parking facility. No entrance or exit barriers are present. No payment machines are available on 

site as pay later parking facilities operate using a cashless payment system. A wide range of online payment 

services are available such as pay by phone, pay online and pay via mobile apps.  

Pay later car parks operate using the following method: 

 The user enters the car park.  

 The user leaves their vehicle for a given period of time; 

 The user then exits the parking facility; and 

 The user pays for their parking duration at home.  

Parking users who do not pay for their parking duration online after a 24 hour period are issued with a PCN. 

ANPR imagery enables parking operators to identify vehicle holders who have unpaid parking tickets. Therefore, 

the parking operator pursues the registered owner of the vehicle. 

5.7 Payment Technology 

Different payment technology methods can be utilised to transfer parking funds from the user to the parking 

operator. Payment technology can be categorised into two main groups: cash and cashless. The following 

payment technologies are available: 

 Cash; 

 Credit and Debit cards; 

 Smartcard; 
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 Pay by phone; 

 Online website; and 

 Smartphone applications (apps). 

Online payment platforms available through webpages and smartphone apps provide cashless payment options 

for car park users. Users register online to avail upon the service and several payment options are available to 

users: 

 Automatic Payment – securely enter vehicle details online and exit the parking facility. The parking fee is 

automatically debited from the user’s account; 

 Pay Manually – enter the vehicle registration either on the webpage or mobile app and select ‘Pay Now’. The 

user then exits the facility; and 

 Leave and Pay – users pay online for parking after exiting the facility (this is only available at barrier-less car 

parks). 

5.7.1 Cash Payment System 

Cash payment involves the use of legal tender to pay for parking durations of stay such as coins and banknotes. 

Cash payment can be made at ticket machines and booths operated by parking facility attendants.  

Ticket machines are normally used in conjunction with pay on foot, pay and display or pay on exit systems. Pay 

on exit machines are not recommended for large car parks or those with high throughput. 

Cash payment systems can be costly to manage due to high levels of regular maintenance required such as cash 

collection and restocking of change. High levels of maintenance are also required when car park tariffs are 

altered or new legal tender is introduced.  

Payment machines often require the ability to both accept and dispense cash. Closed loop note recycling delivers 

this through having the following primary features: a recycler (to automatically recycle money), a loader (to accept 

money) and a cashbox (to retain the money). This decreases the float amount retained in the machine and also 

increases the amount of time between cash collections. 

Bank Note recyclers provide the following features and benefits: 

 Fast banknote insertion speed – reduces user queuing times; 

 Lockable, removable and durable cashbox; 

 Entrance and exit sensors enable highly accurate accounting of money; 

 High first rate acceptance rate; 

 Low jam rate; and 

 Low maintenance costs – allows for increased revenue. 

Note acceptors are specifically designed for busy parking environments which require high security levels, secure 

cashboxes and large operating capacity. This technology is ideal for pay on foot parking systems and automated 

fare collection. 

Coin acceptors, recyclers and dispensers provide fast coin dispensing and high reliability and accuracy. Features 

include; anti-jam sensor, machine dispenser issues five coin denominations and identifies when coin 

replenishment is required and can be used in conjunction with bank note recycler and acceptor. 

5.7.2 Credit and Debit Cards 

Credit and debit cards are plastic cards providing proof that the holder is the owner of the connected bank or 

credit account.  

Credit / debit cards may be inserted into payment machines and the user enters their PIN number to pay for their 

parking duration of stay. The money is automatically debited from the user’s bank account. 
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5.7.3 Multi-Purpose Payment Methods  

Payment machines have increased flexibility and offer a greater number of functions. Payment machines provide 

an array of payment options such as: 

 Cash - coins and banknotes; 

 Credit card, debit card and contactless payment cards; 

 E-purse; and 

 Smartcards. 

This system provides bank note reader technology which is able to identify fraudulent currency. High ticket 

printing volumes reduce operational costs as ticket paper has to be restocked less frequently. Dual printers can 

also be used for other ticket printing services such as attractions or special events. Dual printers have a six litre 

self-locking and exchangeable coin box. This provides increased security for parking operators.  

Payment machines can be fully integrated with ANPR, pay-by-space and pay-by-plate technology. A full alpha 

numeric keypad is provided. The keypad allows data to be captured against parking payments. This enables the 

processing of fees for other services including season tickets and parking fines.  

Payment machine screens can be configured to display certain information at particular times. It can also be 

utilised to guide users on how to compete a payment transaction, display parking tariff information or used to 

display advertising campaigns which can potentially generate additional revenue for the parking operator. 

Payment machines can operate using a range of power supplies such as solar powered payment system, mains 

electricity or utilising hybrid mode (solar and mains supply). 

5.7.4 Smartcards 

Smartcards, contactless payment cards or electronic purse (E-purse) are plastic cards which incorporate an 

integrated circuit and antenna. The antenna is used to both power the smartcard and to communicate with the 

electronic system on the card. Smartcards can be utilised to provide a range of payment services such as pre-

purchased parking tickets and can act as top-up cards. Smartcards may be purchased and issued to users online 

or from administrative / information offices. The card operates by storing monetary value on the card for a given 

card holder. 

Monetary value can be placed on a smartcard in one of several ways: 

 Top – up: whereby additional value is added to a pre-existing smartcard; 

 Preloaded: value is preloaded onto a card and no further value can be added to the card. The card is 

discarded once the monetary value on the card has expired; and 

 Added: value is added to the card once the card is issued. 

Top-up cards typically provide users with discounted tariffs after each top - up. Bonus credit may also be given to 

a user following their initial purchase of a top-up card. Top - up cards are pre-loaded with credit which card 

holders can use to pay for parking stay durations. 

Smartcards are presented to a payment machine card reader either on entering or exiting a parking facility. The 

smartcard either touches or is held between 2 and 3mm from the reader. The transaction is then completed within 

a few seconds. For instance, smartcards are already being extensively used within public transport systems to 

pay for travel journeys in Northern Ireland. 

Contactless cards are an ideal solution for business parks and Park and Ride sites where customer usage is 

frequent. 

Businesses and individuals are able to rent and manage parking spaces online. Radio Frequency Identification 

(RFID) cards are prepaid contactless cards which can be purchased online by customers at reduced rates. The 

card is held up against the column’s card reader and the gate automatically opens. 
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Systems such as ParkPass are an account based payment system which replaces cash, credit and debit cards. 

Registered users insert their account card on arrival and park their vehicle. When exiting the facility the card is 

presented at the exit barrier reader. Parking payments are calculated and processed according to the user’s time 

of arrival and exit at the facility. This is calculated using the users account card and data stored on the card 

reader. Card holders also receive a 10% discount on their transaction for their parking stay duration. The account 

card is linked to the holder’s bank account: money is therefore directly debited from their account. The card may 

be used on a pay-as-you-go basis or as a top-up card on which the user can store credit. 

Account cards offer users the following benefits: holders are guaranteed a parking space, flexible payment 

options are provided and parking stays can be pre-booked online.  

5.7.5 Park by Web 

Secure online payment portals provide users with the ability to pay for parking durations of stay. Users connect to 

the website using a computer or mobile device. Users identify their car parking location, register their vehicle 

online and register their credit / debit card. Some online services may require the user to confirm their vehicle 

from ANPR photographs.  

The use of ANPR camera technology can be utilised to confirm a user’s parking duration of stay and thus enable 

the appropriate tariff to be calculated and charged to the user. 

5.7.6 Pay by Phone 

Pay by phone payment services can operate using two different methods. One method involves telephone 

services being provided at parking facilities. The user uses to phone to register their vehicle, register their credit / 

debit card, identify their parking location based upon a reference number posted in the car park and state their 

parking duration of stay. Alternatively the user can use their mobile device. Pay by phone services are 

predominantly automated and utilise voice recognition. 

The second pay by phone method involves text messaging. Users register their vehicle, identify their parking 

location via a reference number stated on payment machines or signage in the car park and state their parking 

duration of stay. 

5.7.7 Mobile Applications (Apps)  

Increasingly online payment services are available via smartphone applications (apps) and in car connectivity 

devices (satellite navigation). Mobile phone parking apps provide consumers with accurate real time parking 

occupancy and parking restrictions data. This enables drivers to quickly and conveniently locate the nearest and 

cheapest available parking space. Both on-street and off-street parking options are listed. However to encourage 

users to utilise digital parking technology reward and incentives usually must be introduced to persuade a change 

from users. 

Some mobile applications provide additional features such as mobile reading the car park’s location from two 

dimensional bar codes displayed in the car park. Furthermore, some mobile devices have near field 

communications (NFC). This enables a mobile device to act as a smartcard and act directly as a payment 

mechanism. 

In regards to use of mobile phone apps, some systems advocate attaching the phone to the car dashboard - in 

the same manner that an in-car navigation system would work - however using a mobile phone whilst driving is 

against the law in Northern Ireland. However if used as intended as an in-car system they could in same ways be 

considered to be just as safe. 

5.7.7.1 Examples of app use 

Vienna 

Vienna has a dense public transport network and also a high level of pedestrians. The Mobility as a Service 

(SMILE) pilot project was launched in 2015 and developed a mobile app to provide a standardised platform for all 

modes of transport. A further mobile app @WienMobil’ was also piloted. This app is an integrated information 

system which combines travel information and payments for different transport modes.  
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The city’s users more than doubled between 2005 and 2015 from 303,000 to 700,000. As a result the city needs 

to continue improving and expanding the transport services it provides. The city is divided into parking zones 

where different parking restrictions apply. There is a greater focus upon pedestrian walking routes and cycle route 

retention (130km). This alongside appropriate transport strategies have resulted in decreased congestion in 

Vienna. 

Abacus ParkingHQ 

This system uses a mobile parking app to enable parking operators to display a variety of parking information 

regarding their car parks to parking users. Information about parking occupancy, capacity, parking equipment, 

parking accessibility, tariffs, directions, services and online booking are available to parking users.  

This system provides the following benefits: 

 Navigation – users are provided with directions to available spaces on a map; 

 A list of parking service including opening times are provided; 

 Price comparison between parking facilities; and 

 Reservation of chosen parking spaces and available options. 

5.8 Holistic Parking Platforms 

‘Holistic’ parking platforms offer a range of parking services from one provider. This can include: cash payment 

services, real time parking occupancy availability and online mobile applications and / or websites. 

5.8.1 Camera Parking Space Monitoring system 

This system combines in-app payment, enforcement and business information (BI) tool software. The system 

uses cameras and GPS data to monitor parking availability and data. The system can connect to existing street 

camera networks or new camera systems can be installed. Cameras can be installed to lampposts or on the 

rooves of adjacent buildings. Three types of communication technology can be used to send live camera 

streaming data to the ‘cloud’: 

 Fixed cable, ADSL etc.; 

 WIFI radio link which can connect to four cameras; and 

 4G – can enter sim card and the data can transit to the cloud system. 

If cameras are connected to a city server the technology provider does not have access to the imagery. This 

provides increased privacy for users. 

The system can be utilised for both on street and off street parking and operates in the following way: 

 Real time parking occupancy data available on a mobile app directs users to the nearest available parking 

space. Parking tariff information is also displayed; 

 QR codes at the car park entrance are scanned by users using the app; 

 The app then navigates the user to the parking location; 

 Users confirm their registration plate online and select ‘Start Parking’; and 

 Once users have finished parking they select ‘Stop’. The total parking duration and total fee is displayed and 

users pay for their parking duration. 

The system has been piloted and demonstrated in Brazil, Moscow, Tel a Viv and Milton Keynes. The driver 

parking space navigation has a 95% success rate. 

Pre-installed cameras identify illegal parking acts. These alerts are displayed on online interactive maps. This 

enables parking attendants to be made aware of parking violations and enforce parking laws and regulations. Full 

records concerning the time and location of parking violations are generated as they occur and can be stored by 

the parking operator. 
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Information concerning parking occupancies, activity and trends can be analysed over time to enable greater 

efficiency of parking management. The system identifies parking areas which may be over or under occupied. 

This enables operators to make better use of their parking facilities. 

The system utilises cloud based technology to ensure data is securely stored. The system is scalable and can be 

remotely accessed from around the globe. This provides a worldwide output for all car parks. 

5.8.2 Parking App 

This system provides users with real time parking information using online websites and mobile apps. Users are 

able to locate the nearest and cheapest available parking space. Both on street and off street parking options are 

displayed. The parking rules, regulations and tariffs at a given parking space are also displayed. 

The system operates by installing small sensors known as dongles into a vehicle. Once parked, drivers confirm 

their parking location using the online app. The app begins charging for the vehicle’s duration of stay. The parking 

session duration ends when the vehicle moves out of the parking bay. An electronic receipt is emailed to the 

user’s email account stating the charged minutes. Payment can also be made on the mobile app through 

payment applications such as Apple Pay and Android Pay. 

5.8.3 Search and Booking Platforms 

Online parking search and booking platforms operate using a cashless payment system. Two forms of payment 

are available to users: pay online and pay via mobile. This improves flexibility for consumers. Payment is made 

directly to Council within 24 hours of the payment being debited from the customer’s bank account. 

The system can be integrated with parking enforcement such as handheld devices to alert parking attendants to 

nearby parking infringements. This provider delivers this feature at no extra cost however enforcement is not 

provided by the supplier and so this service would need to be delivered by an another provider. 

The system is updated on a weekly basis to ensure parking information such as tariffs and parking time 

restrictions are up to date. No downtime is required whilst the system is updated.  

This system is utilised at 1,195 parking sites in Lincoln City. These parking facilities are operated by private car 

park operators such as NCP and Q-Park. The system is also employed in the Republic of Ireland such as in 

Letterkenny.   

The system operates using a 30 day contract. Also providers do not typically demand exclusivity for the rights to 

utilise their online booking platform, and in most instances the parking operator receives 100% of parking 

revenue from users. Payment is debited from user’s account within 24 hours of making the initial payment. 

5.8.4 Parking Validation  

Parking validation is an agreement between parking operators and local business merchants which provides 

customers with the ability to get discounts on parking tariffs by shopping in a particular business outlet. Parking 

validations can occur in the form of both physical and digital vouchers such as an additional paper voucher, 

modification of the ticket magstripe or paring the parking ticket with a third party receipt.  

Parking validations can operate using the following physical and digital methods: 

 In store the user gives the cashier the parking ticket. The cashier provides the user with a voucher. The 

payment machine reads the parking ticket and then the voucher. The discount is applied and the customer 

pays the remaining balance on the ticket; 

 The parking operator uses coding stations to mass print vouchers as per business specifications. Local 

businesses distribute vouchers to customers who have shopped in their store. The pay station reads the 

parking ticket and voucher. The discount is applied and the customer pays the remaining balance on the 

ticket; 

 The customer gives the cashier their parking ticket, the ticket is validated using a validation machine. The 

ticket is inserted into the payment machine and the pay machine reads the discounted ticket; 
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 Parking tickets can also be validated with third party receipts from shop checkouts. The business receipt 

has a barcode on it which is scanned after the parking ticket at the pay machine. The discount is applied; 

the customer pays the remaining balance and then may exit the parking facility.  

With every method the pay machine will record the number and type of discount voucher utilised. This enables 

accurate and detailed reports to the generated to aid parking management and plan for the future. 

Parking operators may offer parking validation solutions of various types such as discount (e.g. 25% off parking 

fee or £2 off parking fee), time reduction (1 hour free parking), tariff alteration (£1 instead of £2) or free parking to 

local venues, shops, restaurants etc. This enables local business owners to promote their business and improve 

customer loyalty. 

Regular detailed reporting concerning parking validations used by local businesses enables parking operators to 

adjust their parking offers, if required. This may increase revenue. Furthermore, smart validation solutions do not 

impede the speed of the cashier. This results in increased user satisfaction.  

Hardware i.e. a printer is required to validate paper vouchers. Printers are low cost devices and no network 

connection is required to print a paper discount voucher. The device can operate off line due to rechargeable 

batteries and the validation type and amount can be altered. A coding station is required to mass print 

personalised discount vouchers: no connection is required. Also different discount vouchers can be set up. 

However, the vouchers need to be printed in advance. This is an ideal solution for parking facilities with a high 

number of small businesses nearby as paper vouchers can be easily distributed. The tickets can also be altered 

to reflect each individual business’s brand. 

Ticket validation machines will be required by businesses in order to validate tickets. Machines can validate up to 

255 validations on the same ticket.  Validation machines remove the need for an additional paper voucher. 

However this technology would require greater investment in comparison to a voucher printer. 

Ticket validation using third party receipts requires no additional investment as the shop cash register is the only 

technology required and no network connection is needed.  

Digital ticket validation uses the same method as physical ticket validation. The only difference is that the ticket is 

processed digitally. Digital ticket validation can occur via the following methods: 

 Online or via mobile app; and 

 Via point of sale barcode readers. 

Any form of online digital parking validation solution requires an internet connection to send real time information 

to the management system. This ensures validations are accurately logged into the system, thus allowing 

detailed reports to be drawn up. 

Online ticket validation has the following benefits: 

 Easy to use as the ticket only has to be scanned or the ticket ID number entered into the system; 

 No hardware investment required; 

 Multiple validations can be allocated to a single parking ticket; 

 Parking numbers, barcodes and digital tickets are all stored online; and 

 Accessed through any online browser. 

For example in Ivry-Sur-Seine, France parking validation solutions were employed at 725 parking facilities. One 

local business (Leroy Merlin) provides its clients with free parking by scanning a store receipt at the payment 

machine. Also, clients utilising nearby amenities are provided with one and a half hours free parking. 
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5.9 Monitoring Systems 

5.9.1 Bay Monitoring Sensors 

Parking bay vehicle detector sensors can be installed into individual parking spaces. Bay sensors use infrared 

and / or electromagnetic technology to record the presence of a vehicle. The vehicle’s length of stay is also 

recorded. Occupancy data is then wirelessly transmitted to a central software system.  

The wireless transmission of data can alert nearby traffic attendants to parking infringements. Real time parking 

occupancy data can also be available online. This notifies drivers to the most convenient and cheapest parking 

space in their local area. The data is utilised by management systems such as space and permit management, 

Variable Message Signage (VMS) and parking enforcement. Bay sensors have a greater than 99.7% vehicle 

detection rate. 

5.9.2 Overhead Sensors 

This system is only applicable for multi storey parking use. Parking sensors detect the presence of a vehicle in a 

given parking bay. Each parking sensor is connected to an overhead indicator. The indicator utilises low voltage 

wire caballing from shared power supply units. LED lights on the car park roof display either a green or red light. 

The LED light colour corresponds to space availability i.e. green light means the parking bay is available and a 

red light denotes the parking bay is being utilised by another vehicle. Blue lights indicate the presence of 

accessible parking bays and magenta lights denotes vehicles parked in contravention.  

5.9.3 Automated Number Plate Recognition Technology 

ANPR cameras are installed at strategic locations within larger parking areas to track vehicles within the parking 

area and provide users with information on where they have parked the car via information kiosks situated at the 

payment stations or via parking Apps. ANPR cameras can be retrofitted and added to existing solutions to 

increase the functionality of a car park. Alternatively, Automated Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) cameras can 

monitor car parks and guide drivers to parking spaces.  

The following provides a very basic overview of the assumed mode of operation of the proposed ANPR system: 

 ANPR camera takes a picture when it identifies a registration plate;  

 ANPR camera isolates the plate, adjusts the brightness and contrast and segments it into characters; 

 Software analyses the pattern of each character and convert the image into text; 

 Data is sent over IP or over a serial connection to a central software system; and  

 Nearby parking enforcement attendants can be alerted to a vehicle which has overstayed their allotted 

parking period or the system will automatically issue penalty notices when the vehicle has exceeded its 

allotted parking duration of stay.  

The introduction of an ANPR element into the Car Park Management Solution could be used for other 

applications, such as an access control system for secure parking areas, journey time monitoring and bus lane 

enforcement. 

Along with in the monitoring aspect of the system, a critical element for the software is to collect and process 

sufficient data to ensure that any violation of the parking regulations can be successfully be issued and 

prosecuted by the local authority.  The following data fields will be required as a minimum for each location: 

 Image of vehicle entering / exiting the car park;  

 Close up image of vehicle number plate; 

 Date / Time stamp on the above image; and  

 Details on the parking location (name / level / etc.) 
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Any software system would need to conform to the requirements of the Data Protection Act.  This typically means 

the provision of a secure system and the appropriate level of data storage for any information retained by the 

local authority. 

However it should be noted that open ANPR systems can have as low as 86% licence plate reliability. 

ANPR technology can also be utilised to reduce car park congestion at barrier operated facilities such as 

hospitals or multi storey parking facilities. Typically barriers have an opening delay of between three and eight 

seconds. During periods of increased usage barrier car park systems may experience increased congestion and 

vehicle queueing. ANPR camera technology can detect vehicles prior to them reaching the entrance barrier. This 

ensures the barrier automatically opens for staff vehicles or vehicles with access passes with no delay at the 

entrance barrier.  Similarly a ‘white list’ of particular people such as staff can be input into the ANPR system to 

ensure the entrance barriers open ahead of the vehicle approach.  

5.9.4 Inductive Loops 

Inductive loops are still one of the most common methods of detecting vehicle movement. Loops are installed 

within the road surface and vehicles are detected by changes in the inductive field strength.   

The typical the accuracy of effectively installed inductive loops is in the region of 95%. The main advantages of 

this form of monitoring are that they are a low cost option and are easy to install and provide a reliable level of 

accuracy. 

The main disadvantages are they cannot be installed in some road surfaces, e.g. steel reinforced concrete and 

need to be replaced if the road surface is re-laid, incurring high maintenance costs. 

5.9.5 Barrier Systems 

The most commonly used access restriction to car parks are rising arm barriers linked to an access control 

system such as ticket machines, swipe cards, or ANPR cameras.  The system can also be used as a method of 

detecting vehicle movement into and out of the car park. 

The main advantages of barrier systems are that they provide a very positive method of access control, they are 

easy to install and they provide a high level of accuracy.  The system can be linked to other monitoring systems 

such as inductive loops and ticket machines. 

The main disadvantages are that they require regular maintenance and are prone to damage by motorists. Exit 

will typically be controlled through inductive loops or some other form of system. 

5.10 Signage  

5.10.1 Variable Message Signs (VMS) 

VMS can be deployed at three strategic areas: 

 Strategic Level: Information can be provided on key routes heading into the city centre, signs can have multi 

functions displaying parking information, traffic information or special event information; 

 Tactical Signs: Information provided on the individual car parks within the inner road network; and 

 Car Park: Information provided at car park entries on current status (Full / Spaces) and where appropriate 

on individual floors for large multi storey car parks.   

5.10.2 Strategic Level 

The main advantages of these signs are their ability to display a full range of messages and their flexibility to deal 

with changes within the parking provision.  They can be used to show messages in dual text and pictures, 

offering greater display flexibility and can therefore provide additional strategic information, e.g. traffic and road 

information/warnings, which allow the motorist to make informed route choices.   
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A further advantage of his type of sign is its ability to convey 

messages with limited text, eliminating any confusion due to 

language barriers.  In addition to mains power this type of sign 

can be alternatively powered by solar panel or wind (or a 

combination of sources), providing a sustainable solution with 

limited environmental impacts.  

It is expected that these signs would be used at key strategic 

points at the outer corridor to the city centre. 

5.10.3 Tactical Level 

These signs can be the same format as the strategic signs or 

can be limited function signage, used to provide drivers with 

information on the location and availability of spaces in car 

parks; they combine static signage with LED inserts.  

The signs can display information such ‘FULL’, ‘CLOSED’, 

‘SPACES’ or the actual number of available spaces. This type 

of sign is normally post mounted on either one or two posts.  

The main advantages of these signs are their low cost and generally low maintenance requirements. 

Significant disadvantages of these signs are the limited information that can be displayed on the signs and their 

potential inflexibility if the parking provision / usage changes, which could result in the need for new sign facing 

boards. 

5.11 Enforcement Considerations and Permits 

5.11.1 Parking Attendants 

There are two types of parking attendants: on site traffic attendants and mobile parking attendants. 

On-site parking attendants can operate on site full time or on pre-specified days during a particular time period. 

On-site parking attendants are suitable for large parking sites such as pay and display sites or areas where there 

are significant volumes of vehicles parked in contravention of traffic orders such as city centre areas or train 

stations. 

On-site parking attendants are visible. Therefore, parking users are more likely to obey parking restrictions. 

Parking attendants have access to cameras and handheld mobile devices to accurately and efficiently document 

vehicles which are parked in contravention and thus issue the vehicle with a PCN. 

Mobile parking attendants operate in small parking facilities and on a part time basis. Mobile parking attendants 

can visit parking sites randomly or at set intervals during the day (as agreed between the attendant and the 

parking operator). Mobile parking attendants are equipped with a wireless GPS monitoring device, camera and 

handheld device for documenting vehicles that are parked in contravention and for issuing PCNs. 

5.11.2 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) 

Parking data collected from in ground vehicle sensors and radio frequency identification (RFID) in-vehicle tags 

can be utilised for parking enforcement and management. A RFID tag is located in the vehicle and links the 

vehicle to a specific space. Parking bay sensors identifies the vehicle from the RFID tag. This data is wirelessly 

transmitted to parking enforcement agents alerting them to vehicles committing a parking infringement or those 

about to commit a parking infringement. Therefore, the RFID tag acts as a vehicle permit. This enforcement 

solution can be used for both on street and off street parking facilities. 

RFID technology was introduced in Hoboken, New Jersey, USA to enable parking enforcement officers to 

successfully distinguish between resident permit holders who had greater parking privileges compared to visitors 

who had limited parking privileges.  Furthermore, increased permit fraud and counterfeit permits were recorded in 
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the city. RFID tags were embedded into each vehicle holder’s parking permit. Each RFID tag contained an 

identification number which was stored in a database. Vehicle information and permit type which defined where 

each vehicle could legally park was stored in the database. Real time RFID tags and their associated vehicle 

information were available to parking enforcement officers enabling them to successfully identify parking 

infringements and parking permit fraud. 

5.11.3 Virtual Permits 

Electronic and virtual permit services are available at parking facilities throughout the UK. Virtual permits are 

administered online, over the telephone and via smartphone apps. Virtual permits replace paper permits and 

therefore do not need to be displayed on a vehicle. Once a virtual permit has been purchased by a parking user 

this information is wirelessly sent to parking enforcement agent’s hand held devices. This ensures attendants 

have real time, accurate information regarding virtual permit holders. When an attendant approaches a vehicle 

without a parking ticket the vehicle registration is searched on the hand held device. If the vehicle registration is 

present in the database their parking stay is valid and the vehicle holder is not issued with a PCN. 

Permits can be easily purchased, edited to extend the stay duration and renewed online. This increases 

customer flexibility and convenience. Optional text reminders can be sent to the user’s mobile to inform them 

when their parking duration of stay expires. Also additional vehicles can be added and removed from virtual 

permits.  

‘PermitSmarti’ was introduced in Dorset to remove the demands on administrative and enforcement processes as 

a result of the availability of a range of permit types. The PermitSmarti system uses virtual permits and removes 

the need for multiple types of permits including paper permits. The system can be accessed online and has self-

service functionality. Once a user has paid for a virtual permit the database is updated. This ensures enforcement 

officers have real time accurate information. 

5.11.4 Season Tickets 

Season tickets are available in many car parks. In pay and display car parks this would require a permit to be 

displayed in the vehicle. In barrier controlled car parks it is normal to issue a card that operates the barrier. Care 

must be taken to ensure that fraud abuses are minimised if season tickets are available. 

Season tickets typically provide users with savings when purchasing annual or quarterly parking tickets in 

advance. The user does not need to carry change or queue at a payment station. Flexible payment options are 

also available such as monthly direct debit or a one off payment via debit / credit card. 

When installing the chosen payment system, consideration should be given to the way users would prefer to pay. 

Current payment methods include credit / debit card, cash either using notes or correct change only, through the 

Parkmobile app which is linked to the users debit card and via Apple Pay which is a mobile pay and digital wallet 

service provided through IPhone mobile. 

5.12 Examples of Successful Best Practice Implementation 

The following examples detail car parks have introduced elements of best practice and improved on car parking 

5.12.1 Tunbridge Wells  

Park Mark® is a nationally recognised award to car parks that have been vetted by the Police and British Parking 

Association that have measures in place in order to create a safer environment for users and their vehicles. This 

Safer Parking Scheme is a national standard for UK car parks that have low crime and measures in place to 

ensure the safety of people and vehicles.  A Park Mark is awarded to each car park that achieves the challenging 

standards.  The distinctive Park Mark signage helps drivers find car parks where they can confidently leave their 

vehicle, knowing the environment is safer. 

Tunbridge Wells Council have implemented the Park Mark scheme in 9 of their car parks including 2 non-urban 

car parks with further car parks within the councils control awaiting assessment.  
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The council have also tested differing payment schemes and Pay on Exit Systems were looked at as a potential 

solution but it was ultimately concluded that the structure of car parks within Tunbridge Wells did not lend 

themselves to the traditional pay on exit barrier systems and the queues that this method could create.  

Currently pay and display machines are predominantly used however the Council have lowered parking charges 

if visitors choose to pay using their phone i.e. similar to the Parkmobile app. Key benefits include a text reminder 

15minutes before expiry and encourages visitors to stay longer with reduced chance of PCNs. 

Furthermore Tunbridge Wells Council is currently testing a new post payment scheme. The manufacturer of this 

Post Payment System has several installations across Scandinavian countries that have been operating 

successfully for several years. The principle method of operation is you must register when you arrive by 

inserting a debit or credit card and pay for the time you have used when you leave the car park again inserting 

your card. So no need to predict the exact amount of time you may want to park. 

5.12.2 Hereford Council 

Hereford Council developed a parking strategy that applied different measures to the main towns and also rural 

towns and villages. The countywide approach recognised that each type of town / village required differing 

policies to ensure success of the strategy. In relation to countywide policy a review of each town was undertaken 

to assess spare capacity. Each small town and village showed aspects of spare capacity and therefore the 

following was implemented: 

- Public off-road parking supply should be appropriate to meet demand, accommodate planned growth and be 

located in convenient locations accessed by main distributor roads to ensure parked vehicles do not obstruct 

the public highway;  

- Good quality signing provided to make more efficient use of parking supply;  

- Charges will apply for all off-street parking, unless there is a clearly defined economic reason for providing free 

parking;  

- Charges for car parks closer to the centre are set to encourage short stay and a turnover of spaces to support 

the local economy with longer term parking allocated to car parks further from the centre;  

- On-street parking to be free in the Market Towns; and  

- On-street parking is controlled by the use of limited waiting restriction to ensure turnover. 

5.12.3 Scarborough Borough Council 

Scarborough Borough Council launched a new scheme in July 2016 to combat the problems of anti-social 

parking and the negative effect it can have on local communities. ‘The Considerate Parking Initiative’ allows 

Police Community Support Officers and the council’s own Civil Enforcement Officers to place an advice notice on 

cars parked inconsiderately, such as blocking driveways, parking on grass verges or pavements, or parking too 

close to road junctions. 

While not necessarily illegal or in contravention of existing Traffic Regulation Orders, this sort of parking can 

inconvenience other drivers and pedestrians, lead to unnecessary additional on street parking, in some cases be 

dangerous and if carried out persistently, can lead to disagreements between neighbours.  

Instead of fining a driver, the aim of the notice is to make the driver understand the consequences of their 

actions, encourage them to alter their parking habits and therefore avoid the need for further regulation of the 

roads. The Considerate Parking Initiative was originally launched by Tendring District Council in Brightlingsea. It 

proved hugely successful and has since been recognised nationally as an innovative approach to parking 

enforcement. Persistent offenders, who ignore advice notices and continue with bad parking habits, may be 

issued with a Penalty Charge Notice. 

5.12.4 Chichester Council 

Chichester Council recently published (July 2016) the extensive investment schedule relating to all their car parks 

including payment by phone, introducing new machines that take contactless and card payments, online permits 

that no longer have to display, website improvements, and the remarking of bays. 

Customers should be able to start paying for parking by phone by the end of 2016. 'Mi Permit' allows payment 

online, through an application or by phoning a dedicated number. Customers receive a reminder by text when 

parking is due to run out and will have the option to extend parking time if required.  
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Fourteen new parking machines will be installed across the city's car parks, which will take both contactless and 

card payments. By 2018, every machine in the city's car parks will offer this function and all rural car parks will 

have at least one machine offering card and contactless payments. 

In the autumn, the council will also start to introduce virtual permits. This allows customers to access their own 

online account, where they can make payments and immediately change their car registration on their permit if 

they need to do so. They will also no longer have to display the permit. 

Improvements to the council’s website have allowed instant of Penalty Charge Notice (PCN) online, or the ability 

to upload evidence to challenge a PCN. This has been introduced to make the service as easy and efficient as 

possible, allowing people to respond instantly. 

The Council have also pledged to re-line some of the car parks to make the spaces easier for customers to use. 

This will continue into next year and will eventually include zoning some of the larger car parks to make it easier 

for customers to be able to find their cars when they return. This also gives the Council the ability to assess if 

there is capacity for further spaces. Additional motorcycle bays are also being introduced in response to 

customer feedback. 

Further work has also been carried out to make the council's car parks even safer. The majority of the council's 

rural car parks have been awarded a Park Mark by the British Parking Association and the police, to recognise 

that they are now part of the safer car parking scheme. They now join all of the council's city car parks which 

have already received the award. Only 5,000 out of the 22,000 car parks in the country have achieved this award. 

5.12.5 North Ayrshire 

North Ayrshire Council identified that the effective management of parking and the development of alternative 

travel modes are central aspects within the development of economic and environmentally sustainable town 

centres. 

North Ayrshire is situated around 25 miles south-west of Glasgow and has a population of 138,146. Its total area 

is approximately 340 square miles, and the administrative centre is Irvine, the largest town in North Ayrshire. 

Over three-quarters of the population live in urban areas or accessible small towns, with the remaining population 

living in rural areas – 4.8% of the total population living in remote or very remote rural areas. 

Due to the rural nature of some of the towns and villages, Ayrshire Council identified the following objectives as 

key to the success of the parking strategy: 

 Maintain free parking where applicable to support local businesses and maintain visitors within areas 

identified as highly deprived; 

 Enforcing on street controls through working with the local Police to tackle illegal parking; 

 Promotions of sustainable transport will alter demand for car travel in the area; 

 Ease of access for mobility impaired; 

 Improved signage where appropriate; 

 Maintenance of car parks; 

 Provision of visitor information; and 

 Safety and security through lighting improvements, CCTV etc. 

 

Furthermore in order to increase availability and turnover of spaces within towns and villages, short stay controls 

were implemented i.e.3 hour maximum stay at certain car parks. Additional parking areas were also considered in 

some locations within the Council District. 

5.13 Innovation and Technology – Case studies 

Further consideration was given to case studies on a global scale as well as those that detail methods and 

advances in technology which could improve the operation and maintenance of car parks. 

Each case-study considered the following key criteria: 

 Monitoring; 

 Dissemination; 
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 Enforcement; 

 Technology; and 

 SMART Cities / Integration. 
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5.13.1 London, Camden (UK) 

Monitoring Dissemination Enforcement Technology 
SMART Cities / 

Integration 

    

 

London, Camden (UK) 

Scheme Overview 

 

The London Borough of Camden is located to the 

north of central London. In 2014 parking bay 

sensors were installed a various on-street 

locations throughout the Borough. This was a 

pilot scheme which covered 282 on-street 

parking bays.  

 

The scheme was designed to reduce the 

congestion and pollution caused by traffic 

searching for a parking space.  

Key Features 

 282 infra-red parking bay detectors, connected to a data centre by wireless systems.  

 The trial area was separated into zones. 

 The data collected from the sensors update a smart phone application, showing vacant spaces in 

green and occupied spaces in red.  

 Users can use the application to identify vacant parking spaces, on-route or prior to commencing 

their journey using in car systems. 

Delivery and Costs 

 The costs of the scheme have not been disclosed for commercial sensitivity reasons. However, a 

similarly sized scheme in Cardiff was reported to have cost £15,000. 

 The scheme has been delivered using Smart Parking Limited products: SmartEye (bay detectors); 

Smartlink (data transmitters); and Smartapp (smart phone user application). 

Results 

 The scheme has only recently commenced, therefore, it is too early to determine its results. 

Benefits 

 The scheme will reduce the amount of time drivers spend searching for a space. This will reduce 

CO2 emissions and congestion, including the associated noise and visual pollution. 

 Improved customer or visitor experience, as the systems reduces delay, and the associated stress 

of searching for a space. The system is more interactive and provides a driver more information to 
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make route choice. 

 Application can be configured to direct the user to pay for parking via a local authority’s payment 

platforms 

 The scheme will provide real time data to the Council; this will provide a detailed understanding of 

parking trends, and how factors such as land use and weather effect parking habits. In turn, 

assisting the Council in effective parking management. 

 The understanding gained from real time data analysis will enable the Council to optimise and better 

facilitate parking. It also has the potential to limit the need for increased parking provision, by 

making best use of existing infrastructure and therefore reducing costs. 

 The system has the ability to assist with parking enforcement, by detecting overstaying vehicles and 

alerting the nearest parking attendant. This may minimise staff cost, but will assist with more 

targeted revenue protection. Revenue protection is necessary. 

 Systems can be retrofitted into existing parking spaces and utilising existing street furniture, this 

minimises installation costs and inconvenience. 

Disadvantages 

 Pilot covers a limited area; a full scale scheme will require further investment. 

 Infant technology in the United Kingdom, unforeseen technological issues may arise. 

 The system will require a robust maintenance regime to be undertaken by the Council to ensure the 

system remains operational and accurate. 

 During installation and maintenance it is likely that parking bays will need to be temporary out of 

use. This may increase operational stress on other parking locations.  

References 

Smartparking.com 
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5.13.2 Cardiff, UK 

Monitoring Dissemination Enforcement Technology SMART Cities / 

Integration 

    

 

Cardiff (UK) 

Scheme Overview 

 

In summer 2015 parking bay sensors were 

installed at various locations throughout the city. 

This is a pilot scheme which covers 225 on-street 

parking bays.  

 

The scheme is designed to reduce the 

congestion and pollution caused by traffic 

searching for a parking space. A survey across 6 

UK cities identified that drivers in Cardiff spent 

the longest searching for a space. 

Key Features 

 225 infra-red parking bay detectors, connected to a data centre by wireless systems located on 

street lighting columns.  

 The trial area was separated into zones. 

 The data collected from the sensors update a smart phone application, showing vacant spaces in 

green and occupied spaces in red.  

 Users can use the application to identify vacant parking spaces, on-route or prior to commencing 

their journey using in car systems. 

Delivery and Costs 

 It has been reported that the pilot scheme cost £15,000. 

 The scheme has been delivered using Smart Parking Limited products: SmartEye (bay detectors); 

Smartlink (data transmitters); and Smartapp (smart phone user application). 

Results 

 The scheme has only recently commenced, therefore, it is too early to determine its results. 

Benefits 

 The scheme will reduce the amount of time drivers spend searching for a space, a stated problem in 

Cardiff. This will reduce CO2 emissions and congestion, including the associated noise and visual 

pollution. 

 Improved customer or visitor experience, as the systems reduces delay, and the associated stress 
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of searching for a space. The system is more interactive and provides a driver more information to 

make route choice. 

 Application can be configured to direct the user to pay for parking via a local authority’s payment 

platforms 

 The scheme will provide real time data to the Council; this will provide a detailed understanding of 

parking trends, and how factors such as land use and weather effect parking habits. In turn, 

assisting the Council in effective parking management. 

 The understanding gained from real time data analysis will enable the Council to optimise and better 

facilitate parking. It also has the potential to limit the need for increased parking provision, by 

making best use of existing infrastructure and therefore reducing costs. 

 The system has the ability to assist with parking enforcement, by detecting overstaying vehicles and 

alerting the nearest parking attendant. This may minimise staffing costs and will assist with more 

targeted revenue protection. Revenue protection is necessary. 

 Systems can be retrofitted into existing parking spaces and utilising existing street furniture, this 

minimises installation costs and inconvenience. 

Disadvantages 

 Pilot covers a limited area; a full scale scheme will require further investment. 

 Infant technology in the United Kingdom, unforeseen technological issues may arise. 

 The system will require a robust maintenance regime to be undertaken by the Council to ensure the 

system remains operational and accurate. 

 During installation and maintenance it is likely that parking bays will need to be temporary out of 

use. This may increase operational stress on other parking locations.  

References 

Walesonline.co.uk   Smartparking.com  
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5.13.3 Los Angeles, USA 

Monitoring Dissemination Enforcement Technology SMART Cities / 

Integration 

  

 

 

 

Los Angeles (USA) 

Scheme Overview 

In 2012, the California Department of Transportation and the Los Angeles County Metropolitan 

Transportation Authority implemented a 12 month trial of smart parking in a 4.5 square mile area of 

downtown Los Angeles. The scheme covers both on-street and off-street parking facilities, approximately, 

6300 parking spaces. 

 

The stated project goals are:  

 

 Increase number of available on-street parking spaces to be 10 to 30 percent per block 

 Reduce the number of cars “cruising” for parking by guiding drivers to available spots more quickly 

 Reduce kerbside air pollution 

 Improve traffic flow for drivers and transit services 

 Encourage shift in personal travel choices to more efficient and economical transportation 

alternatives such as carpools, bicycling and mass transit 

Key Features 

 Sensors placed in parking spaces tabulate parking space occupancy and relate data to the parking 

management system 

 Variable Message Signs direct drivers to appropriate parking locations 

 Drivers with mobile phones can tap into the system to find spaces using voice-recognition software 

 Web-enabled applications for smart phones access system 

Delivery and Costs 

LA Express Park™, a component of the Los Angeles Congestion Reduction Demonstration, started as a 

one-year pilot program was funded by a $15 million grant from the U.S. Department of Transportation and 

$3.5 million in city funds. The scheme was delivered in partnership with the XEROX corporation. 

Results 

The 12 month trial period resulted in the following; 

 

 Parking congestion decreased by 10%, 

 Under-utilised parking spaces decreased 5%, 

 Parking rates decreased by 11%, but parking revenue increased by 2% 

After the initial trial period was complete the scheme remained in place. The LA Times reported that for 

fiscal year 2013-14, spaces within the smart parking zone generated $13.1 million, approximately 20% of 

the total collected from the city's 37,380 metered parking spaces. The smart parking zone comprises 17% 

of the city’s metered parking. 

The success of the scheme has encouraged the authorities to expand into other central Los Angeles 
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districts, increasing the scheme coverage by approximately 2100 spaces. 

Benefits 

 Enables the authorities to vary parking charges in real time to reflect parking trends, congestion and 

utilisation. 

 The trial scheme has resulted in a decrease in parking congestion, meaning less kerbside air and 

noise pollution. 

 The scheme has resulted in a better distribution of parking and a reduction in under-utilised spaces. 

 Parking charges reduced but revenue increased, suggesting increased revenue protection. 

Disadvantages 

Significant initial investment, in 2013-14 the scheme generated $2.6 million; this equates to roughly 14% 

of the implementation costs. Based on these figures the return on investment would take over seven 

years. This is potentially a long rate of return. Our research suggests the batteries powering the bay 

detectors may need to be replaced every 5-7 years. Therefore, significant further investment will be 

required to replace the batteries, before the return on investment is realised. 

References 

http://www.latimes.com/ 

 

http://www.laexpresspark.org/ 

 

www.xerox.com 
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5.13.4 Melbourne, Australia 

Monitoring Dissemination Enforcement Technology SMART Cities / 

Integration 

  

 

  

Melbourne (Australia) 

Scheme Overview 

In 2011, the City of Melbourne, Australia installed 4,600 parking bay detectors across the city. As an initial 

one year trial in the Carlton, a suburb of Melbourne, paying for parking was done so using an application 

on a smart phone, rather than the traditional parking meter. In 2014 the Council voted to roll out the 

scheme across the city, covering over 12,000 parking bays. The main drivers of the scheme are to reduce 

the maintenance costs of parking meters and ticket machines, and improve parking compliance. 

Key Features 

Monitoring 

Sensors placed in parking spaces detect whether a vehicle has been parked within a bay for longer 

than the purchased period. 

Dissemination 

 Parking is purchased using the Parkmobile smartphone application  

Enforcement 

 The in-ground sensors, record when a vehicle moves in and out of a parking bay, will send a 

message to the nearest parking inspector when a motorist has overstayed the time limit by five 

minutes. 

 

 It is reported that the council also plans to introduce new licence plate recognition technology to 

identify vehicles overstaying parking times in residential areas. The number plate recognition 

technology is fixed to a moving vehicle that records the presence of vehicles and then at a 

subsequent drive by notifies the inspector if the vehicle has been there too long. 

 

Delivery and Costs 

 It was reported that the implementation costs of the initial trial period was $5.48million. The 

expanded scheme of 12,000 bays may cost approximately $14.3million. 

Results 

The trial was deemed a success and the technology was rolled out across the city. 

Benefits 
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 Removal of $3,000,000(AUS) parking meter maintenance cost, if the scheme is rolled out across the 

city. 

 Systems are able to communicate with enforcement officers when a vehicle is in contravention of a 

restriction. 

 The system will assist with revenue protection 

Disadvantages 

 High initial investment costs 

 Significant engineering work required to implement the city wide system. 

 Ongoing maintenance costs, including the replacement of bay detector batteries. 

References 

http://www.theage.com.au/ 

www.governmentnews.com.au 

www.melbourne.vic.gov.au 
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5.13.5 Milton Keynes, UK 

Monitoring Dissemination Enforcement Technology SMART Cities / 

Integration 

  

 

  

Milton Keynes (UK) 

Scheme Overview 

 

Milton Keynes is one of a number of new towns 

which were built across the southeast of England 

in the 1960’s. It has grown to a population of over 

200,000. Milton Keynes Council together with 

partners formed MK: Smart to accelerate the 

development of Milton Keynes as a SMART city. 

Amongst a wide range of smart city projects, bay 

detectors were installed at the railway station as 

a trial to prove the feasibility of an area with 

parking space optimisation scheme.  

The overall challenge for Milton Keynes is to 

optimise their parking provision, to minimise the 

requirement to create new parking. The area 

currently has approximately 25,000 spaces, with 

an estimated demand for an additional 12,000.  

 

Key Features 

Parking bay detectors were bonded to the road surface, they’re powered by lithium-ion batteries with a 

lifespan which exceeds four years. 

The sensors detect the arrival and departure of a vehicle; the sensors send information wirelessly to 

lamppost mounted solar powered repeaters. These aggregate the data and transmit it over the internet to 

the MK Data Hub. 

The data is processed and the resulting analysis is made available on the Milton Keynes Council public 

information dashboard, as well as via a browser that displays bay status as red (occupied) or green (free) 

via an overlay to Google maps. 

The scheme is part of Milton Keynes SMART city initiatives, demand responsive street lighting. 

Delivery and Costs 

Project delivered by MK: Smart; communication systems and data analysis provided by BT and bay 

detectors provided by Deteq. 
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Results 

The pilot scheme was deemed as a success and the Council is developing a plan for a larger scale role 

out throughout Milton Keynes. The scheme will be restricted as it has been determined that full 

implementation across the areas 25,000 spaces is not cost effective. 

Benefits 

 The scheme will provide real time data to the Council; this will provide a detailed understanding of 

parking trends, and how factors such as land use and weather effect parking habits.  

 The scheme will enable the Council to adjust parking restrictions, i.e., permitted length of stay, to 

meet the actual needs of the network.  

 The system has the ability to assist enforcement and revenue protection. 

Disadvantages 

 Not cost effective to be rolled out across all of Milton Keynes 

 Batteries for the sensors will need to be replaced approximately every four years, which will result in 

temporary parking bay closures and traffic management. 

 Solar powered repeaters performance may reduce depending on lighting conditions. It is likely that a 

robust maintenance regime will be required to ensure the repeaters are not shaded or obscured by 

overgrown vegetation.  

References 

“Smart Parking in Milton Keynes”, Case Study, BT 
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5.13.6 Nice, France 

Monitoring Dissemination Enforcement Technology SMART Cities / 

Integration 

  

 

  

Nice (France) 

Scheme Overview 

 

Nice, France, is a city with a population of around 

350,000. Nice had a pre-existing problem with 

the availability of parking, and the traffic 

congestion it caused. As a pioneering SMART 

city, in 2012 Nice undertook a trial of SMART 

parking technology throughout the city. Following 

the success of the trial the scheme commenced 

fully in 2013. 

The scheme comprised of introducing a SMART 

Parking system which covered approximately 

8,500 on-street spaces and 19 multi-story off-

street parking facilities.  

The smart parking project in Nice won the Smart 

city innovating award in 2011. 

Technology 

Monitoring 

U-spot parking bay detectors, linked to a central control centre by lighting column mounted repeaters. 

Dissemination 

Parking and technology experts have suggested that Nice is the best example of the introduction of Smart 

Parking to date. This is because Nice has implemented a citizen centric solution that goes beyond parking 

to capture traffic flows and sound and air pollution. The Nice Mov’Smart app is able to propose the best 

overall route to take to an available parking space. 

Integration 

Nice is a leading SMART city and is using technology to better manage functions, such as, street lighting 

and waste. As part of integration of functions and services the city have also installed 570 multi-service 

kiosks across the city that lets the public pay for parking and access transport services such as bicycle 

and electric car sharing services. The kiosk also includes a Close2mee service which provides retail and 

general information and allows citizens to inform the city of potential problems. 

Delivery and Costs 

Project delivered within an overarching SMART city project comprised of a number of suppliers, including 

CISCO, telecoms supplier and Urbiotica, supplier of bay detection equipment.  

 

The overall implementation cost of the city wide smart systems is between €13-15million. 

Source Urbiotica.com 
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Results 

Nice has publically indicated that the introduction of Smart Parking has: 

 Reduced operational parking costs by 30 per cent; 

 25% increase in parking revenue; 

 Provided a 24 month return on investment; and 

 Reduced congestion and pollution by 10 per cent. 

Benefits 

 Enables the authorities to vary parking charges in real time to reflect parking trends, congestion 

and utilisation. 

 The scheme will reduce the congestion and pollution generated by drivers searching for a space, 

one of the primary goals of the scheme. This will also reduce noise and visual pollution. 

 The scheme will provide real time data administrators; this will provide a detailed understanding 

of parking trends, and how factors such as land use and weather effect parking habits. 

 The understanding gained from real time data analysis will enable the Council to optimise and 

better facilitate parking. It also has the potential to limit the need for increased parking provision, 

by making best use of existing infrastructure and therefore reducing costs. 

 Improved customer or visitor experience, as the systems reduces delay, and the associated 

stress of searching for a space. The system is more interactive and provides a driver more 

information to make route choice. 

 Positive results in terms of: return on investment; parking revenue; and congestion. 

 Ability to integrate with other smart technologies, improving city management and customer 

service. 

Disadvantages 

 The batteries which power the systems have a limited life, approximately 5-7 years; therefore the 

ongoing maintenance costs are significant. 

 Maintenance will require the closure of parking bays / areas which may on occasion reduce 

parking capacity and add to congestion. 

 High level of complexity involving several suppliers and private organisations. The initial cost of 

investment is significant. 

References 

www.urbiotica.com, www.greenbiz.com 

www.cisco.com 

‘Smart parking - Key projects for smart cities’, Beecham Research, 2015 

 

 

 

 

http://www.urbiotica.com/
http://www.greenbiz.com/
http://www.cisco.com/
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5.13.7 Pisa, Italy 

Monitoring Dissemination Enforcement Technology SMART Cities / 

Integration 

 

  

  

Pisa (Italy) 

Scheme Overview 

Pisa, Italy is famed for its leaning tower. However, 

in 2014 the city launched a pilot smart parking 

scheme. The scheme was to cover parking in the 

city’s Piazza Carrara, reported as 75 spaces. The 

scheme is part of a larger smart traffic 

management agenda in Pisa. 

 

Pisa has been experiencing high levels of 

congestion associated with residential and tourist 

traffic. The smart parking scheme is the next stage 

of reducing network congestion. The city already 

had a congestion fee for the city centre and major 

traffic roads. Management and operation of the 

congestion scheme already utilised smart 

technologies. 

 

 

Key Features 

 Sensors on the carriageway surface of each parking bay detect whether they are free or occupied. 

 Data units collect the information and send it over the mobile network to the city's server 

infrastructure. 

 The information is then displayed on indication panels or via smartphone applications, which guide 

drivers to a free space. 

 Drivers can choose to pay for their parking using Pisa’s existing Tap&Park app – which integrates 

with the new system. 

Delivery and Costs 

The new smart city service has been installed on Piazza Carrara, which is located directly on the banks of 

the River Arno. The scheme has been delivered in partnership with Deutsche Telekom and Kiunsys 

Benefits 

 Indication panels direct vehicles to vacant parking spaces, minimising congestion and pollution 

Source Deutsche Telekom 
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caused by drivers searching for a parking space. 

 System integrates with the city’s existing congestion and parking permits online payment regime. 

 Integration of handheld meters for on-street enforcement including ticket generation/ issuance 

supported by back-office solution.  

 Combined with existing smart infrastructure the systems provide real time and historical parking and 

traffic data. 

Disadvantages 

 On-going maintenance costs, including the system batteries which need to be replaced 

approximately every seven years. 

 Significant cost to implement 

References 

www.kiunsys.com  

www.telekom.com 

www.dailymail.co.uk 

  

http://www.kiunsys.com/
http://www.telekom.com/
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5.13.8 Westminster, UK 

Monitoring Dissemination Enforcement Technology SMART Cities / 

Integration 

    

 

London, City of Westminster (UK) 

Scheme Overview 

The historic City of Westminster, London has been 

pioneering the use of smart parking technology in the 

United Kingdom. The use of the systems has grown 

since 2009 when an initial trial of cashless payments 

and infra-red bay sensors was undertaken.  

 

The implementation of smart parking technology is 

aimed at; 

 Reducing the time taken for drivers searching for a 

space; 

 Optimising parking provision and utilisation; 

 Improving customer experience whilst in the area; 

and 

 Reducing revenue loss. 

 

The initial trial consisted of 144 spaces across five 

streets in central London.  

 

Smart Parking Limited has been appointed to roll out the 

scheme. Implementation will be phased, 3000 sensors 

will be initially installed. If successful a further 7000 

sensors will be installed. 

 

 

Key Features 

 Infra-red parking bay detectors, connected to a data centre by wireless systems.  

 Small trial has led to a phased full implementation of bay detection technology. 

 The data collected from the sensors update a smart phone application, showing vacant and 

occupied spaces.  

 Users can use the application to identify vacant parking spaces, on-route or prior to commencing 

their journey using in car systems.  

 Paying for parking is predominantly cashless, parking can be paid for using the application 
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Delivery and Costs 

 The reported cost of implementing the first phase (3000 sensors) is £889,395; the project is being 

funded by revenue from paid parking. 

 The scheme has been delivered using Smart Parking Limited products: SmartEye (bay detectors); 

Smartlink (data transmitters); and Smartapp (smart phone user application). 

Results 

 The three month initial 144 space trial provided the following results; 

o Showed a reduction in drivers avoiding paying from 10.3% to 8%; 

o 1% increase in overall bay usage; 

o 10-15% of drivers were staying longer and spending less time searching for a space; 

o Improved distribution of parking, for example, prior to the trial Saville Row was at 80% 

occupancy whilst nearby Sackville Street was at 48%. During the trial Saville Row was at 76% 

occupancy and Sackville Street was at 51%. 

o £4,000 revenue was generated during the trial which equates to £16,000 from the 104 charged 

spaces in the trial. 

o Based on trial revenue, a scheme rolled out across Westminster would provide a return on 

investment of £2.8million, over five years. 

 The trial proved a success and as a result the Council began implementing the technology across 

the Council area. 

Benefits 

 As stated on the Smart Parking Limited website, the problem that faced the Council was that 

“Around half a million vehicles enter the City of Westminster each day, an area of around eight 

square miles. With only 12,000 parking bays, it is estimated that 30% of all traffic is motorists 

looking for a space. To make matters worse, around 15% of spaces are unoccupied because drivers 

are unaware of their location”. The smart parking system shows, via a smartphone application, the 

location of vacant and occupied bays. This information will minimise the number of drivers searching 

for parking spaces. 

 

 The scheme will reduce the amount of time drivers spend searching for a space. This will reduce 

CO2 emissions and congestion, including the associated noise and visual pollution. 

 

 Improved customer or visitor experience, as the system reduces delay, and the associated stress of 

searching for a space. The system is more interactive and provides a driver more information to 

make route choice. 

 

 Application can be configured to direct the user to pay for parking via a local authority’s payment 

platforms 

 

 The scheme will provide real time data to the Council; this will provide a detailed understanding of 

parking trends, and how factors such as land use and weather effect parking habits. In turn, 

assisting the Council in effective parking management. 

 

 The understanding gained from real time data analysis will enable the Council to optimise and better 

facilitate parking. It also has the potential to limit the need for increased parking provision, by 

making best use of existing infrastructure and therefore reducing costs. 

 

 The system has the ability to assist with parking enforcement, by detecting overstaying vehicles and 

alerting the nearest parking attendant. This may minimise staffing costs and assist with more 

targeted revenue protection. Revenue protection is necessary. 
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 Systems can be retrofitted into existing parking spaces and utilising existing street furniture, this 

minimises installation costs and inconvenience. 

 

 Another benefit was identified by council as a result of using the technology during the trial period. 

Planning decisions need to take account of parking pressures and there can be a requirement for 

developers to provide off street parking where high occupancy rates exist. This parking monitoring 

technology provides improved insight to inform the planning process 

 

 Estimated return on investment of £2.8million over 5 years. 

Disadvantages 

 Pilot covers a limited area; a full scale scheme will require further investment. 

 

 Infant technology in the United Kingdom, unforeseen technological issues may arise. 

 

 The system will require a robust maintenance regime to be undertaken by the Council to ensure the 

system remains operational and accurate. 

 

 During installation and maintenance it is likely that parking bays will need to be temporarily out of 

use. This may increase operational stress on other parking locations.  

References 

Local.gov.uk 

Telegraph.co.uk 

Smartparking.com 

5.14 Electric Vehicle Charging Points 

Although electric vehicles (EVs) are more expensive to buy, they have significantly lower running costs when 

compared to petrol or diesel equivalents. The number of EVs registered within Northern Ireland is increasing 

annually. The ecar network is owned and operated by the ESB Group through its ESB cars business. It consists 

of 160 double-headed 22kW fast charge points and 14 rapid charge points located through Northern Ireland. 

Currently within the Council Borough there are 14 EV spaces available for public use in privately owned parking 

facilities including eight spaces in Bangor, two at Crawfordsburn Country Park, two at the Ulster Folk and 

Transport Museum and two at Mount Stewart. A total of one EV space is provided at all Council car parks 

throughout the Borough i.e. at the Rope Walk car park, Portaferry. 

Presently on street electric vehicle spaces throughout Northern Ireland are free to use with a maximum duration 

of two hours enforced. Also, off street EV spaces are free to use at free Council sites and EV spaces are charged 

at charged Council sites. Furthermore, at private parking facilities standard charges apply for the use of EV 

spaces. 

Electric vehicle parking is subject to the existing parking restrictions of the surrounding car parking spaces within 

public car parks. This means that if other cars pay for parking in the car park then EV owners must pay the same. 

The Department for Regional Development introduced legislation to allow free parking in on-street locations only.  
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5.14.1 Potential EV Solutions 

Throughout the Council Borough a review of ecar usage would be beneficial in ascertaining if additional EV 

charging spaces are required, however there is the potential for the Council to expand their provision of EV 

spaces within Council owned parking facilities throughout the Borough. 

AECOM consider that it may be beneficial for the Council to provide EV charging points at the following car parks 

within the Borough: 

 Queen’s Parade Car Park, Bangor; 

 South Street / Court Street Car Park, Newtownards; 

 Mill Street Gas Works, Newtownards; 

 Church Road, Holywood; and 

 Railway Street, Donaghadee. 

5.15 Cycle Parking 

5.15.1 Policy 

A review of various standards and guidance has been undertaken including: 

 
 DOE Planning Service – Parking Standards; 

 SUSTRANS Design Manual Chapter 12 (2014); 

 Workplace Cycle Parking Guide; and 

 DfT Cycling Infrastructure Design LTN 2-08. 

 

The key common theme identified throughout the aforementioned guidance is location of cycle parking. Cycle 

parking design generally recommends that parking facilities are located as close to the entrance of the 

establishment they are intended to serve in order to provide maximum convenience and security. Where 

possible; cycle parking should be placed so that it is overlooked by other buildings or is in clear view of passing 

pedestrians. Furthermore cycle stands should be placed in relation to their surroundings and incorporated into 

wider environmental improvement schemes where applicable. 

In relation to new development and as outlined in by Planning Service in order to help promote cycle use the 

amount of good quality cycle parking needs to be increased. It is important therefore that secure cycle parking is 

provided as an integral part of new development in Northern Ireland. Full secure, weather protected parking will 

normally be required for employee cycle parking. Weather protection will also be required for visitor parking 

where space for ten or more cycles is provided or in cases where medium to long-term cycle parking is required, 

for instance at public transport interchanges. 

Cycle parking best practice should consider the following: 

 

 Visibility; 

 Accessibility; 

 Security; 

 Availability; 

 Sheltered; 

 Ease of Use; 

 Fit for Purpose; 

 Well Maintained; 

 Attractive; 

 Coherent; and 
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 Linked to other cycling facilities i.e. showers, changing rooms, lockers etc. 

5.15.2 Cycle Parking Case Studies 

5.15.2.1 Milton Keynes Council  

Milton Keynes Council has installed a combined parking and shower/changing/drying facility. Replacing eight car 

parking spaces with room for covered parking for 32 bikes below the shower block, there is a waiting list to use 

these top class facilities, even though staff have to pay to use them. 

5.15.3 Bike Parks 

5.15.3.1 Leicester 

A secure cycle parking facility in the centre of Leicester known as the Bike Park is located beneath Leicester 

Town Hall and incorporates showers, lockers and a bike shop as well as parking spaces for 140 bikes. Future 

Cycles were leased the facility in order to provide an additional bike repair and recycling scheme on site to 

operate alongside the parking facilities. Despite initially a success the lack of investment, funding and monitoring 

of use has led to its disrepair and improvements are limited due to the Grade II Listed building status. 

5.15.3.2 Middlesbrough 

The Middlesbrough Cycle Centre is operated by a registered charity Middlesbrough Environment City with 

funding from a variety of sources including Sport England, Middlesbrough Council, Seed Programme (part of the 

New Opportunities Lottery Fund), Northern Rock Foundation and the Neighbourhood Renewal fund. There is 

provision for parking up to 54 bicycles indoors and a further 24 outdoors. The latter are covered by CCTV. 70 – 

80 bikes are parked each week and parking is free to members (also free) who are issued with a smart card that 

gives access to the parking, shower and locker facilities. The Centre also serves as a cycling information centre 

and as a bas e for training courses in bicycle maintenance and safety as part of the Open College Network. 

5.15.3.3 Cambridge (Cambridge City Council) 

The Park Street Cycle Park is described as being “Britain’s biggest free indoor cycle park”. Located close to the 

centre of Cambridge on the ground floor of a multi-storey car park, in addition to providing secure covered 

parking spaces for over 200 cycles, it features lockers, CCTV coverage and attendants on site all day until 8pm. 

The lockers can be hired on a monthly basis for £10 but also includes the opportunity for visiting/touring cyclists 

to park for just one day in a number of coin operated lockers. This is considered to be valuable as it affords the 

opportunity to leave a bike and belongings while the city is explored on foot. It is also understood to be unique in 

that it also includes a free pushchair loan scheme for parents who have cycled to the bike park with young 

children. Lessons learned from this project include the need for publicity (the bike park is on the edge of the city 

centre’s main core) and that usage can take some time to pick up (a lot of on-street parking is available 

throughout the city). Cambridge City Council is currently pursuing the provision of two further, managed, bike 

parks delivered through developer funding as the result of new retail development. 

5.15.4 Lockers  

5.15.4.1 GMPTE – BLUC 

Transport for Greater Manchester's Bike Locker Users Club operates at selected train, tram and bus stations 

across Greater Manchester. Initially GMPTE wanted to improve cycle parking at suburban locations which were 

generally less well served by onward sustainable transport connections.  

The initial response was the provision of Sheffield stands, located primarily near station entrances. However, it 

soon became apparent that these were not being well used. Feedback from potential users of this type of facility 

suggested that what they required, if they were expected to leave their bikes unattended in a public place for 

much of the day, was parking provision that offered much better security against wilful or accidental damage, and 

somewhere to leave other bike accessories, such as lights, tool kit, pump, helmet, etc. This led to the 

implementation of bike lockers. The lockers are provided by Bike Away and cost around £500 to supply and 

install. The cost to users is £10 annually for two years and then renewals are free afterwards. 

5.15.4.2 Belfast Bikes 

As part of Belfast City Council’s Investment Strategy, Belfast Bikes was launched on 27
th

 April 2015 and provides 

330 bicycles located at 33 docking stations throughout Belfast. The scheme aims to provide low cost and 

convenient travel throughout the city. Users can register as a casual or annual member with fees ranging from 3 
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day membership of £5 or annual fee of £20. For daily use the first half hour is free of charge, 50p up to 1 hour 

and £1 per hour thereafter. Belfast Bikes are available to rent 365 days a year from 06:00 - 00:00 using 

docking station kiosks, the nextbike app or via a hotline service. 

5.16 Coach Parking 

Coach parking within the city centre has become a key issue. Coaches are a key part of the transport mix in 

Northern Ireland and are key contributors in social and economic terms. The tourism industry and in particular the 

coach tourism industry is vital to both sustaining and growth of the Northern Ireland economy. Local coach 

operators invest millions in vehicles and bring much needed revenue both in terms of what they spend and the 

numbers of tourists brought into the country. 

There is a need to invest in facilities such as designated drop-off and pick-up zones, coach parking facilities and 

convenient signage for coaches and passengers, so visitors keep coming back and attract further visitors. There 

are a lack of facilities in AND Borough particularly within the main towns of Bangor and Newtownards.  

5.16.1 Existing Coach Parking Provision 

Coach parking provision is not currently provided in Council owned parking facilities within AND Borough. 

However the tourist attraction of Mount Stewart, National Trust provides five designated coach parking spaces. 

This indicates coach parking provision is limited in the Borough. 

5.16.2 Consultation with Federation of Passenger Transport Northern Ireland 

The Federation of Passenger Transport Northern Ireland (FPTNI) is a non-profit organisation representing 

Northern Ireland's leading bus and coach operators and industry suppliers. FPTNI members range from the 

smallest family businesses to the large public operator, Translink. The focus of the FPTNI is the promotion of the 

passenger transport industry in Northern Ireland and the main aim is to increase passenger transport patronage 

and maintain an operating environment where members can individually or in partnership, provide safe, high 

quality and reliable passenger services. 

FPTNI are the only organisation in Northern Ireland promoting coach tourism and have a dedicated Tourism 

Committee which is working towards recognition for coach tourism in terms of its contribution to the local 

economy, and to increase awareness of the Northern Ireland Coach Tourism Industry and coach tour operators. 

AECOM consulted with FPTNI in October 2017 and the following information was stated regarding coach parking 

in the Borough: 

 Tourism in the Borough is currently under developed and tours are dominated by local people; 

 The National Trust property of Castle Ward, County Down is a key tourist attraction and currently coaches 

are using the following route, Carryduff – Saintfield – Crossgar – Downpatrick. It was suggested there may 

be potential to encourage visitors to Castle Ward via the Portaferry ferry at Strangford; and 

 There are a range of underutilised attractions in the Borough such as Killyleagh Castle and Saint Patrick’s 

Trail. 

Also, FPTNI made the following recommendations: 

 All major tourist attractions in the Borough should provide designated coach parking facilities; 

 In the town centres of the main hubs i.e. Bangor and Newtownards coach drop off facilities should be 

provided at key locations; and 

 Due to the provision of drop off points in the town centre, coach laybys should be identified outside of the 

centre in order to allow drivers to rest in between tour stops. 

 

FTPNI further advised that from 2018, cruise ships will stay in dock in NI ports (Belfast – Derry/Londonderry) until 

21:00 compared to a previous latest departure time of 18:00. As such day trips to attractions within AND Borough 

are now more feasible. Cruise ship tourism is increasing in Northern Ireland with NISRA tourism statistics 

showing 93 cruise ships docking in NI in 2016 with anticipated growth to 100 dockings in 2017 and 120 dockings 

in 2018.   
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5.16.3 Potential Coach Parking Solutions 

In light of the information provided by FPTNI, AND Borough need to be able to provide for a potential increase in 

cruise ship visitors and associated coaches. In the absence of the requirement of a dedicated coach park in 

towns the following considerations are proposed: 

Bangor 

 Rest stops for coach drivers could be provided in more out of town car parks which are currently under-

utilised including Luke’s Point, Seacliff Road. 

 It was noted that Aurora Leisure Centre on the outskirts of Bangor and the Marine Court Hotel provide 

informal coach / bus parking provision, however neither provide secure overnight parking provision. 

 

Newtownards 

 Rest stops for coach drivers could be provided in the out of town car parks which are currently under-

utilised including Ards Shopping Centre. 

Consideration should also be given to the provision of coach drop off points in each of the five main towns i.e. 

Bangor, Newtownards, Comber, Holywood and Donaghadee. It is also recommended that coach parking maps 

are developed for the Borough and then widely disseminated to the industry. 

5.16.4 Coach Parking Best Practice  

A number of organisations have developed guidance or shared learning. Visit England has developed an advice 

document for welcoming coaches and groups in partnership with the Coach Tourism Council, looking at best 

practise in England. The document provides details on how steps can be taken in destinations to welcome 

coaches and benefit from this business, this includes short term, softer destination management steps, and 

longer term solutions were suggested for destinations wanting to capitalise on the market which includes 

destination such as Medway and London. 

The Visit England advice states that destination organisations and planning departments should have a coherent 

strategy for integrating coaches and group tourism into long term infrastructure development plans. Many 

Councils already have plans in place to meet the requirements of the industry. The need for long term planning 

for coach visitors has been recognised in London for example where Transport for London (TFL) and the 

Confederation of Passenger Transport (CPT) launched (October 2013) the Tourist Coach Action Plan, a 5 year 

study which sets out a list of achievable actions and goals designed to improve the experience for coach tour 

operators/drivers coming into the capital. 

Plans should provide parking for coaches as part of new city/town centre developments. They should ensure 

roads are wide enough to accommodate coaches as well as local bus services, provide a clearly marked 

designated area exclusively for coaches to drop-off and pick-up, preferably with a shelter and which allows 

passengers to board and disembark safely. This should be conveniently sited to public toilets, shops, hotels and 

local attractions and where possible coaches should also be able to access car parks. 

Acknowledging the pressure on space in town centres, consideration should be given to coach parking and 

facilities in out-of-town car parks. Make allowances for ample, secure coach parking with CCTV, coach and driver 

facilities, including rest rooms, coach washing and cleaning facilities and preferably all free of charge. 

5.16.5 Coach Parking Case studies 

5.16.5.1 Best Practice Case Study: Medway 

The Acorn Wharf coach park has 36 dedicated parking bays, brick built drivers’ rest facility, and on-site toilet 

disposal point with hose pipe and large waste bins for refuse collection, CCTV surveillance cameras and a 

remote controlled rising bollard system which operates via the council’s CCTV system when there is not an 

attendant is not on duty. This ensures that unauthorised users cannot enter the parking area. Above all coach 

parking is free.  

To complement the coach park, four dedicated coach setting down/pick-up bays are provided at the Rochester 

Visitor Information Centre located just 200 yards from the coach park. The Visitor Information Centre receives  
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300,000 visitors per annum, with the vast majority of them arriving by coach and leads straight onto the historic 

High Street. Drivers can drop-off and collect their passengers in complete safety. The bays are fully wheelchair 

accessible also.  

5.16.5.2 Best Practice Case Study: Southport 

The seaside resort of Southport in Merseyside provides an example of what towns can do by providing good 

service to coach operators and group organisers. Southport was one of the first designated coach friendly towns 

and has won many industry awards for the services provided. 

Southport’s coach offering includes: 

 Four town centre coach ‘set down / pick up’ points 

 Free ‘meet and greet’ service by coach hosts from Easter to the end of September 

 Southport visitor passports which contain money off vouchers for coach visitors 

 Secure coach parkin for up to 65 vehicles with onsite driver facilities and CCTV 

 Coach driver passport scheme with stamps collected each visit which can then be exchanged for high street 

vouchers 

 Discounted tickets to Southport events 

 An annual travel trade guide and newsletters 

5.16.5.3 Best Practice Case Study: Bournemouth 

Bournemouth is a seaside resort on the southern coast of England and is popular for coach day trips and short 

breaks. Bournemouth Tourism has a dedicated groups department to provide coach operators with:  

 A dedicated groups section on Bournemouth Tourism’s official website www.bournemouth.co.uk/lovegroups  

 Free group accommodation finding service  

 Tailor-made itineraries specifically for coach operators  

 Free access to the Bournemouth Image Library  

 A quarterly newsletter and annual Group and Coach Travel Guide which has the latest information to help 

coach groups explore Bournemouth and the surrounding area in a way that suits them. It includes coach 

specific information including a list of coach parking locations and drop-off and pick-up points  

 Social media: Coach tour operators can keep up to date with news for their tours via Bournemouth Tourism 

on Facebook, Twitter and YouTube  

Bournemouth Tourism has been a member of the Coach Tourism Council for many years and attends the annual 

Coach Holiday Conference. This allows Bournemouth Tourism to understand the coach industry, learn more 

about what they need and network with those who decide where tours go. Bournemouth Tourism and its local 

trade partners also attend a number of coach and group related exhibitions each year to underline their 

commitment to welcoming coaches and groups. 

5.17 Motorhome Parking 

AND Borough currently provides two spaces for motorhomes and caravans at one Council car park, The 

Commons East, Donaghadee. Visitors also use private sites as an alternative and as such problem parking for 

this vehicle type can cause issues in towns and villages; however the potential exists to expand the motorhome 

market. 

5.17.1 Strategy for Sustainable Motorhome Tourism in Northern Ireland 2017 – Feetech Consultancy 

Services 

An organisation advocated the development of a strategy for motorhome tourism in Northern Ireland. The aim of 

the document is to highlight the tourism opportunity presented by the increase in motorhome ownership which 

has been growing steadily over the past number of years. It considers that with modest investment a viable 

motorhome tourism product could be developed as motorhomes have the ability to reach remote locations and 

attractions and therefore spread tourism revenue more evenly across Northern Ireland. 

http://www.bournemouth.co.uk/lovegroups
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The strategy identifies that the motorhome industry is fast growing with UK manufacturing increasing by 11.3% in 

the first 6 months of 2017 and according to the Driving Vehicle and Licensing Agency (DVLA) there were over 

256,000 motorhomes licensed for use on UK roads in the summer of 2016 which is a 27% increase over the 

previous 4 years figures. A typical age profile for a motorhome owner is over 40 with an increase in camping 

attributed to retirement and also the weak sterling. 

The document suggests that a key element that tends to be overlooked is the assumption that campsites are the 

only solution however many motorhome owners wish to use their vehicle all year round. Most campsites in 

Northern Ireland are seasonal i.e. open from Easter to September with very few open all round. While many 

motorhome users will use campsites, many others will seek quiet or remote locations or else town village centre 

locations close to pubs and restaurants. 

A key issue for Councils trying to develop policies for motorhomes involves off street parking bylaws and the 

issue of overnight parking. As a motorhome is generally self-contained i.e. does not have external components 

such as water tanks, awnings etc. then it is regarded as parking and not camping and as such subject to 

penalties if parked overnight. 

The strategy identifies numerous opportunities and actions; some of which are low cost options including: 

 Wide range of stopover locations required; 

 Campsites are seasonal and not always fit for purpose; 

 Lack of aire de service facilities; 

 Improved signage; 

 Use of pubs, restaurants and hotel car parks; 

 Lack of motorhome rotes and tours; 

 Combining motorhome stop overs with other activities; and 

 Stakeholder engagement. 

 

Ards and North Down Borough Council conducted an online survey during December 2018 and January 2019 in 

order to explore motorhome potential and the necessary service provisions required for the Borough. A total of 

537 responses from motorhome users throughout the UK and Europe was received.  

Respondents were typically 50-69 years old, stated they typically travelled as a couple and are interested in 

walking, culture and heritage attractions e.g. gardens, park and food and drink. 

Some key findings from the survey are outlined below: 

 Typical stay durations are between two and three nights i.e. 79% of respondents; 

 Respondents typically take more than 20 trips per season; 

 Secure facilities and electricity supply were ranked the most important aire de service facilities (Figure 37); 

and 

 Proximity to activity providers and attractions was ranked as the most important factor when selecting a 

destination (Figure 38). 
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Figure 37. Aire de Service Facilities 

 

Source: Ards and North Down Borough Council 

Figure 38. Destination Selection 

 

Source: Ards and North Down Borough Council 

5.17.2 Aires De Service 

A number of Councils in Northern Ireland have campsites within their District and have developed motorhome 

aires de service as shown in Figure 39. 

An aire de service is a stopping place specifically designed for motorhomes that provides dedicated facilities 

which may include some or all of the following: fresh water fill point, waste water emptying point, chemical toilet 

emptying point and / or electrical hook-up. Aires de service can be charged or free, in some cases you have to 

pay further for fresh water or electricity but this is unusual. Northern Ireland aires de service points are well used 

and subsequently motorhome owners spend time and money in the respective towns. 

Currently, one aire de service are located in AND Borough at The Commons Car Park in Donaghadee. 
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Figure 39. Example Aires De Service  

  

5.17.3  Motorhome Case Studies 

5.17.3.1 Republic of Ireland – Wild Atlantic Way 

The Republic of Ireland does not currently have a formal strategy for motorhome tourism. However, in 2014 Fáilte 

Ireland launched the Wild Atlantic Way which includes 2,500 KM of coastline spanning the Inishowen Peninsula 

in Donegal to Kinsale in County Cork. Since its introduction it has become a magnet for motorhome tourists and 

the motorhome social media sites are full of visitors seeking advice about places to visit and stay.  

Although the ROI currently lacks a cohesive motorhome strategy, several councils are becoming increasingly 

aware to the potential of motorhome tourism. For example, Waterford council are making provision for 

motorhomes with plans for further facilities. Donegal Council have provided several motorhome stopover 

facilities. One of the more superior is the car park at the Tourist office in Buncrana. The facility is free to use, 

provides electric hook up (EHU) using free tokens provided and fresh water. 

5.17.3.2 France  

Throughout France there are thousands of formal campsites and there are also thousands of Aires which are 

dedicated to motorhome use. Nearly every village has an aire which are viewed as ways to attract motorhome 

owners and therefore additional revenue into a town. The Aires are also a way to control motorhome parking as 

motorhome owners know that their vans can be accommodated in a suitable and legal parking area.  

Aires are often free to use with a small charge for fresh water or electrical hook up if such services are available.  

A further French scheme is called French Passion. This is a scheme where farmers, wine growers, cider makers, 

cheese makers, artisans etc. allow motorhome users to stay overnight on their property free of charge. In 

exchange, the motorhome user may buy some local produce.  

5.17.4 Potential Motorhome Solutions 

Currently ANDB Council provides two motorhome spaces at The Commons East Car Park in Donaghadee; 

however potential exists for the Council to expand motorhome provision in order to attract more motorhome 

visitors to the Borough. Therefore, the Council could consider introducing motorhome provision at half a dozen 

sites along the peninsula. 

5.18 Summary 

AECOM identified through successful scheme examples and best practice, the common features and actions 

required for the potential improvement and design of parking facilities in AND Borough.  
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Best practice examples include accreditation schemes such as Park Mark, Disabled Parking Accreditation as well 

as design and layout examples, alternative methods of payment and technologies, monitoring systems, signage 

provision and enforcement management strategies. 

AECOM also considered best practice in terms of coaches and motorhome parking using a range of examples 

from across the UK, Ireland and Europe. There is potential for the Council to develop both coach and motorhome 

parking in the Borough, and AECOM have considered several sites where coach and motorhome parking 

provision could potentially be provided. 

ANDB Council may consider some of the best practice examples outlined within this chapter as having potential 

to be implemented at various sites within the Borough. 
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6. Conclusions 

 Long stay parking is an issue throughout AND Borough but particularly within the four main towns, as one 

half of parkers in Comber are considered to be long stay, one third of parkers in Holywood and  around two 

in five parkers in Bangor and Newtownards are also considered as long stay. Free car parks tend to have 

higher proportions of long stay parkers as there is no control on parking duration resulting in low space 

turnover and limited revenue from parking acts; 

 Car park audits show that Council owned car parks throughout the Borough typically lack CCTV provision 

and signage. CCTV provision increases user and vehicle safety and signage alerts drivers to nearby 

parking facilities. Rural provision generally lacks; lighting provision, fencing, white surface lining and 

conventional sized parking spaces; this does not meet best practice guidelines nor does it meet user 

expectation; 

 In Comber footway parking is a significant issue along High Street during the weekday and weekend. 

Footway parking is unsightly for local residents and visitors and is also dangerous and unsafe as 

pedestrians may be forced to walk along the road. Pedestrians with limited sight and mobility are most at 

risk by vehicles parked along footways; 

 A high proportion of informal on street parking and footway parking is apparent in the villages of Ballygowan 

and Greyabbey. Also there is a lack of formal parking provision in the centre of Donaghadee close to the 

amenities on offer in the town. AECOM have identified several possible sites in Ballygowan, Greyabbey and 

Donaghadee where off street provision may be provided however potential limitations to the sites are also 

identified e.g. ownership; 

 Within AND Borough all five Park and Ride sites are oversubscribed. Translink propose to double capacity 

to 20 spaces at Carnalea and state the intention that Park and Ride provision in Bangor at Abbey Street 

should be integrated with bus and rail provision. Three non-statutory local village plans and masterplans 

propose to increase P&R provision at Bangor P&R, Holywood Station and Helen’s Bay;  

 AECOM identified limitations to local parking provision in AND Borough in terms of threats to parking 

provision, design, height restrictions and multiple vehicle entrances. Eight Council sites have been identified 

as potential development sites and may lead to the loss of ~649 spaces; 

 ANDB Council own and manage 22 charged car parks and tariffs at each site ranging between £0.30 and 

£0.60 per hour. Analysis shows that car parks with lower tariffs lend themselves to higher proportions of 

long stay vehicles and therefore lower space turnover. This limits revenue generated from the site. Also 

parking location and price likely affect where parkers choose to park their vehicle. Furthermore, parking 

location and safety are considered more important to users when selecting a site to park than parking cost; 

 Tourist contribute to local economies i.e. £46m in AND Borough in 2016 with the majority relying on private 

transport. Signage is important to direct and make tourists / visitors aware of car parks within an area as 

they are usually unfamiliar to an area. Pickie Fun park, Mount Stewart House and Gardens and the Ulster 

Folk and Transport Museum are the top there local attractions in the Borough; 

 Parking can negatively impact the environment and its air quality due to the impacts of congestion, traffic 

volumes, traffic speeds, pollutants and vehicle circulation. However air quality in AND Borough is currently 

good and meets all health based air quality objectives; and 

 AECOM identified through local and global scheme examples and best practice the common features and 

actions needed for potentially improving car parks within ANDB Council. Various types of parking were 

considered such as car, cycle, coaches and motorhomes. 
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